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STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ACCOUNTS

Resolution of appointment
At its meeting of 13 December 2016 the Legislative Assembly resolved to create ‘a
Standing Committee on Public Accounts to:
(i) examine:
(A) the accounts of the receipts and expenditure of the Australian Capital Territory
and its authorities; and
(B) all reports of the Auditor-General which have been presented to the Assembly;
(ii) report to the Assembly any items or matters in those accounts, statements and
reports, or any circumstances connected with them, to which the Committee is of the
opinion that the attention of the Assembly should be directed; and
(iii) inquire into any question in connection with the public accounts which is referred to
it by the Assembly and to report to the Assembly on that question’. 1

TERMS OF REFERENCE
When the Assembly met on Thursday, 15 February 2018, Mr Alistair Coe MLA (Leader of the
Opposition) presented two out-of-order petitions relating to the methodology for determining rates
and land tax for strata residences.
The Assembly considered and passed the following resolution:
That the papers be referred to the Standing Committee on Public Accounts for inquiry
and report by the last sitting day in May 2018. 2
When the Assembly met on Thursday, 10 May 2018, the Assembly considered and passed the
following motion by Mrs Vicki Dunne MLA, Chair of the Committee:
That the resolution of the Assembly of 15 February 2018 referring the papers relating
to methodology for determining rates and land tax for strata residences to the
Standing Committee on Public Accounts for inquiry and report be amended by omitting
the words ‘last sitting day in May 2018’ and substituting ‘last sitting day in September
2018’. 3

1

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Debates, 13 December 2016, p.40, available at:
http://www.hansard.act.gov.au/hansard/2017/pdfs/20161213a.pdf

2

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 15 February 2018, p.673. The terms of the out-of-order
petitions are provided at Appendix A of this report.

3

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 10 May 2018, p.829.
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R ECOMMENDATIONS
RECOMMENDATION 1
2.42 The Committee recommends that the ACT government propose to the Legislative
Assembly amendments to Section 8 of the Unit Titles Act 2001 which, if passed,
would provide greater transparency on the definition of ‘Unit Entitlement’ and
provide more specific guidance on the calculation of Unit Entitlement.

RECOMMENDATION 2
The Committee recommends that the ACT government devise a new method for
determining rates and land tax for unit title properties.

RECOMMENDATION 3
6.158 The Committee recommends that the ACT government ensures that the ACT
general public is aware of the effect of Section 68 of the Residential Tenancies Act
1997 (ACT) in regulating increases of residential rents by including accurate and
relevant information on the website of the ACT Revenue Office.

RECOMMENDATION 4
8.156 The Committee recommends that the ACT government, in a future review of the
ACT methodology for determining rates and land tax, address and respond to
perceived disparities between land values attributed to unit title and freestanding dwellings and used as the basis for the valuation based charge
component of rates and land tax.

RECOMMENDATION 5
9.41 The Committee recommends that the ACT government propose to the Legislative
Assembly changes to the regime for rates and land taxes which, if passed, would
grant full access to progressive scales for rates and land tax to the owners of unit
title properties.

RECOMMENDATION 6
10.7 The Committee recommends that the ACT government conduct a public review of
the ACT system for rates and land tax, including and especially rates and land tax
for unit title properties, to ensure fairness and consistency, and legislate
accordingly.

vii
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1 INTRODUCTION
I NITIATION OF THE INQUIRY
1.1

When the Legislative Assembly met on Thursday, 15 February 2018, Mr Coe MLA, Leader of
the Opposition, presented two out-of-order petitions 4 relating to the methodology for
determining rates and land tax for strata residences. 5

1.2

The Assembly passed the following resolution:
That the papers be referred to the Standing Committee on Public Accounts for inquiry
and report by the last sitting day in May 2018. 6

1.3

Subsequently, on 10 May 2018, the Chair of the Committee sought and was granted leave
by the Assembly to move to amend the motion so that the Committee would report by ‘the
last sitting day in September 2018’, and this motion was passed by the Assembly. 7

C ONDUCT OF THE INQUIRY
1.4

The Committee held four public hearings for the inquiry, on:

 13 June 2018;
 4 July 2018;
 11 July 2018; and
 8 August 2018.8

4

One petition, of 76 signatures, was considered out of order because the terms of the petition were not displayed on the
pages on which signatures were applied. The other petition, of 5464 signatures, was considered out of order because: it
was an electronic petition, but did not employ the Assembly’s form for electronic petitions, and no original signatures
were provided; and some signatures were from outside of the ACT. See Legislative Assembly for the ACT, ‘Paper
petitions’, viewed 27 August 2018, available at: https://epetitions.act.gov.au/PaperPetitions.aspx and ‘Welcome to the
ACT Legislative Assembly e-Petitions website’, viewed 27 August 2018, available at: https://epetitions.act.gov.au/

5

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 15 February 2018, p.673, viewed 29 May 2018, available at:
https://www.parliament.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/1164906/MoP046F.pdf The terms of the out of order
petitions are provided at Appendix A of this report, and are also available at:
https://www.parliament.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/1165209/ToR-attachment.pdf

6

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 15 February 2018, p.673.

7

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, No.58, 10 May 2018, p.829.

8

Witnesses to the inquiry are listed at Appendix B of this report. Transcripts are available from:
http://www.hansard.act.gov.au/hansard/2017/comms/default.htm#public
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1.5

The Committee called for submissions and received 99 submissions in total. 9

P RIVILEGES INQUIRY
1.6

On 12 April 2018 the Assembly considered a motion put by a government Member of the
Assembly which raised concerns at the fact that some submissions provided to the
Committee for the inquiry had been submitted through a third-party website. 10

1.7

This motion, having been put and passed on that day in amended form, established the
Select Committee on Privileges 2018. The motion provided that the Standing Committee on
Public Accounts could ‘continue its business’ in relation to the present inquiry, but ‘should
not report to the Assembly prior to the Select Committee on Privileges reporting to the
Assembly’. 11

1.8

The Select Committee released its report, entitled Newsletter circulated by two MLAs with
links to a Third-Party Website, on 20 June 2018. The report was tabled in the Assembly on
31 July 2018. 12

1.9

In the report the Committee found:

 that no contempt had been committed by Ms Lee or Miss Burch; 13 and
 that no contempt had been committed by Mr Coe.14
1.10 The Privileges Committee made one recommendation in the report, which was:
That the Standing Committee on Administration and Procedure, in consultation with
the Committee of Chairs, develop guidelines for the use of third party websites in the
preparation of submissions to Assembly inquiries. 15

9

Submissions to the inquiry are listed at Appendix C of this report.

10

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 12 April 2018, pp.790-791, viewed 27 August 2018, available at:
https://www.parliament.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/1188113/MoP055F2.pdf

11

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 12 April 2018, p.791.

12

Select Committee on Privileges 2018, Newsletter circulated by two MLAs with links to a Third-Party Website, viewed 27
August 2018, available at: https://www.parliament.act.gov.au/in-committees/select_committees/privileges-2018

13

Select Committee on Privileges 2018, Newsletter circulated by two MLAs with links to a Third-Party Website, p.12.

14

Select Committee on Privileges 2018, Newsletter circulated by two MLAs with links to a Third-Party Website, p.14.

15

Select Committee on Privileges 2018, Newsletter circulated by two MLAs with links to a Third-Party Website, p.16.
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S TRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
1.11 This report is structured as follows:

 The present chapter, Chapter 1, provides an introduction and background to the inquiry,
describing the genesis and conduct of the inquiry, an associated privileges inquiry, and the
structure of this report;

 Chapter 2 provides an account of the current methodology, set out in legislation, for the
determination of rates and land tax in the ACT;

 Chapter 3 relevant taxation reviews and legislative changes which have led to the current
rates and land tax regime in ACT;

 Chapter 4 provides an account of questions asked and answered when the Treasurer and
his officers appeared before the Committee in public hearings of 8 August 2018;

 Chapter 5 provides an account of views put to the Committee by non-government
witnesses and submitters concerning the fairness or otherwise the revised methodology
for determining rates and land tax for strata residences in the ACT;

 Chapter 6 provides an account of view put to the Committee by non-government
witnesses and submitters regarding increases to rates and land tax, and their impact,
under the revised methodology;

 Chapter 7 provides an account of views put to the Committee by non-government
witnesses and submitters regarding the effects of the revised methodology on
‘downsizers’ and questions of whether the revised methodology takes into account
‘savings and efficiencies’ which apply to unit title dwellings with respect to the provision
of municipal services;

 Chapter 8 provides an account of views put to the Committee by non-government
witnesses and submitters on the degree to which the ACT government had a ‘mandate’ to
change the methodology for determining rates and land tax for strata residences in the
ACT, and related matters;

 Chapter 9 provides an account of views put to the Committee by non-government
witnesses and submitters regarding ways to resolve to the current situation, including the
restoration of the previous approach, but proposals as to alternative approaches; and

 Chapter 10, ‘Committee conclusion’, provides a summation of the Committee’s reflections
on the arguments and evidence considered in the body of the report.
1.12 Each chapter, except for the present chapter, provides a narrative which is the main
content of the chapter, followed by Committee comment providing the views, findings and
recommendations of the Committee regarding the material considered in the chapter.
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2 CURRENT

METHODOLOGY

I NTRODUCTION
2.1

This chapter provides an account of the current methodology used to determine rates and
land tax for strata residences in the ACT, and an account of changes to the methodology.

2.2

It provides accounts of:

 Instances where rates and land tax are payable in the ACT;
 the current methodology for rates, including sub-sections on rates for free-standing and
unit titled dwellings; and

 the current methodology for land tax, including sub-sections on land tax for free-standing
and unit titled dwellings.
2.3

These are considered below.

I NSTANCES WHERE RATES AND LAND TAX ARE PAYABLE

16

2.4

The Rates Act 2004 (ACT) provides, under Section 8(1)(a), that ‘rateable land’ means ‘all
land in the ACT, including Commonwealth land’, but provides, under Section 8(1)(b), a list
of exemptions. The effect of the two provisions together is that residential and commercial
land is rateable land. 16

2.5

The Land Tax Act 2004 (ACT) provides, under Section 9(1), that ‘[l]and tax at the
appropriate rate is imposed for a quarter on each parcel of rateable land that is residential
land’ and, under Section 9(2), that ‘[h]owever, land tax is not imposed on a parcel of land
that is exempt under section 10 or section 11’. Section 10(1)(a) provides for a ‘[p]rincipal
place of residence exemption’ and other exemptions. The effect of the provisions together
is that land tax is payable where a residential property is a rental property.

2.6

The effect of these two Acts together is that residential properties liable for land tax — that
is, rental properties — are also liable for rates.

Rates Act 2004 (ACT), s 8, viewed 28 August 2018, available at: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/20043/current/PDF/2004-3.PDF

6
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2.7

Rates are levied under the provisions of a Disallowable Instrument, currently the Taxation
Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1). 17 This provides the
methodology to calculate rates for both residential and commercial land. 18

C URRENT METHODOLOGY FOR RATES
2.8

Rates in the ACT comprise a fixed charge and a valuation-based charge to make up a total
rates or land tax liability. The methodology for determining rates is set out in the Rates Act
2004 (ACT), and the Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination
2018 (No 1). 19

R ATES
2.9

OTHER THAN FOR UNIT TITLE PROPERTIES

The current methodology for general rates other than for unit title properties is set out in
Section 14(2)(b) of the Rates Act 2004 (ACT) in the formula:

2.10 Where:

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 × 𝑃𝑃)

AUV means—
(a) the average unimproved value of the parcel;
…
FC (or fixed charge) means the fixed charge determined under the Taxation
Administration Act, section 139 for the parcel.
P means the percentage rate determined under the Taxation Administration Act,
section 139 for the parcel. 20

17

Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1), Disallowable instrument DI2018–172,
viewed 28 August 2018, available at: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/di/2018-172/current/PDF/2018-172.PDF

18

A progressive scale for rates for residential land is provided at Table 1 of the Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—
Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1). A progressive scale for rates for commercial land is provided at Table 2 of the
Determination.

19

Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1), Disallowable instrument DI2018–172,
viewed 15 August 2018, available at: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/di/2018-172/current/PDF/2018-172.PDF

20

Rates Act 2004 (ACT), s 3.
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R ATES

FOR UNIT TITLE PROPERTIES

2.11 Section 28(1) of the Rates Act 2004 provides that:
For this Act, if a parcel of land is a unit subdivision, the land making up the parcel is
taken to continue to be a single parcel of land. 21
2.12 Section 29 of the Rates Act 2004 provides different methodologies to determine rates for
according to circumstances.
2.13 Section 29(4)(b) provides that ‘for a residential unit’, 22 the following formula applies:

2.14 Where:

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + �𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ×

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
�
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

‘AUV means the average unimproved value of the parcel’;
‘AUVRU means the AUV of the parcel proportionate to the number of residential units
in the parcel, worked out as follows’:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ×

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

‘AUVRUP means the AUVRU adjusted by the applicable percentage rate, worked out as
follows’:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 × 𝑃𝑃

‘AUVU means the AUV of the parcel proportionate to the unit in the parcel, worked out
as follows’:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ×

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

‘FC’, defined in Section 14 (3) as ‘the fixed charge determined under the Taxation
Administration Act, section 139 for the parcel’;
‘P’, defined in Section 14 (3) as ‘the percentage rate determined under the Taxation
Administration Act, section 139 for the parcel’;
‘residential unit means a unit that is residential land’;
‘TUE means the total unit entitlement of all the units in the units plan’;
‘TUER means the total unit entitlement of all the residential units in the units plan’; and
‘UE means the unit entitlement of the unit’. 23

21

Rates Act 2004 (ACT), s 28(1).

22

Rates Act 2004, s 29(4)(b).

23

Rates Act 2004, R33, Effective: 01/07/18, s 29(5).
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T AXATION A DMINISTRATION (A MOUNTS P AYABLE —R ATES )
D ETERMINATION 2018 (N O 1)
2.15 The Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1),
provides that the fixed charge component for residential rates is at present $815 per year. 24
2.16 Both general rates and land tax are calculated using what are often referred to as ‘marginal
rating factors’. 25 This means that different percentage rates are applied, for residential
rates for example, for the first $0 to $150,000 of a property’s value; then another that part
of the property’s value between $150,000 to $300,000; value from $300,000 to $450,000;
value from $450,000 to $600,000; and any value in excess of $600,000. 26
2.17 Current marginal rates are set out in Table 1 of the Taxation Administration (Amounts
Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1) as follows. 27

column 1
base value

column 2
P or percentage rate per year

less than or equal to $150 000

0.3130% of the base value

more than $150 000 but not more
than $300 000

$469.50 plus 0.4088% of the part of the
base value that is more than $150 000

more than $300 000 but not more
than $450 000

$1 082.70 plus 0.5130% of the part of the
base value that is more than $300 000

more than $450 000 but not more
than $600 000

$1 852.20 plus 0.5603% of the part of the
base value that is more than $450 000

more than $600 000

$2 692.65 plus 0.5700% of the part of the
base value that is more than $600 000

24

Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1), s 5(1)(a)(i).

25

See for example references to ‘marginal rating factors’ in Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.60.

26

2017-18 Budget Paper No.3, p.226.

27

Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1), Table 1.
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C URRENT METHODOLOGY FOR LAND TAX
2.18 A similar approach for the methodology for land tax, with different ranges and thresholds,
and different marginal rates, is set out Land Tax Act 2004 and the Taxation Administration
(Amounts Payable—Land Tax) Determination 2018 (No 1). 28

L AND

TAX FOR FREE - STANDING PROPERTIES

2.19 Under Section 9 of the Land Tax Act 2004, land tax for all properties not subject to Section
27 of the Act — that is, which are not unit titled properties — is to be calculated using the
following formula:
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 × 𝑃𝑃)

2.20 Where:

AUV means the average unimproved value of the parcel of land under the Rates Act
2004.
FC means the fixed charge determined under the Taxation Administration Act, section
139 for the parcel of land.
P means the percentage rate determined under the Taxation Administration Act,
section 139 for the parcel of land. 29

L AND

TAX FOR UNIT TITLED PROPERTIES

2.21 Section 27 of the Land Tax Act 2004 provides methodologies determining land tax for units
in two scenarios.
2.22 The first, provided for by Section 27(4), are scenarios in which ‘a unit that is part of a unit
subdivision’ is ‘owned by someone other than a corporation or trustee’, ‘contains multiple
dwellings’, 30 and ‘has at least 1 of the dwellings in the unit occupied’:
(i) ‘as the principal place of residence by 1 or more owners of the unit,
including an owner who is a personal representative of a deceased person’;
or

28

Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Land Tax) Determination 2018 (No 1), Disallowable instrument DI2018–179,
s 6, Table 1, viewed 15 August 2018, available at: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/di/2018179/current/PDF/2018-179.PDF

29

Land Tax Act 2004, s 9(4).

30

Land Tax Act 2004, ss 27(4)(a)-(b).
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(ii) as the principal place of residence by a person having a life or term
interest in the unit under a will; or
(iii) by a person who pays no rent for the unit, or is liable only to pay an
amount that is not more than the total amount required for rates, repairs,
maintenance and insurance in relation to the unit;
2.23 And:
(d) ‘has at least 1 of the dwellings rented by a tenant’.
2.24 In such a case, the methodology for determining land tax is expressed in the formula:

2.25 Where:

�𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ×

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
� + (𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ×
×
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

AI means the value of all interests in the unit.
AUV—see section 9 (4).
AUVRU means the AUV of the parcel proportionate to the number of residential units
in the parcel, worked out as follows:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ×

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

AUVRUP means the AUVRU adjusted by the applicable percentage rate, worked out as
follows:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 × 𝑃𝑃

C&TI means the value of all interests in the unit held by corporations and trustees.
dwelling—see the Planning and Development Regulation 2008, section 5.
FA means the floor area of the dwelling that is rented.
FC—see section 9 (4).
P—see section 9 (4).
residential unit means a unit that is residential land. 31
2.26 Section 27(5) provides another formula for cases where the ‘unit that is part of a unit
subdivision’ is ‘owned by either a corporation or a trustee’ and ‘another person who is
exempt from paying land tax for the parcel’. 32

31

Land Tax Act 2004, s 27(7).

32

Land Tax Act 2004, s 27(5).
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2.27 Section 27(6) provides a further formula for cases where neither of the above conditions
applies. 33

T AXATION A DMINISTRATION (A MOUNTS P AYABLE —L AND T AX )
D ETERMINATION 2018 (N O 1)
2.28 The Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Land Tax) Determination 2018 (No 1)
provides for a fixed charge and a progressive scale of valuation based charges, in a similar
way to that provided for rates by the Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Rates)
Determination 2018 (No 1), considered above. 34
2.29 Section 6 of the Determination provides that the fixed charge (FC) is $1,203.00.
2.30 A progressive scale is provided in Table 1 of the Determination 35 as follows:

Column 1
base value

Column 2
P or percentage rate

less than or equal to $150 000

0.50% of the base value

more than $150 000 but not
more than $275 000

$750 plus 0.60% of the part of the base
value that is more than $150 000

more than $275 000 but not
more than $2 000 000

$1 500 plus 1.08% of the part of the base
value that is more than $275 000

more than $2 000 000

$20 130 plus 1.10% of the part of the base
value that is more than $2 000 000

33

Land Tax Act 2004, s 27(6).

34

Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Land Tax) Determination 2018 (No 1), Disallowable instrument DI2018–179,
viewed 28 August 2018, available at: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/di/2018-179/current/PDF/2018-179.PDF

35

Taxation Administration (Amounts Payable—Land Tax) Determination 2018 (No 1), Table 1.
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‘U NIT ENTITLEMENT ’
2.31 A Dictionary in an Act provides definitions of key terms used in the Act.
2.32 The entry for ‘unit entitlement’ in the Dictionary of the Rates Act 2004 refers to Section 8 of
the Unit Titles Act 2001. 36
2.33 Section 8, ‘Unit entitlement’, of the Unit Titles Act 2001 (ACT) provides that:
(1) The schedule of unit entitlement forming part of a units plan is a schedule
indicating (by numbers assigned to each unit) the improved value of each unit
relative to each other unit (the unit’s unit entitlement).
(2) For this Act, the total unit entitlement under a schedule of unit entitlement must
be 10, 100, 1 000, 10 000 or 100 000. 37

C OMMITTEE COMMENT
2.34 The Committee notes the complexity of the methodologies employed to determine rates
and land tax in the ACT.
2.35 The most notable features of the current systems for rates and land tax, as they apply to
unit titled properties, are the provisions — in both cases — which make the value of the
whole parcel of land on which units are located the basis for assessing the valuation based
charges for rates and land tax for an individual unit.
2.36 The Committee notes that many of the contributions which are considered in the following
chapters express a strong view against this element of the current system.
2.37 The Committee also notes that in spite of the high quality of contributions to the inquiry,
some contributors struggle to understand with elements of the current legislative
framework.
2.38 In particular, the Committee wishes to indicate, in this regard, the use and definition of the
term ‘Unit Entitlement’. Regarding this, the Committee takes the view that the legislative
definition of Unit Entitlement, and the guidance provided in legislation for calculating such
a variable, are unclear. This is of concern to the Committee in view of the fact that Unit

36

Rates Act 2004, Dictionary, viewed 27 August 2018, available at: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/20043/current/PDF/2004-3.PDF

37

Unit Titles Act 2001, s 8, viewed 27 August 2018, available at: https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/200116/current/PDF/2001-16.PDF
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Entitlement is an important element in determining rates and land tax liabilities for
properties.
2.39 This is the fact that the determination of ‘unit entitlement’, as set out in Section 8 of the Unit
Titles Act 2001 (ACT), relies on ‘improved value’. An inspection of the Amendment history of
the Act shows that this was not an amendment, but has been part of the Act since it came into
force in 2001.
2.40 The Committee considers that provisions setting out unit entitlement — Sections 7 and 8 in
the Unit Titles Act 2001 — are ambiguous. In view of the fact that unit entitlement is a
significant factor in determining liabilities for rates and land tax these should, in the
Committee’s view, be clarified.
2.41 In light of this, the Committee makes the following recommendation.

Recommendation 1
2.42 The Committee recommends that the ACT government propose to the Legislative
Assembly amendments to Section 8 of the Unit Titles Act 2001 which, if passed, would
provide greater transparency on the definition of ‘Unit Entitlement’ and provide more
specific guidance on the calculation of Unit Entitlement.
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3 BACKGROUND

TO METHODOLOGY

I NTRODUCTION
3.1

This chapter provides an account of the genesis of changes to the methodology for rates
and land tax which have led to the current system.

3.2

It considers:

 taxation reviews in the Commonwealth (the ‘Henry review’) and the ACT (‘the Quinlan
review’)’

 changes in the methodology for rates and land tax which were initiated in the 2012-13
ACT Budget;

 changes in the methodology for rates and land tax of unit titled properties which were
brought into effect in 2017; and

 the methodology employed for rates and land tax for unit titled properties prior to these
changes.

T AXATION REVIEWS
I NTRODUCTION
3.3

Previous reviews of taxation systems, both in the Commonwealth and the ACT, form part of
the context for current arrangements for rates and land tax in the ACT.

3.4

These, the ‘Henry review’ in the Commonwealth and the ‘Quinlan review’ in the ACT, are
considered below.

H ENRY
3.5

38

REVIEW

In 2010 the Commonwealth government released the ‘Henry review’ on the Australian
taxation system. 38

K Henry, J Harmer, J Piggott, H Ridout and G Smith, 2010, Australia’s future tax system: Report to the Treasurer December
2009, viewed 25 May 2018, available at:
http://www.taxreview.treasury.gov.au/content/downloads/final_report_part_1/00_AFTS_final_report_consolidated.pdf
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3.6

The review stated that:
Australia has too many taxes and too many complicated ways of delivering multiple
policy objectives through the tax and transfer systems. The capacity of the legislative
and operating platforms of these systems, and their human users, to deal with the
resulting complexity has been overreached. The tax and transfer architecture is
overburdened and beginning to fail in dealing efficiently and effectively with
multiplying policy goals and demands. Rationalisation of the tax and transfer
architecture should now be a strategic priority. 39

3.7

It also put the view that:
Revenue raising should be concentrated on four robust and efficient tax bases:

3.8

•

personal income, assessed on a more comprehensive base;

•

business income, with more growth-oriented rates and base;

•

private consumption, through broad, simple taxes; and

•

economic rents from natural resources and land, on comprehensive bases,
noting that revenue from rent taxes will likely be more volatile than from the
existing resource royalties it will replace. 40

In particular, the review put the view that:
In time the following taxes should be abolished and their revenues replaced by taxes
applying to the four robust and efficient tax bases:
•

insurance taxes;

•

payroll tax;

•

property transfer taxes;

•

stamp duties on the purchase of motor vehicles;

•

resource royalties, replaced by the rent tax;

•

luxury car tax; – the tax on superannuation contributions in the fund;

•

income taxes on all government pensions, allowances and benefits; and

•

fuel and vehicle registration taxes, if replaced by more efficient road user
charges. 41

39

Henry at al., 2010, Australia’s future tax system, p.xvii.

40

Henry at al., 2010, Australia’s future tax system, p.xvii.

41

Henry at al., 2010, Australia’s future tax system, p.xviii.
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3.9

In relation to ‘property transfer taxes’, the report put the view that:
Conveyance stamp duty is highly inefficient and inequitable. It discourages transactions
of commercial and residential property and, through this, its allocation to its most
valuable use. Conveyance stamp duty can also discourage people from changing their
place of residence as their personal circumstances change or discourage people from
making lifestyle changes that involve a change in residence. It is also inequitable, as
people who need to move more frequently bear more tax, irrespective of their income
or wealth. 42

3.10 Regarding land tax, the report put the view that:
A land tax is efficient if it is broadly based. Existing land taxes are quite inefficient
because they are not broadly based, and rates vary according to land use and
landholding aggregation rules. An efficient land tax would apply equally to all land uses
and aggregate holdings, but could have a threshold and different rates based on the
value per square metre of land. In practice this could mean that most land in lowervalue use (including most agricultural land) would not face a land tax liability and the
tax would apply moderate rates to most other land. Transitional rules will be critical in
changing the basis of land taxes, to smooth valuation effects and to allow ample time
for those affected to make adjustments to their investments in land. 43

Q UINLAN

REVIEW

3.11 In 2012 the ACT government also conducted a taxation review. The review was conducted
Mr Ted Quinlan, a former Member of the Assembly and a former Treasurer of the ACT. 44
3.12 The report of the ACT review put the view that:
Four key taxes raise the majority of revenue in the ACT: payroll tax, conveyance duty,
general rates and land tax. Other taxes and levies also play an important role in the
provision of government services to the Canberra community. Land-based revenue is
the predominant tax base in the ACT. 45

42

Henry at al., 2010, Australia’s future tax system, p.49.

43

Henry at al., 2010, Australia’s future tax system, p.xxi.

44

ACT government, 2012, ACT Taxation Review, May 2012, viewed 25 May 2018, available at:
http://www.treasury.act.gov.au/documents/ACT%20Taxation%20Review/ACT%20Taxation%20Review%20May%202012.
pdf

45

ACT government, 2012, ACT Taxation Review, p.2.
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3.13 The report put the view that:
The Territory Government is responsible for functions delivered in other jurisdictions
by both State and local Governments. While funding and delivering municipal services,
it also collects general rates. This broader tax base, not readily available to other
jurisdictions, puts the ACT in a unique position to pursue reform through substitution
of transaction taxes with land-based taxes. 46 [emphasis added].
3.14 It also stated that:
The AFTS [Australia’s Future Tax System] considered taxes on transactions, insurance
and payroll to be inefficient and distortionary and proposed that these be abolished. 47
3.15 Elsewhere the report stated that conveyance duty (that is, ‘stamp duty’) rated ‘poorly
against the criteria’ used by the review, in that, the report stated:

 it was ‘an inefficient tax that distorts consumer behaviour and exercise of housing
preferences, leading to misallocation of resources in the economy’;

 it ‘could be viewed as inequitable, as the tax burden is carried by a small number of
people transacting, and it only applies to those who purchase real property’; and

 it was ‘volatile and unpredictable’.48

P REVIOUS CHANGES IN METHODOLOGY
3.16 The ACT government introduced changes to the methodology for determining rates and
land tax in the 2012-2013 ACT Budget. 49
3.17 Tax reform and changes to rates and land tax are indicated in Budget Papers for each
financial year from and including 2012-13. 50
3.18

In introducing the Appropriation Bill 2012-2013 to the Assembly, the Treasurer told the
Assembly, regarding stamp duty, that:
We are starting a long-term plan to abolish stamp duty on conveyancing.

46

ACT government, 2012, ACT Taxation Review, p.2.

47

ACT government, 2012, ACT Taxation Review, p.3.

48

ACT government, 2012, ACT Taxation Review, p.73.

49

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, No.151, 5 June 2012, pp.1994-1995.

50

See: ‘2012-13 Taxation Reform’, 2012-13 Budget Paper No.3, p.45-53; ‘Taxation Reform’, 2013‐14 Budget Paper No. 3,
pp.95-99; ‘Taxation Reform’, 2014-15 Budget Paper No. 3, pp.247-250 and ‘2014-15 Tax Reform Measures’, pp.250-251;
‘Taxation Reform’, 2015-16 Budget Paper No. 3, pp.219-221; ‘Taxation Reform’, 2016-17 Budget Paper No. 3, pp.249-258;
and ‘Taxation reform’, 2017-18 Budget Paper No.3, p.23 and pp.225-228.
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Over the next five years the Government will reduce the amount of stamp duty paid on
all homes—beginning tomorrow. 51
3.19 Regarding land tax, the Treasurer told the Assembly that:
To put downward pressure on rents and encourage investment in the kinds of housing
which are in the shortest supply, I announce today a cut in the land tax paid by
landlords who rent out low- and medium-priced properties.
…
Based on averages, a rental property in Chisholm will see a reduction of $307 in land
tax a year – good news for renters and good news for investors. 52
3.20 Regarding general rates, the Treasurer told the Assembly that:
Canberrans understand that tax changes like the ones I have announced need to be
paid for.
The overall aim is not to reduce the money the Government invests in services for
Canberrans, but to move away from inefficient and regressive taxes and focus on
fairer, progressive revenue sources.
That is why today I announce important changes to the general rates regime. 53
3.21 He told the Assembly that these changes would ‘not alter the fundamental premise on
which rates have always been collected – linking rates charged to the value of land’, and
that these changes would ‘make the system more progressive’. 54
3.22 He told the Assembly:
We will be introducing a series of progressive marginal tax rates to replace the existing
flat valuation based charge. The fixed charge paid by all Canberra households will
remain the same at $555. 55
3.23 He also told the Assembly that:
Under the new scale, rates will decrease for around a quarter of properties. The
average increase will be $123 per year or $2.35 a week. This will be offset by the
reductions in insurance costs, stamp duty and rents I outlined earlier. 56

51

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Debates, 5 June 2012, p.2615.

52

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Debates, 5 June 2012, p.2616.

53

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Debates, 5 June 2012, p.2617.

54

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Debates, 5 June 2012, p.2617.

55

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Debates, 5 June 2012, p.2617.

56

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Debates, 5 June 2012, p.2617.
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I NTRODUCTION OF RECENT CHANGES FOR UNIT TITLED
PROPERTIES
3.24 On 23 March 2017 the Treasurer presented the Revenue Legislation Amendment Bill 2017
to the Assembly. 57
3.25 The Assembly passed the Bill on 11 May 2017. 58 The Act was notified on 16 May 2017, 59
and came into force on 1 July 2017. 60
3.26 The Explanatory Statement for the Bill stated that:
The current method for calculating rates and land tax on a residential unit in the ACT
has resulted in lower rates and land tax payable for units as compared with the rates
and land tax payable for houses of similar market value.
In the 2016-17 Budget, the ACT Government announced a change to the methodology
for calculating rates and land tax on units in order to reduce the gap between houses
and residential units of similar value. To do this the total average unimproved value
(AUV) of the parcel of land will be used as a basis for the rates and land tax calculation,
instead of the AUV of the parcel as it relates to the individual unit entitlement.
The amendments to the Land Tax Act and the Rates Act in this Bill implement this
change in methodology. 61
3.27 The Revenue Legislation Amendment Bill 2017, once passed by the Assembly and enacted,
amended the Rates Act 2004 and the Land Tax Act 2004 to put these new arrangements
into effect. This resulted in a change in the statutory formula for calculating the valuationbased component of the rates and land tax liabilities for unit titled properties.
3.28 As for the Rates Act 2004, the Land Tax Act 2004 was amended by the Revenue Legislation
Amendment Bill 2017 to provide, at Section 26(1) that:

57

Minutes of Proceedings, 23 March 2017, pp.121-122, viewed 15 August 2018, available at:
https://www.parliament.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/1044554/MoP010F.pdf

58

Minutes of Proceedings, 11 May 2017, p.190, viewed 15 August 2018, available at:
https://www.parliament.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/1061176/MoP016F1.pdf

59

ACT Legislation Register, ‘Bill progress’, Revenue Legislation Amendment Bill 2017, viewed 15 August 2018, available at:
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/b/db_55651/

60

See Revenue Legislation Amendment Bill 2017, Section 2, ‘Commencement’, viewed 15 August 2018, available at:
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/b/db_55651/20170323-65740/PDF/db_55651.PDF

61

Explanatory Statement, Revenue Legislation Amendment Bill 2017, viewed 15 August 2018, available from:
http://www.legislation.act.gov.au/es/db_55634/20170323-65723/pdf/db_55634.pdf
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For this Act, if a parcel of land is a unit subdivision, the land making up the parcel is
taken to continue to be a single parcel of land. 62
3.29 Sub-sections of Section 27 of the Act provides a number of formulae for different
circumstances where owners of unit titled properties are liable for tax, predicated on the
principle set out in Section 26(1) that ‘the land making up the parcel is taken to continue to
be a single parcel of land’. 63

P REVIOUS METHODOLOGY FOR UNIT TITLED PROPERTIES
3.30 A previous version of the Rates Act 2004, effective until 31 August 2016, provided that:
Rates are imposed on a unit that is part of a unit subdivision as if a reference to a
parcel of land were a reference to the unit. 64
3.31 In that previous version of the Act, the relevant formula 65 for calculating for unit titled
residential properties was:

3.32 Where:

𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
𝑥𝑥 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

 ‘AUV’ referred to ‘the average unimproved value of the parcel’;
 ‘TUE’ referred to ‘the unit entitlement of all the units in the unit plan’; and
 ‘UE’ referred to ‘the unit entitlement of the unit’.66

C OMMITTEE COMMENT
3.33 The history of the development of the current rates and land tax system is, in the
Committee’s view, important in the sense that it provides both a basis of comparison

62

Land Tax Act 2004, R25, Effective: 01/07/18, Section 26(1), viewed 15 August 2018, available at:
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/2004-4/current/PDF/2004-4.PDF

63

Land Tax Act 2004, R25, Effective: 01/07/18

64

Rates Act 2004, R28, Effective 18/08/16-31/08/16, Section 29(4), viewed 15 August 2018, available at:
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/2004-3/20160818-64509/PDF/2004-3.PDF

65

Rates Act 2004, R28, Effective 18/08/16-31/08/16, Section 29(5).

66

Rates Act 2004, R28, Effective 18/08/16-31/08/16, Section 29(6). See also Unit Titles Act 2011, Section 8.
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against which the current system can be judged, and a test for claims that certain elements
of the current system come from previous taxation reviews.
3.34 In particular, it has been claimed that controversial elements of the current rates and land
tax system — in particular the move to assess the value of unit title dwellings on the basis
of the value of the whole parcel of land on which they are situated — are consistent with
the findings and recommendations of the Quinlan review.
3.35 Further into the body of this report the lead author of that review, Mr Ted Quinlan, rejects
this view. He also states that his review affirmed the centrality of Unimproved Value as the
basis for determining rates and land tax liabilities.
3.36 The concept of Unit Entitlement, as currently employed, detracts from this principle by
calculating the portion, for an individual unit, of the aggregate value of a whole unit title
parcel of land based on calculations of the units’ portion of the aggregate improved value of
the whole parcel of land.
3.37 As will be plain from statements made further into the body of the report, this is one of the
factors which suggest that although the Quinlan review affirmed the centrality of
unimproved value as a basis for determining rates and land tax, the current methodology in
the ACT is, in fact, a hybrid system which either employs or appeals to the improved value
of properties.
3.38 Using concepts of improved value in this way could discourage improvements on
properties, which cannot be construed as beneficial for the ACT economy, or for the
welfare and quiet enjoyment of its residents.
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4 APPEARANCE

BY

TREASURER

I NTRODUCTION
4.1

The Treasurer and his officers appeared before the Committee in public hearings of 8
August 2018 in connection with the inquiry.

4.2

Discussed were:

 the rationale for the change in policy on rates and land tax;
 the basis for assessment of rates and land tax;
 whether the new system was progressive;
 whether modelling was done and a range of approached considered;
 differentiation between units and houses;
 the degree to which the policy was consistent with other government policies; and
 commercial rates.
4.3

These are considered below.

R ATIONALE FOR THE CHANGE IN POLICY
4.4

When the Treasurer appeared before the Committee, questions were asked and answered
regarding the rationale for the change in policy on rates and land tax.

4.5

In responding to questions, the Treasurer told the Committee that:
The rationale for the legislation is contained within the Revenue Legislation
Amendment Bill 2017, and the parliamentary debate and explanatory statement
associated with it. 67

4.6

He told the Committee that:
The government’s intent here is to ensure greater equity across all ratepayers. This is
not just a discussion about equity amongst those who pay rates on units but a
discussion across the entire territory rating base. It is important to acknowledge that

67

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.55.
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the equity issues are broader than just what the rates are for distributions within
units. 68
4.7

The Director, Economic and Financial Analysis, Economic and Financial Group also
responded to questions about the genesis of the new policy. She told the Committee that:
The original driver for the change, as mentioned previously, came out of the review of
stage 2 of tax reform, which showed that in the first phase of tax reform the increases
experienced by houses had been significantly higher than the increases experienced by
units. On average, the increase per house was around 10 per cent per year; the
increase per unit was around five per cent per year on average. That showed a
discrepancy, and that was not what was intended. The intention was that all increases
would be similar across the board. 69

4.8

She told the Committee that:
The reasoning behind the change was to rectify that and to bring units back into line
with the increases across the average, across the period. What has happened is that
the change in calculation has been designed to, yes, make the increases for units
greater in that period. And that is what has happened. However, if we look at what has
happened over the eight-year period, both units and houses have had a similar
increase over the whole eight years since tax reform came into play. That has basically
brought the increase for units up to the same level as houses over that period of
time. 70

B ASIS FOR ASSESSMENT
4.9

In hearings of 8 August 2018, the Treasurer told the Committee that:
the market values of the properties are also a factor in the government’s consideration
of equity, and this was one of the fundamental principles behind the change. As I
pointed out previously, in my own electorate there were multimillion-dollar units
paying less than outer suburban houses in your electorate … That is inequitable, and
we have addressed it. 71

4.10 When asked whether considerations of market value were ‘at odds’ with the rating scheme
being based on unimproved, rather than market, value, the Treasurer told the Committee

68

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.55.

69

Ms Kathy Goth, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.56.

70

Ms Kathy Goth, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.56.

71

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.63.
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that ‘market values’ were ‘a factor driving our reason for making the change, in that
properties of equivalent market value were paying very different rates’, and that ‘under the
old system’, properties ‘that would rent for the same amount would pay very different
rates’. 72
4.11 The Under-Treasurer also responded to questions about the role of ‘market value’ in the
new methodology. He told the Committee that such considerations were ‘a measure of
fairness’, 73 and that under the previous system:

 there were differences in rates ‘for similar valued properties’;
 ‘detached housing rate increases were higher than unit increases over time’; and that
 ‘under the old system … the more you densified the smaller the amount of rates you
would collect in toto for a given increase in rating factors’ and that this ‘would be an
incentive to expand the city in greenfields estates, because an attached house in a
greenfields estate would get more rates than a single dwelling unit’. 74

I S THE NEW SYSTEM PROGRESSIVE ?
4.12 In hearings of 8 August 2018, the Committee asked questions as to whether under the new
arrangements rates continued to be a progressive tax. In asking the question the
Committee put the view that it was less progressive because unit owners were now
assessed on the value of the parcel of land for on which units were situated under a strata
plan, and were thus subject to top category for rating factors. 75
4.13 In responding, the Under-Treasurer told the Committee that ‘progressivity in the system is
in the ultimate rates bill you pay’, rather than being represented by the application of
different rating factors within the scale. 76
4.14 The Committee also asked the Treasurer about progressivity under the new system. The
Committee asked whether it was true that in a scenario comparing four unit titled
properties on a parcel of land, and a free-standing property on a parcel of land of the same
value, each of the unit titled properties would previously have been assessed under lower
rating factors than the owner of the free-standing property. 77

72

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.63.

73

Mr David Nicol, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.67.

74

Mr David Nicol, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.67.

75

Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.61.

76

Mr David Nicol, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.67.

77

Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.64.
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4.15 In answering, the Treasurer told the Committee that this was true; that previously the unit
titled properties ‘would pay less’ and that responding to this was ‘the purpose of this
change’. 78
4.16 When asked again whether rates continued to be progressive under these arrangements,
the Treasurer told the Committee that the new system ensured ‘that, across the territory,
across houses and units’, it was ‘a fairer system’. 79
4.17 The Committee also asked why, if that were the case, the top marginal rate in the ratings
scale had been reduced in the 2018-19 Budget. 80
4.18 In response, the Under-Treasurer told the Committee:
We do not specifically look at each rating factor individually on its merits. We look at
the entire system. The government considers the impact of the entire system on the
entire housing stock—that includes changes in values in the entire housing stock—and
makes considered decisions about where the average increase will be, where the
maximum increases will be, where the lowest increases will be. And we adjust the
system and the rating factors and thresholds. 81
4.19 When asked what information had come to light which had led to the decision to adjust the
top marginal rating factor, the Under-Treasurer told the Committee:
All of the marginal rates were set in order to achieve the most desired outcome in
terms of impact of rate increases on the entire market. 82

W AS A RANGE OF METHODOLOGIES CONSIDERED ?
4.20 In hearings, the Committee asked whether a range of methodologies was considered by
Treasury, once it was perceived that there was a ‘disparity’ in the rates paid for units and
stand-alone houses. 83

78

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.64.

79

Mr Andrew Barr MLA, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.65.

80

Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.60.

81

Mr David Nicol, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.60.

82

Mr David Nicol, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.61.

83

Proof Transcript of Evidence, 8 August 2018, p.56.
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4.21 In responding to the question, the Under-Treasurer told the Committee that:
The answer is: yes, we did. We looked at what we could do to change the rating factors
and the fixed charge under the whole system. Our rate system currently is a single
system, irrespective of dwelling type. We apply the same rating factors and thresholds
whether it is a unit property or a detached house. 84
4.22 He told the Committee that:
We found that we could not come up with different rating factors and different value
thresholds that would address the historical difference in rates since tax reform began,
which [the Director, Economic and Financial Analysis, Economic and Financial Group,
CMTEDD] outlined in terms of increases. That introduced the other choice that we
considered, and that the government ultimately adopted, which was to essentially
change the methodology of distributing rates between units in a unit complex.
Previously values were distributed by unit entitlement; now we distribute rates
essentially by unit entitlement. 85
4.23 He told the Committee that:
The other factor that we considered, and that the government adopted, was the rebate
arrangement that it introduced. It phased the change in over a number of years instead
of having the hit in one year. And the government made a further amendment to that
in the previous budget. 86
4.24 The Under-Treasurer also told the Committee that:
That was the process we went through to come up with the answer. We essentially
could not change the rating factors and rates in a way under the old system that would
have rebalanced the rating system between houses and units in the way that we
intended. 87

W AS MODELLING DONE ?
4.25 In hearings, the Committee asked whether Treasurer had conducted modelling on changes
to rates and land tax and their effect on rents in the ACT. 88
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4.26 In responding, the Under-Treasurer told the Committee:
It is very difficult to draw a direct link with one particular input cost in rents. Rents by
and large are determined by a complex range of factors. The most significant factor is
the balance between supply and demand in a market. In our view, if a rental market is
tight, that will put upwards pressure on rent. If a rental market has high vacancy rates,
rental rates will tend to come down. 89
4.27 He told the Committee:
We do not believe it is a big factor. We did not do any explicit modelling to try to
determine that because, in my view, such modelling would not have provided
significant evidence either way of the impact of this change on rents. 90
4.28 When asked how a ‘major policy shift’ could be implemented without modelling being
done, the Treasurer told the Committee that this was ‘not a major policy decision’. 91
4.29 When asked what information was presented to government on the impact of the change,
the Treasurer responded. He told the Committee:
That information, around what it would mean for properties at various values, and the
equity issues that cabinet considered in relation to the inequity of the previous system
where, for example, multimillion-dollar units in certain parts of the city paid
significantly less in annual rates than did modest outer suburban properties, those
issues were brought to cabinet’s attention, and cabinet responded in the only way that
we could, putting principles of equity front and centre in determining taxation policy. 92

U NITS AND HOUSES
4.30 In hearings of 8 August 2018, the Committee asked questions as to differences in rates for
units and houses before and after changes in policy on rates and land tax. 93
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4.31 In responding, the Director, Economic and Financial Analysis, Economic and Financial
Group, told the Committee that:
Before tax reform, rates paid by units and houses were very similar in terms of their
relationship to their unimproved value, so when rates went up from year to year, they
would all go up by a similar amount. All units had lower AUVs under the old system. 94
4.32 She told the Committee that ‘pre tax reform’ — that is, before 2012 — increases ‘were
similar across the board, and units generally were on the lowest AUV because of the way
the calculations worked’. 95
4.33 At this point, the Under-Treasurer also responded to the question. He told the Committee
that:
Essentially, pre the latest change—after tax reform but pre the latest change—there
were two factors in the market. Even though we used AUV as the rating factor, similar
market value properties were paying significantly different rates for a unit versus a
stand-alone property. That could range from a 20 to 30 per cent difference to a 100 per
cent difference. 96
4.34 In responding to his answer, the Committee asked the Under-Treasurer why he was
continuing to employ market value as a yardstick for what rates and land tax should be
paid, to which he replied by saying that this was ‘a dimension of fairness’. 97
4.35 Responding to this, the Committee asked the Treasurer whether this reliance on market
value as an indicator for what rates or land tax was to be paid should prompt a ‘root-andbranch’ review of the rating system. 98
4.36 In responding, the Treasurer told the Committee:
No. All that has changed in the methodology is how the unimproved value of the
property is shared and whether everyone benefits, regardless of the value of the unit,
from a lower marginal tax rate or whether the system that we have put in place
ensures that it captures a fairer share of the total revenue take from units. Unimproved
land values as the methodology for collecting rates will not change under a
government I lead. Full stop. I am not countenancing that ever. 99
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U NITS AND UNITS
4.37 At another point in hearings, the Treasurer stated told the Committee that the new ratings
system would support the differentiation of higher and lower value units in the same block
of units for ratings purposes. 100
4.38 He told the Committee that:
the unit entitlement would be a significant differentiator between a one-bedroom unit
and a penthouse in the context of a block of units, in that the strata rules—this would
also go to the strata fees that would be payable within a multi-unit context—are that
different sized dwellings within a multi-unit complex would receive a different unit title
and rating, reflective of their size and value. That provides a differentiation to your
example that although they might be levied at the same rate in certain locations, the
difference between the size of the two dwellings and their value is taken into account
in terms of the unit entitlement. 101
4.39 When asked to define ‘unit entitlement’ the Treasurer told the Committee:
Say we have 10 units in a complex. Eight, for example, are of similar value, and there
are two penthouses. The penthouses are rated not at one-tenth but at a higher rating
because they are larger. That is how the unit entitlements are calculated. In most
strata title arrangements, those dwellings would pay more to the body corporate and
would also then attract a larger rates calculation in the context of their overall unit
entitlement. Once you get the value of the block, you divide it by the number of
dwellings, but you do not divide it just by the number; you also divide it in the context
of their relative share of that overall block. That was the same under the old system: a
one-bedroom dwelling would pay exactly the same tax rate as a penthouse under the
old system. 102
4.40 The Treasurer also told the Committee that unit entitlement had not changed as a
differentiator between higher and lower value units in the same block under the most
recent changes. 103
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C ONSISTENCY WITH POLICY ON DENSIFICATION
ACT

GOVERNMENT POLICY ON DENSIFICATION

4.41 The ACT government has made policy statements as to the desirability of densification in
the ACT.
4.42 In 2012 the ACT Planning Strategy: Planning for a sustainable city, set out nine ‘strategies
and actions’, the first of which was to:
Create a more compact, efficient city by focusing urban intensification in town centres,
around group centres and along the major public transport routes, and balancing
where greenfield expansion occurs. 104
4.43 More recently, on 3 April 2018, the Chief Minister and Treasurer, Mr Andrew Barr MLA,
published a media release stating that:
Greater densification of our city centre, and along our major transport routes, will
preserve the unique character of Canberra’s garden suburbs.
Public investment in new infrastructure – such as light rail and a new theatre – is being
backed up by significant private investment in the vision that our city centre will be
confident, fun and exciting.
By planning now for the predicted 500,000 people who will call Canberra home by
2030, we can shape the change and protect our heritage, before the change shapes us.
Urban renewal isn’t about knocking down our past; it’s about building a strong and
proud future. 105

H EARINGS
4.44 In hearings of 8 August 2018, the Committee asked the Treasurer a number of questions as
to whether changes to the methodology for determining rates and land tax were in conflict
with government policies favouring densification in the ACT. 106

ACT Government, ACT Planning Strategy: Planning for a sustainable city, 2012, p.6, viewed 14/08/2018, available at:
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4.45 First, the Committee asked the Treasurer whether the ACT government wanted more
people to live in apartments. 107
4.46 In responding, the Treasurer told the Committee that the government was ‘happy for
people to live in whichever housing choice suits their needs’. 108
4.47 Second, the Committee asked whether the government had argued in favour of
densification on grounds that further expansion of the urban footprint should be limited. 109
4.48 In responding, the Treasurer told the Committee that:
We have certain physical limitations on available land; that is true. But we release both
greenfields and infill sites. We aim to provide housing that will meet a variety of
different needs. It is up to individuals to determine whether their preference is to live
in detached dwellings, semidetached dwellings or higher density accommodation. The
government has no preference. 110
4.49 When asked whether this represented a change in policy, the Treasurer told the Committee
that it was ‘not a change in policy’ and that the government could not ‘direct, and never
[had] directed, people that they must live in apartments’. 111
4.50 When asked whether it was the governments preference to have ACT residents living in
higher density accommodation, the Treasurer told the Committee:
No. As I said, the government has no preference. We provide housing across a variety
of different types; the market provides housing across a variety of different types. In
the end, it will be the market and consumer preference that will determine the types
of dwellings that people live in, noting that consumer trends have changed over
time. 112
4.51 He told the Committee that:
It would appear that my generation and those younger—and indeed those who wish to
downsize—tend to prefer inner locations rather than outer locations. That has not
always been the case in this city or in our nation’s history. But there are clearly trends
emerging across this country and around the world for a preference from a large
segment of the market to want to live close to where they work or close to
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entertainment or activity precincts as opposed to living on the fringes of cities. That is
not a choice everyone makes, but it is a choice that an increasing share of the market is
making. Undoubtedly the market and those who are in the business of supplying
houses are responding to that trend. 113
4.52 He told the Committee that:
The government can put in place a range of policy settings that enable all types of
housing to be available. You are aware and the Assembly is aware that all types of
housing are available in the territory. There is a process underway to look at a
particular market segment that has been loosely defined as the missing middle,
semidetached properties. There may be a need to shift policy to allow more dwellings
of that type to be built. 114
4.53 The Treasurer also told the Committee that the ACT was ‘faced with certain realities …
around available land, around consumer preferences, and around market forces’, and that
these would ‘dictate various outcomes in terms of different housing types’. 115

C OST OF SERVICES FOR HIGHER DENSITY DWELLINGS
4.54 In hearings of 8 August 2018 the Committee asked the Treasurer whether the cost of
municipal services was lower where there were higher density dwellings, than for lowerdensity, stand-alone dwellings. 116
4.55 In responding, the Treasurer told the Committee:
It will depend on location. Thirteen per cent of the territory’s budget is municipal, so
we would need to distinguish between our state-level responsibilities and our local
government responsibilities. 117
4.56 When asked to comment specifically on the cost of providing municipal services, the
Treasurer told the Committee:
Just in terms of municipal, it will depend. In some instances, greater density in certain
areas will require augmentation of stormwater and sewerage infrastructure, road
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augmentation and the like that would be more expensive than just having lower
density housing. 118
4.57 At this point the Committee noted that such additional expenses were paid for by
developers; asked the Treasurer to comment specifically on government costs in this
context; and asked whether there were efficiencies for government in people living in
apartments. 119
4.58 In responding, the Treasurer told the Committee:
Again, it depends on the location and the nature of services. In some instances, but not
always. To make a blanket statement to that effect would not be accurate. 120
4.59 The Treasurer also told the Committee that:
With some areas of municipal services you will get economies of scale. Others—for
example, road maintenance—will cost more if you have more users on the same piece
of road. And there are footpaths and various other things. It will be a mixture. 121

C OMMERCIAL RATES
4.60 While this inquiry focuses on residential rates and land tax, in inviting the Treasurer and his
officers to appear before the Committee, it asked representatives from Treasury to be
prepared to answer questions regarding a particular matter concerning commercial
rates. 122
4.61 With regard to this, the Committee stated that:
In September 2016, one property in Braddon was delivered a notice of back rates for, I
think, five years, which amounted to in excess of $500,000 in rates, and then other
charges on top of that, amounting to close to $800,000. The owners were given a fixed
period to pay that. That case has been to the ACAT and has had some resolution. The
owners had to sell the block of land to pay the back rates bill. 123
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4.62 In light of this, the Committee asked the following question:
How is it that the valuation office overlooked, for a period of what appears to be five
years, the fact that there had been a change of use on that block and therefore the
unimproved value would have changed? How did that come about? Do you know? 124
4.63 Additionally, the Committee asked:
How did that come about: that you did not notice that the particular block of land had
a change of use charge for five years? 125
4.64 In responding, the Commissioner for ACT Revenue (the Revenue Commissioner) and
Executive Director, Revenue Management, told the Committee that:
Typically we get details of lease changes through both the Environment, Planning and
Sustainability Directorate, as planning changes, and the land titles office. We marry
that information up and we base the unimproved values on the change of the lease or
the change in the zoning, depending on what has happened. In this case, we did not
pick up the change to that particular property until much later, at which time we
imposed the rates assessment given the correct unimproved value for that property. 126
4.65 When asked whether as a result Treasury had imposed five years of assessment ‘in one hit’,
the Revenue Commissioner told the Committee that this was so. 127
4.66 At this point the Committee asked whether the ACAT, in FANDS (ACT) Pty Ltd V
Commissioner For Act Revenue (No. 2), had found that ‘it was the responsibility of the
landowner to notify the valuation office of the change in use charges’, and whether this
was the case. 128
4.67 The Revenue Commissioner told the Committee that he believed this to be the case. 129
4.68 The Committee asked whether there was any mechanism available for a landowner to
notify the Valuation Office of a change of use, and whether a form was provided for this
purpose. 130
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4.69 In responding, the Revenue Commissioner told the Committee that there was no form, but
‘somebody could write a letter to us or ring us’. 131
4.70 The Committee asked whether landowners were notified that it fell to them to notify the
Commissioner for ACT Revenue of a change of use, or whether it was assumed that such
information would be passed on to the Commissioner for the Land Title Office or through
the ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA). 132
4.71 In responding, the Revenue Commissioner told the Committee:
There is an expectation underpinning tax administration and tax law that the taxpayer
will bring to the tax authority any issue that is relevant to the assessment of taxation. I
think that is what the ACAT summarised. 133
4.72 The Committee asked:
Just for future reference, if there is a change of use charge somewhere in Braddon,
would you consider, as part of the toolkit or the checklist for everyone involved, some
obvious mechanism for ensuring that the valuation office was made aware of the
change of use charge? 134
4.73 In responding, the Revenue Commissioner told the Committee:
Yes, and in the normal course of events we would become aware of that. 135
4.74 The Revenue Commissioner agreed that ‘in the normal course of events’ such information
would come through the Land Title Office or ACTPLA’, and not from the taxpayer. 136
4.75 When asked whether taxpayers wrote to him on a regular basis to advise of changes of use
on their land, the Revenue Commissioner told the Committee that:
We will get a taxpayer contacting us if their assessment looks incorrect, if it appears to
be too much or not enough. In this case, clearly, the previous assessments were not
enough. I think the ACAT said that there was an obligation on the taxpayer to inform
the tax authority. 137
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4.76 When asked whether he routinely received such correspondence from landowners advising
him of change of use, or whether he had ever received such correspondence, the Revenue
Commissioner was unable to answer the question, and took this as a Question Taken on
Notice. 138
4.77 The Committee asked whether his office had identified other blocks that were subject to
back rates, and whether other leaseholders in Braddon would receive letters of demand for
these rates. 139
4.78 In responding, the Revenue Commissioner told the Committee that there were indeed
other blocks identified as being subject to back rates. 140
4.79 He told the Committee that:
This is an ongoing program. Yes, in some cases properties will be identified where rates
have not been correctly applied and we will go back and reassess them. Yes, it will
happen. It is an ongoing program. It is not just Braddon, but across the territory. If we
have incorrectly assessed rates, we will go back and correct them and correctly assess
them. That is part of the equity of the tax system. 141

C OMMITTEE COMMENT
4.80 In summary, in hearings the Treasurer and his officers told the Committee that:

 the most recent changes to the methodology for rates and land tax were based on a
desire for ‘greater equity’ among ratepayers; 142

 the most recent change in methodology was based on — and was consistent with — the
findings of the Quinlan tax review; 143

 the changes used improved values as a yardstick for fairness in rates and land tax; 144
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 the current rates and land tax system for units, as amended in 2017, continued to be
progressive in terms of ‘the ultimate rates bill you pay’; 145

 the recent reduction in the top marginal rate for general rates was the result of looking ‘at
the entire system’ of rating factors rather than correcting for a lack of fairness in the
system introduced in 2017; 146

 a number of alternative rating systems were considered before the 2017 changes were
introduced, 147 but that it was not possible to ‘change the rating factors and rates in a way
under the old system that would have rebalanced the rating system between houses and
units in the way that we intended’; 148

 modelling was not conducted on the effect on rents of changes were made to the rates
and land tax system in 2017; 149

 disparities in rates and land tax between units and houses emerged as a result of ‘tax
reform’ in 2012; 150

 the use of unimproved value as the basis of ‘the methodology for collecting rates’ would
not change under a government led by the present Chief Minister and Treasurer; 151

 the ACT government was not in favour of higher densification, that it was ‘happy for
people to live in whichever housing choice suits their needs’, and that this was ‘not a
change in policy’; 152

 it was not necessarily less expensive for the ACT government to provide municipal services
to unit titled dwellings compared with free-standing dwellings; 153 and

 the ACT government did not ‘hypothecate’ municipal rates for municipal services. 154
4.81 In relation to these views, the Committee notes that non-government contributions to the
inquiry, considered in the chapters below, for the most part offer views of the ACT rates
and land tax system contrary to those expressed by the ACT government.
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4.82 The remaining chapters of this report shed light on the merits — or otherwise — of claims
by government and other contributors on these questions.
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5 IS

T H E M E T H O D O L O G Y FA I R ?

I NTRODUCTION
5.1

This chapter considers the views of contributors to the inquiry regarding the fairness of the
new methodology for determining rates and land tax in strata residences in the ACT.

5.2

It is the first of the six remaining chapters in the reporting which consider views and
evidence put forward by contributors to the inquiry.

5.3

The chapter considers:

 comment on the former methodology for determining rates and land tax in strata
residences;

 comment on the new methodology;
 access to the progressive scales for rates and land tax introduced in 2012;
 anomalies in rates levied on units and houses;
 anomalies in rates levied on units in different circumstances;
 a recent reduction in the top rating factor in the progressive scale;
 concerns over persons’ capacity to pay the new rates and land tax liabilities;
 objections to a perceived retrospectivity in legislation; and
 whether increased rates and land tax charges were off-set by increases in property values.
5.4

These are considered below.

F ORMER METHODOLOGY
5.5

Submitters to the inquiry described pre-2017 methodology for determining rates and land
tax in the ACT, and made observations as to whether they considered it fair method to
determine rates and land tax for strata residences.

M R D AVID K ING
5.6

In his submission, Mr David King advised the Committee, in his comments on the previous
system, that:
Rates are a tax on the land component of a property. They are determined on the
unimproved capital value … of the land. Under the system used before 2017-18, rates
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included a fixed charge and a variable charge (the valuation-based charge) and now
include various other fixed components – the fire and emergency services levy and
safer families levy … 155
5.7

The submission advised the Committee that:
The valuation-based charge for residential properties is based on a progressive rate
scale (as is the scale for commercial properties, although its rates are higher). There
was a tax-free threshold in the past, although it appears that it was abolished some
time ago. However, the bottom rate that applies up to $150,000 (the threshold is not
indexed) at 0.2960 per cent is still somewhat lower than the next rate of 0.408 per cent
that applies from $150,000 to $300,000 and so on. The ACT Government increased the
rates in 2017-18 over 2016-17 and the fixed charge. 156

5.8

The submission advised that for unit title properties under the pre-2017 system, a fraction
of the total value of a unit titled parcel of land was apportioned to each unit, to which rate
factors were then applied. 157 As a result, the submission advised:
each unit owner had a full tax-free threshold (when it existed) and enjoyed the full
benefit of the lower rate scale. This (arguably) may not have been perfect but it was a
fair and reasonable way to divide up the property and logically defensible. Each unit
holder was treated the same way as every other property owner. It would be difficult
to conceive of a fairer way to apply rates (or land tax) in a practical way. 158

M S J ANE G ODTSCHALK
5.9

In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Jane Godtschalk, advised the Committee that until ‘the
2017-18 year, the methodology for calculating the rates of multi-unit dwellings and for
houses was essentially the same’:
In each case a Valuation Based Charge was calculated on the Average Unimproved
Value (AUV) of the property:
• in the case of a house, on the unimproved value of the land which it occupies; or
• in the case of an apartment in a multi-unit complex, on that apartment’s share of
the unimproved value of the land occupied by the complex. 159
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5.10 The submission advised that ‘an apartment’s (or townhouse’s) share is given by its unit
entitlement’ and that at Landmark, ‘a large multi-unit complex, unit entitlements range
from 0.21% to 1.14%’. 160
5.11 This methodology, the submission advised, ‘was relatively uncontroversial’. 161
5.12 In addition to the Valuation Based Charge, the submission advised:
for all residential rate-payers there was (and still is) a Fixed Charge, uniform across
rate-payers, ie not varying with the value of the property. A further fixed Fire and
Emergency Services Levy and a Safer Families Levy are also added. The Fixed Charge
($765) and the Safer Families Levy ($30) are unchanged from 2016-17 to 2017- 18. The
Fire and Emergency Services Levy increased from $252 in 2016-17 to $294 in 2017- 18.
Finally, in 2017-18 there is a one-off rebate of $100 for strata properties. 162
5.13 The submission advised that the Valuation Based Charge ‘is a smaller proportion of the
overall rates bill for an apartment (or any residential property) with a low valuation than for
one with a high valuation’ however, for ‘high value properties’, the ‘Valuation Based Charge
greatly outweighs the sum of the fixed charges’. 163

M R J ACK E VANS
5.14 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Jack Evans advised the Committee that:
Improved Value has been an integral part of rate determination for some considerable
period as it is the basis on which each strata unit’s UE (unit entitlement) is calculated.
Section 8 (1) of the Unit Titles Act provides that “The schedule of unit entitlement is a
schedule indicating (by numbers assigned to each unit) the improved value of each unit
relative to each other unit (the unit’s unit entitlement).” 164
5.15 The submission advised that:
Under the pre 2017 arrangements, the VBC (Valuation Based Charge) of a strata unit
was determined by applying the unit’s UE as a percentage of the property’s AUV to the
tiered VBC. Thus each unit would enjoy the full benefit of the structured charging
arrangements. It meant that, as required by the Unit Titles Act, a unit with an improved
value of $500,000 would be charged using a UE exactly half of that of another unit in
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the same property with an improved value of $1 million. As a result of the tiered
structure of VBC the $1 million unit would pay more than double that of the other unit
(unless both were only charged at the first tier level when it would then be exactly
double). 165
5.16 ‘Furthermore’, the submission advised:
under these arrangements a house and a strata unit with the same AUV would pay
exactly the same amount of rates. When variable charging is determined based on AUV
it is, at first principle, a fair and equitable system. 166

N EW METHODOLOGY
5.17 Contributors to the inquiry expressed views on whether the new method to determine
rates and land tax for strata residences was fair.

M R D AVID K ING
5.18 In his submission, Mr David King advised the Committee that:
What the new system does is treat developments with units on them as a single
property and apply the rate scale to its total unimproved capital value and then divide
this total rate liability by the number of unit owners to arrive at the individual’s liability.
In the example above, it is as if I owned a property with a $5 million unimproved
capital value and my rates were determined on this basis. Then my considerably higher
calculated rates liability is divided by 50 (as some sort of numerical concession) to
determine my actual rates liability. I maintain this is ridiculous. 167
5.19 The submission advised that:
The effect of this calculation is that I obtain the benefit of only 1/50th of the lower
rates threshold. If there were a tax-free threshold, I would obtain the benefit of only a
1/50th of the tax-free threshold. To suggest I own all of the common property (eg the
backyard, stairwells, garbage room etc, which in my case may comprise say 2/3 of the
total property, even more so, that I own all of the property, is ridiculous. I do not have
exclusive use or exclusive possession of the common property and its land content. I
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have to share it with the other residents, which reduces its value (improved and
unimproved) to me. 168
5.20 Under the previous system, the submission advised, dividing ‘the property up initially into
50 units recognised this in a reasonable way’. 169
5.21 Mr King advised that in his case the ‘land content of my small unit is small’, and that for him
to have ‘only a fraction of the lower rate scales with my small unit and even smaller land
content, simply because I live with other people in a separately titled development’ was
‘inequitable and arbitrary’. 170

A

SUBMITTER

5.22 A submitter who asked the Committee to hold her surname in confidence advised the
Committee that:
The effect of spreading the valuation based charge across the entire value of the
property, which includes parcels of land owned by other unit owners and common
property, which is owned the Body Corporate and for which the ACT Labor
Government provides NO services, has been to severely financially disadvantage strata
unit owners as the bulk of their valuation based charge is pushed into the top rates tier
– despite the fact they do not individually own or have quiet enjoyment of the bulk of
that land. 171
5.23 The submission advised that:
This has not only created massive inequity between single title home owners and
strata unit owners, it has also created significant inequity between strata unit owners
within the same complex. At this complex, owners of the smallest units have been hit
with the highest valuation based increases … 172
5.24 The submission provided worked examples of how the new methodology applied to
different properties in the same complex. The examples compared rates in 2016/17 and
2017/18 for a 2 bedroom, two-story property and a 3 bedroom single-story property, and
found that the Valuation Based Charge had increased by 93.45% and 91.33% respectively,
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resulting in total rates payable in 2017/18, respectively, of $2,032.11 and $2,092.98. 173 For
another 3-bedroom single-story property in the same complex, the Valuation Based Charge
increased by 89.33%, resulting in an estimated total rates liability for 2017/18 of
$2,132.41. 174
5.25 In light of this, the submission asked:
How is it possible for a unit owner with one of the smallest parcels of land (2 bedroom
unit) to be subject to the greatest increase in valuation-based charge? While one of the
largest (3 bedroom) units is subject to the smallest valuation based increase? 175
5.26 In relation to this, the submission advised that:
The 3-bedroom units have a much greater resale value than the 2 bedroom units (at
least $30-[$40,000] more), yet the valuation based increase on the smallest property is
the highest. And the difference between rates payable for 2017/18 on the smallest and
largest units is negligible at between $60 - $100 dollars more for the 3-bedroom
properties, which have a much greater resale value. 176
5.27 In commenting on these outcomes, the submission put the view that this was ‘further
evidence that the calculation is illogical, flawed, unsound and is manifestly unfair.’ 177
5.28 When the submitter appeared before the Committee in hearings of 8 August 2018 the
submitter made comment on whether the new methodology was fair. 178
5.29 The submitter told the Committee:
I do not believe the rate system that is in is fair. If anything, it is completely unfair. I am
not here representing people who have multimillion-dollar units at Kingston. I live in a
very modest unit in Hawker. For my unimproved value rates to go up by 93 per cent,
from $500 to over $1,000, is unconscionable. I can only sell the 180 square metres of
title I have, yet my rateable value is across the entire property, a third of which is not
owned by anybody. It is owned by the body corporate. 179
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5.30 The submitter told the Committee that:
With a stroke of a pen, the Chief Minister seems to have declared it almost a singletitle property, treating it as a single-title property for rates purposes. But it is not.
Legally, it is a strata unit; it is not a single property. It is multi titles across multiple
units. Inequity for us is completely staggering. 180

M S J ANE G ODTSCHALK
5.31 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Jane Godtschalk advised the Committee that the result
of the change in methodology is that:
all the apartments in a multi-unit complex are now levied a Valuation Based Charge at
the far higher rate applying to the AUV of the whole of complex, as if it was owned by a
single person. Until 2017-18, each apartment paid the Valuation Based Charge
(correctly) applying to that apartment’s share of the overall AUV. 181
5.32 Under these arrangements, the submission advised:
virtually every medium to large multi-unit complex will have an overall AUV above the
threshold of $600,000 for the top marginal tax rate for the Valuation Based Charge.
Indeed, even a relatively modest set of townhouses can have an AUV of several million
dollars. That means that all the unit-holders in such complexes now pay a Valuation
Based Charge at close to the top marginal rate, even if they were previously at the
lowest marginal rate. 182

M R M IKE B UCKLEY
5.33 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Mike Buckley advised the Committee that:
Prior to 1 July 2017 the general rate for single dwellings and multi-unit residences was
calculated on a consistent basis. (ACT Revenue Office June 2016) Prior to July 2017 the
general rate formula multi-unit dwellings was:
1. FC + (AUV*UE*P)
Post July 2017
2. FC + (AUV*P)*UE
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(FC – fixed charge, AUV – three-year average of unimproved land value, UE - individual
unit entitlement, P – rating factors or percentages).
The part of the formula in parenthesis is the valuation-based component of the general
rate. 183
5.34 The submission advised the Committee that:
shifting the UE component of the formula outside the parenthesis (and changing its
order in the equation) means that the marginal rate is applied to the entire value of the
unit title plan and not just the unit holder’s share of the unimproved land value of the
unit’s title plan. 184
5.35 The submission advised that if the ‘single block’ treatment were ‘applied on consistent
basis, that is the unit title’s plan is treated as a single residence, then the fixed charge
would only be applied once’. 185
5.36 ‘However’, it advised, ‘that approach would result in significantly less revenue being
collected’:
Instead, formula 2 is a hybrid of the two possible treatments - each unit pays the fixed
charge and then the marginal rate is applied as if the unit title’s plan is a [single]
dwelling. 186
5.37 Regarding this, the submission put the view that:
As a strategy for raising more revenue the change is a very effective sleight of hand.
However, it has introduced an inconsistency into the tax system by levying a tax on the
value of an asset which is not owned by the taxpayer. 187
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M R J ACK E VANS
5.38 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Jack Evans advised the Committee that:
A significant conclusion of the ACT Taxation Review (May 2012), subsequently
described as the Quinlan Review, was that the ‘current rates system disproportionately
taxes smaller properties’. 188
5.39 The submission advised that the ‘changes introduced by the current Government, which
have no direct link with the recommendations of the Quinlan Review’, would from 1 July
2018 result in:
1. Only those strata units where the entire complex’s AUV (Average Unimproved Value)
is less than $150,001 will pay the same rates as an equivalent freestanding house
2. Every other strata unit in the ACT will be paying more, many considerably more,
potentially up to an extra $940 per unit per year
3. For many small strata unit this will increase further their already disproportionately
high taxes
4. Yet until 1 July 2017 both strata and freestanding properties were subjected to
exactly the same methodology and thus the same charges. 189
5.40 Regarding these outcomes, the submission put the view that the changes would create
‘substantial inequities in the rates charged on equivalent strata units’ and would penalise
‘strata properties efficient use of land’. 190

M R R OD M ANNS
5.41 When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 4 July 2018, Mr Rod Manns told
the Committee that he thought the new methodology was ‘illogical’ as it took into account:
the property owned by people other than a unit owner—that is, all the other
properties in a unit complex—in order to calculate the rates for an individual unit
holder. That does not apply to houses. It is not logical at all. It is unfair. It subjects
pretty much all unit owners to the highest marginal rate. 191
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5.42 As a result, Mr Manns told the Committee:
Ninety-five per cent of unit holders are now paying rates at the highest marginal rate,
whereas around 10 per cent of house owners pay at that rate. 192
5.43 When asked to clarify comments that the new methodology was not fair, Mr Manns told
the Committee:
I will make it simple. The value of the land associated with my unit is 140-odd thousand
dollars. There are not very many house blocks in Canberra where the owner would
own land with such a limited value. I pay rates on $140,000—the value of land that I
own, but I am charged at the rate, cents in the dollar, that applies to the value of the
whole block of $7.9 million. So I pay at the highest marginal rate. A house block owner
with a similar value of land would pay at the lowest marginal rate. That is the
inequity. 193
5.44 In responding to further questions, Mr Manns told the Committee that the ‘old system was
fair’ because it ‘only took account of the value of land that the individual property owner
owned’: 194
No other consideration was brought to bear—not the value of the land owned by his or
her neighbours in the whole block. If you live in a house in a street, you do not get
charged a marginal rate based on adding up the values of the house blocks of your
neighbours. 195
5.45 In response to further questions, Mr Manns also told the Committee that:
if I were a single owner owning that whole $7.9 million block, I would pay rates at that
top marginal rate, but I would pay one lot of fixed charges, which are now a very
substantial part of the average person’s rates bill. 196
5.46 However, he told the Committee:
In a unit block, I am now paying at that top marginal rate, but the government is
getting 80 times the fixed charges, because every unit owner pays that, no matter how
small their unit is. I have calculated that under the new system a single owner of that
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block would pay about 36 per cent of the rates that the combined 80 units will be
paying. Where is the logic in that? 197

A CCESS TO THE PROGRESSIVE SCALE
5.47 As noted above, a progressive scale for rates was introduced as part of tax reform in
2012. 198 Some contributions to the inquiry put the view that recent changes in the
methodology to determine rates and land tax for strata residences had denied owners
access to the progressive scale.

M S J ANE G ODTSCHALK
5.48 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Jane Godtschalk advised the Committee that:
For 2017-18, the methodology for calculating the Valuation Based Charge was changed.
An overall Valuation Based Charge is now calculated for the whole multi-unit complex,
and apportioned between the apartments (or townhouses) in the complex in
accordance with the unit entitlements. 199
5.49 The submission advised that:
The effect of a progressive tax scale is that the Valuation Based Charge for a higher
AUV is not only higher than for a lower AUV, but a higher proportion of the AUV. For
example, the Fixed Valuation Based Charge for an AUV of $140,000 is 0.2960% of
$140,000; that is, $414.40. 200
5.50 The submission provided a further example to illustrate this:
The Valuation Based Charge for an AUV of $550,000 is the sum of:
• the tax on the first tranche of $150,000, namely 0.2960% of $150,000, which is
$444.00; and
• the tax on the next tranche of $150,000 ($300,000 minus $150,000), namely
0.4088% of $150,000, which is $613.20; and
• the tax on the next tranche of $150,000 ($450,000 minus $300,000), namely
0.5130% of $150,000, which is $769.50; and
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• the tax on the final tranche of $100,000 ($550,000 minus $450,000), namely
0.5603% of $100,000, which is $560.30.
This sum is $2,387.00. 201
5.51 Regarding these examples, the submission advised the Committee that:
Thus, the Valuation Based Charge for an AUV of $140,000 represents 0.2960% of the
AUV, while the Valuation Based Charge for an AUV of $550,000 represents 0.4340% of
the AUV; that is, a 46.6% higher rate of tax. This is the nature of progressive taxes, like
the income tax. 202
5.52 The submission advised the Committee that the effect of the 2017-18 change in
methodology was that:
all the apartments in a multi-unit complex are now levied a Valuation Based Charge at
the far higher rate applying to the AUV of the whole of complex, as if it was owned by a
single person. Until 2017-18, each apartment paid the Valuation Based Charge
(correctly) applying to that apartment’s share of the overall AUV. 203
5.53 As a result, the submission advised:
A small, one-bedroom unit in a multi-unit complex now pays a Valuation Based Charge
calculated at exactly the same rate as for a penthouse in the same complex. Moreover,
virtually every medium to large multi-unit complex will have an overall AUV above the
threshold of $600,000 for the top marginal tax rate for the Valuation Based Charge.
Indeed, even a relatively modest set of townhouses can have an AUV of several million
dollars.
5.54 The submission advised that this ‘means that all the unit-holders in such complexes now
pay a Valuation Based Charge at close to the top marginal rate, even if they were previously
at the lowest marginal rate’. 204
5.55 In light of this, the submission advised that:
the increases in the Valuation Based Charge for the least valuable apartments are
proportionately the highest, and the increases for the most valuable apartments are
proportionately the lowest (although the amount of the Valuation Based Charge
remains, of course, much higher for the most valuable apartments). 205
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5.56 As a result, the submission advised:
What was a progressive tax is now, within a given complex, no longer progressive. The
change is consequently regressive. 206
5.57 The submission went on to provide further examples of the effect of the change to the
methodology, specific to the Landmark apartment complex in Barton. 207
5.58 The submission advised that:
The Landmark complex in Barton has an AUV of $51,609,965, reflecting its size and
location. However, it also has a large number of apartments: 282. The smallest of these
apartments have a share of less than a quarter of one per cent of the overall value of
the complex, and of its AUV for rating purposes. That is, they are entitled to less than
one four-hundredth of the total value. Thus, their share of the total AUV is less than
$130,000. Until this year, they paid rates based on that AUV of less than $150,000. 208
5.59 ‘Now’, the submission advised:
they pay rates based on the consolidated AUV for the complex which, under the new
calculation methodology, means that every apartment pays the Valuation Based
Charge at a rate of 0.6% (0.5995%). This [means] that if the unit entitlement of this
small apartment was 0.23%, the AUV would be $118,702, which under the previous
methodology would have given rise to a Valuation Based Charge of $351.36, as for an
individual block with that AUV. 209
5.60 Under the new methodology, however ‘the Valuation Based Charge would be $711.60’. 210
5.61 The submission considered relativities between units and free-standing dwellings, in
particular as to the AUVs free-standing dwellings would have to achieve if they were to
attract a similar rates liability.
5.62 The submission advised that for the smallest apartments considered in her example:
if the unit entitlement of this small apartment was 0.23%, the AUV would be $118,702,
which under the previous methodology would have given rise to a Valuation Based
Charge of $351.36, as for an individual block with that AUV. Instead, under the new
methodology, the Valuation Based Charge would be $711.60. A single dwelling would
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have to have an AUV of around $215,460, over 80% more, to be liable for the same
Valuation Based Charge of $711.60. 211
5.63 For the two-bedroom apartment given as an example in the submission, its share in
Landmark’s overall AUV of $185,795, corresponding to a unit entitlement of 0.36%, would
result in a Valuation Based Charge of $1,113.80, ‘which would be paid by a single dwelling
only when its AUV was $311,033, 67% greater’. 212
5.64 For the three-bedroom apartment given as an example, a unit entitlement of 1.14% results
in an AUV of $588,353 and is liable to a Valuation Based Charge of $3,527.05 which would
be paid by a single dwelling only when its AUV was $743,002, 26% greater. 213
5.65 In light of these examples and their outcomes, the submission advised the Committee that:
Because of the vagaries of the combination of a valuation-based charge with various
fixed charges, the increases in the total rates bill vary across apartments in a counterintuitive fashion. 214
5.66 The submission advised that:
As shown in the examples at the beginning, the greatest percentage increases in total
rates occur for those apartments in the middle of the range of apartment values. The
peak increase in the Valuation Based Charge is about 106% (a more than doubling) for
the lowest-valued apartments. The peak increase in total rates bill is around 35% for an
apartment with a unit entitlement of around 0.58%. 215
5.67 Reflecting on these outcomes, the submission stated that it was ‘impossible to see any logic
in this pattern’. 216

M R R OD M ANNS
5.68 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Rod Manns advised the Committee that the new
methodology is ‘unfair’ as ‘[a]lmost all unit owners are now largely deprived of benefit from
the marginal rating factors, while almost all house owners benefit significantly’. 217
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5.69 The submission advised that ‘Treasury figures show that 95% of unit owners now pay rates
at the top marginal rate while only 10% of house owners do’, 218 because:
Almost all units are in blocks with total land values over $600,000, so almost no unit
owners now receive any significant benefit from the tiered marginal rating factors. 219
5.70 In contrast, the submission advised:
Almost all house owners have their rates calculated on land values under $600,000, so
receive substantial benefit from the marginal rates tiers. 220
5.71 This, the submission advised, was ‘manifestly unfair’. It was also unfair that ‘unit owners
have had a much larger increase in rates in 2017-18 than house owners’, and that
government figures, attached to the submission showed marked differences between units
and houses. 221
5.72 Moreover, the submission advised:
As these figures include fixed charges and levies, they mask the extent of the increase
in the land valuation component of rates which is attributable directly to the new
methodology. I have attached redacted copies of rates notices for my unit … The land
valuation component increased by 115% from 2016-17 to 2017-18, or by more than
100% after the general across-the-board increase in rates for all properties is taken into
account. 222
5.73 The submission of what it described as government attempts ‘to play down the increase in
rates for units with statements such as’:
…it is important to note that, even after the methodology change, over 90 per cent of
unit holders pay rates as if they were in the lowest two marginal rating categories’. 223
5.74 The submission advised that Treasury had confirmed that this view was ‘based on a
comparison with rates for houses in the lowest two land valuation categories’; that other
figures from Treasury and the Canberra Times showed that ‘1% of houses and 72% of units
have a land value of $150,000 or less’; and that as a result it was clear that ‘the average
house land value in the two lowest marginal rating categories is much higher than those for
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units with equivalent rates bills’. The submission also noted that the figures on which the
comparison was based included fixed charges, and this masked ‘to some extent the effect
of the change of methodology on the land valuation component’. 224
5.75 The submission advised that a ‘more meaningful comparison’ would be to compare ‘the
land valuation component of rates now paid by houses and units respectively according to
the land values of individual properties in each land valuation rating tier’. In fact, it
suggested units in an example provided in the submission payed ‘much more’ in rates ‘than
houses with a similar land value’. 225

M R P HILLIP B ARON
5.76 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Phillip Baron advised the Committee that he was
concerned about the fairness of the new arrangements. The submission asked why ‘almost
all people who own strata units’ should ‘have all their Value Based Charge calculated using
the highest marginal rate factor of 0.6013%’, and advised that this change to the formula
for determining rates had ‘resulted in a 100% plus increase in the VBC for many units’. 226
5.77 When he appeared in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Baron was asked as to why he thought
the previous rates system was fairer than the new system. 227
5.78 In responding, Mr Baron told the Committee that:
In the old regime my block came into the lowest AUV percentage, which is currently
0.2960. My block now comes in at 0.6013. I would think every unit in every unit plan,
whether or not it is multistorey, would be in 0.6. As I have said in my submission, our
block is valued at $5,351,000, which means that this thing here is basically irrelevant.
Everybody is straight up on to 0.6. 228
5.79

Moreover, he told the Committee, he was concerned that:
In the future, if some bright spark comes along and thinks, “Well, all these people on
0.6 must be living in penthouses. We will just crank that one up higher than for the
poor people with lower block values,” that would make it even worse. 229
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5.80 Mr Baron told the Committee that under the new system:
Everyone from a one-bedroom bedsitter up is now on 0.6. I do not think that is fair. It is
just not fair. 230
5.81 When asked whether he thought that house owners should pay more in rates, Mr Baron
told the Committee:
It comes down to the size of the block of land, really. A detached house has a much
larger block of land under it, and there are a lot more options to, I guess, make capital
gains from a larger block of land. For example, if they are in the right RZ zone they can
subdivide it and presumably have it split into two townhouses and that sort of thing. I
cannot do that. 231
5.82 When asked whether there was a particular category of unit owner to whom a higher
category of rates should be applied, Mr Baron told the Committee:
No. I am just saying that the percentage increase that is put across the board should be
across the board, not a higher increase for unit holders than what it is for detached
housing holders. I do not think ours should be less than detached. 232

M S M ELITA D AHL
5.83 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Melita Dahl also expressed concerns about access for
unit owners to the progressive scale for rates.
5.84 The submission advised the Committee that the ‘claim’ by Treasury ‘that 91 per cent of
rates for strata residences are calculated at the lower marginal rate category’ was ‘not
true’, as the ‘statistics … do not accurately reflect the amount of strata residences
predominantly charged at the highest marginal rate category’. 233
5.85 The submission advised the Committee that a survey attached to the submission of the
suburb of Cook demonstrated that ‘53.8 to 96.7 per cent of the marginal rates for
approximately 417 strata residences in Cook alone are calculated at the highest marginal
rate (AUV of $600,001 and above)’. 234
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5.86 Ms Dahl’s submission advised that unimproved land value of her unit entitlement was
$167,000, but due to the new methodology she was being charged as if she had ‘purchased
a residence on land valued at $3.27 million’. 235

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

5.87 Other submitters made similar comments on the effect of the change of methodology on
access to the progressive scale for rates.
5.88 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr R O’Connell advised that:
The sliding scale of marginal rates means that everything over $600,000 in the AUV for
our entire strata complex attracts the top valuation rate. All future increases in the
AUV of the total land of the complex (or any increase in the top calculation rate) will
result in all future rates increases for our individual units being at that top rate; unlike
similar houses nearby where their AUV’s range from the mid $300,000s. 236
5.89 In his submission, Mr Gary Barnes asked:
Why should almost all people who own strata units have all their rates and land tax
calculated on the highest rating tier factor? 237
5.90 In his submission, Mr Gary Jobson asked why ‘almost all people who own strata units’
should ‘have all their Value Based Charge calculated using the highest marginal rate factor
of 0.6013%’ and advised that this ‘modification to the formula’ had ‘resulted in a 100% plus
increase in the VBC for many units’. 238
5.91 In a further submission, Mr Gary Petherbridge advised the Committee that:
“Fairness” for the Rating and Land Tax Revenue System has been the catch-cry for the
Treasurer and Revenue Office. In many letter replies to community complaints this
need for “fairness” was repeated more as a “3 word slogan” rather than providing
reasonable explanation of how the new system is “fairer”. In particular many
comments received (from community) highlighted that the New Method of Calculation
excluded almost all Strata Property Owners from the Lower Tiers of the Scaled Rating
Factors which are available to individual House Block properties. 239
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5.92 The submission advised that this ‘was of particular concern – and had significant impact on
owners of smaller 1 and 2 bed-room flats’ as ‘[n]o comparative 1 or 2 bed-room houses
exist in the ACT’. 240

A NOMALIES BETWEEN UNITS AND HOUSES
5.93 A number of contributors to the inquiry put the view to the Committee that the new rates
system had created anomalies between rates assessments for units and those for freestanding houses.

A

SUBMITTER

5.94 In a submission to the inquiry, a submitter who asked not to be named advised the
Committee that under the new rates system, the ‘financial advantage for single title homeowners over strata unit owners [was] staggering’, because single title home-owners could
‘realise the valuation based rates costs when they sell their property’, but strata unit
owners could not. This, the submission advised, was ‘financially and morally wrong’, and
demonstrated ‘the flawed assumptions and lack of logic in the new rates and land tax
calculation’. 241
5.95 The submission advised, by way of illustration, that:
If single title home-owners were treated the same way as strata unit owners, the
consequence would be to base their rates on the unimproved land value for the entire
street (including any land owned by the ACT government such as the road and playground areas). That value would then be used to calculate their rates as strata unit
rates and would push the majority of the total land value into the highest tax tier. 242
5.96 The submission advised that while this ‘would result in another massive financial windfall
for the ACT Labor Government’, it would not be ‘legally possible’ because ‘single title
houses are owned by individual owners and common land is generally owned and
maintained by the ACT Government’. 243
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M R P ETER D AVIES
5.97 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Peter Davies advised the Committee that:
The changes in the charging mechanism in 2017-2018 means that all owners are
charged a Valuation Based Charge (VBC) at the highest rate applicable and not their
proportion of the Average Unimproved Value of the land being assessed. This treats
every owner in the complex as if they owned the whole parcel of land themselves. 244
5.98 The submission put the view that, in the pursuit of ‘equity and consistency’, the ‘treatment
of the Fixed Charge, Fire & Emergency Services Levy and Safer Families Levy components of
the rates calculation formula’ should calculated ‘in a similar manner as a stand-alone
property (as the treatment of the VBC as described above)’, and that it was ‘disingenuous
to treat one component in one manner and the other components in a different
manner’. 245
5.99 The submission stated that:
To further demonstrate the inequity in this methodology, we have calculated the
charges on all Waterfront owners whilst looking at the charges the ACT Government
could impose if the block where Waterfront is built, was occupied by eight (8) owners,
each having a quarter acre block. 246
5.100 These calculations were presented as follows:

5.101 The submission stated that these examples ‘show an amazing windfall for the ACT
Government’, which would be ‘emulated every year’, in addition to ‘the additional charges
the ACT Government would be entitled to with its part-ownership of ActewAGL and Icon
Water’. 247
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M R J USTIN W UNSCH
5.102 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Justin Wunsch made similar representations.
5.103 The submission advised the Committee that he owned ‘an apartment and live in the Fitzroy
apartment complex’ in Crace, comprising 54 apartments in ‘three storeys on the total land
area footprint’. 248
5.104 The submission advised that this footprint ‘footprint would otherwise accommodate
approximately 4 freestanding homes with medium sized backyards’, each of which would
attract a rates liability of ‘approximately $2300 per year’, amounting to a ‘total rates
contribution of $9200 per annum’. 249
5.105 However under present conditions, the submission advised, Mr Wunsch’s one-bedroom
apartment attracted a rates liability of ‘around $1200 per year’, and the complex as a whole
‘a minimum of $64800’. 250
5.106 Reflecting on this, the submission advised that:
Given my apartment occupies around 1/20th of the area of a free standing home, and
that there are 2 other apartments above me and therefore occupying the same
footprint, I find it inequitable that I am required to pay more than half of the rates of a
much larger freestanding property. 251
5.107 Moreover, it advised:
The larger freestanding property attracts far greater amenity and potential for capital
gain and is more likely to be owned by individuals who are far better placed to bear a
larger share of the tax burden. 252

M R J ACK E VANS
5.108 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Jack Evans advised the Committee that he regarded the
new methodology as unfair.
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5.109 The submission advised the Committee that the consequence of the 2017 change to
methodology was that ‘no strata unit will pay less than a house with an equivalent AUV and
the vast majority of strata unit will pay more’. 253
5.110 The submission advised that the government attempted ‘to justify this on the basis of an
example of a strata unit paying less in rates than a freestanding house which has a lower
improved value’, however it stated that ‘[n]othing advanced by the Government
demonstrates that this is a universal truth’. 254
5.111 The submission provided an example to support this assertion, comparing a ‘standalone
house at 51 Duffy Street Ainslie [which was] advertised (10 March 2018) at $1.9 million and,
based on an AUV of $737,000, would have a VBC liability of $3,491’ with the submitter’s
own apartment which had ‘a marginally higher VBC liability ($3,527) but … an improved
value of less than 80% of the Duffy Street property’. 255
5.112 The submission put the view that it was ‘inequitable’ that ‘the house’s average VBC level of
0.47% [was] lower than every unit in my property all of which must pay the VBC at 0.6%,
over 25% higher’. 256
5.113 Reflecting on this, the submission commented on the ‘disparity in these respective property
values’, and there being ‘so little difference in the rates which must be paid’. It questioned
why ‘the most valuable property, the standalone house, enjoys a tax benefit of a lower VBC
rate than even the most modest 1 bedroom apartment’, and asked whether this did not
have ‘the features of a regressive tax’. 257
5.114 As a result of these arrangements, the submission advised, setting aside the ‘one-off $100
rebate’, no unit could ‘possibly pay less that a freestanding house with the same AUV’.
Rather, ‘every unit where the combined property’s AUV exceeds $150,000 will pay
more’. 258
5.115 Commenting further, the submission advised that:
At an AUV of $150,000, the base tier for VBC calculations, the VBC charge on a
freestanding house will be $440.00. This jumps by 19% to $528.60 for a dual occupancy
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property (DOP). Yet if the unit is part of a moderately sized complex of 10, the VBC
charge leaps to be over 180% of the house’s rate and over 150% of the DOP. 259
5.116 However, it advised:
Should the unit be part of a complex of 50 units the VBC would be almost double that
of the house and two thirds greater than that of the DOP. 260
5.117 The submission advised that this showed ‘how rapidly the average charge increases beyond
the $600,000 threshold, as a result of which ‘a relatively modest unit, worth as little as
$300,000 within a strata property with an AUV of $1 million’, would ‘pay the same VBC
level of 0.5072% as a single multi-million dollar property with an AUV of $1 million’. 261
5.118 The submission advised that this ‘distortion hit ‘hardest where there are relatively modest
units, with relatively modest improved values, which are part of middle to large sized strata
complexes’:
For example in Landmark, a 282 unit property in Barton, a one bedroom unit with an
AUV of $108,360 faces a VBC of $650.16 compared with a freestanding house with the
same AUV having a VBC of $320.75, ie the apartment’s charge is more than double that
of the house. Yet there is every likelihood that the improved value of the house would
be at least comparable if not greater than that of the unit … 262
5.119 It was difficult, the submission advised, to reconcile this with ‘the tests of fairness and
equity … articulated by the Chief Minister’s Office’ in defence of the new methodology. 263

M R G ARY P ETHERBRIDGE
5.120 Mr Gary Petherbridge, when he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 11 July
2018, commented on perceived unfairness in rates for units and houses.
5.121 By way of illustration, he referred to ‘a house in Ainslie advertised at $1.9 million with an
AUV of $737,000’, which would have ‘a valuation-base charge of $3,491 compared with a
private apartment that has a marginally higher liability of $3,527’ but with ‘an improved
value of less than 80 per cent of the Ainslie property’. 264
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5.122 This, he told the Committee, was one example of many in which ‘houses have significantly
higher value but lower rates than the units of a similar value’. 265

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

5.123 Mr Dominic Alecci, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
Mr Barr’s office … claims that the main purpose of the new formula was ‘to make unit
investors pay Land Tax and Rates equal to house investors’. This violates the very
purpose and spirit of Land Tax. Throughout Australia house investors have always paid
more Land Tax because they have certain inherent rights which unit investors do not
have. Such rights being: (1) to have their land in entirety; (2) to use their land as they
see fit; (3) to subdivide their land; (4) to build on their land; (5) to develop their land;
and, (6) to NOT have to pay costs such as Strata Levies. 266
5.124 Ms Catherine Wallace, in her submission to the inquiry, noted ‘the issue of simple parity’,
and asked:
Why should an ordinary ACT resident, owner of a single strata residence (not multiple
properties) be treated differently to other ACT home owners simply on the basis of the
type of home (strata unit vs free standing home on a single block)? In addition, why
should all strata unit owners have their general rates and land taxes calculated on the
basis of the highest rating tier factor, when different units have very different values,
even within a single complex? 267
5.125 Mr Philip Robertson, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
Since 2000 my rates have been based on a Residential AUV calculated by ACT Revenue
Office. Up till 2017, the ACT Revenue Office took the total value of the complex and
divided it by my “Unit Entitlement” (ie 69 Units or 6.9%) and this was the figure used to
calculate the “Valuation Based Charge”. Until now, my “Residential AUV” has always
fallen within the first tier (ie between $1 and $150,000). 268
5.126 However, the submission advised:
In 2017 the Government made changes to this methodology as part of the ACT’s
broader tax reform agenda and as a result of the new methodology my rates in
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2017/18 as a unit-titled residence increased by 47.29%, whereas my brother’s rates for
an adjoining non-unit-titled residential property increase by only 6.45%. 269
5.127 Mr Philip Major, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
After purchasing my 2 bedroom townhouse, my rates have increased to a level almost
equivalent to a 3 bedroom house in an adjacent suburb. The cost of living has
constantly been going up for homeowners in Canberra and this rise in rates is
substantial. 270

A NOMALIES BETWEEN UNIT AND UNIT
5.128 A number of contributors to the inquiry put the view to the Committee that the new rates
system had created anomalies between rates assessments for different units.

M R T ED Q UINLAN
5.129 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Ted Quinlan advised the Committee that:
Inherent in the revised system is the creation of an inequity which penalises some
owners within larger complexes compared to those in an establishment with a few
individual units – all other things being equal. 271
5.130 The submission advised that:
Generally rating on individual premises incorporates a significant element of
“progressive” taxation. Higher value properties incur higher total rates by virtue of the
use of the particular land value and an escalating scale of multipliers being applied
within the rating formula. 272
5.131 Under this approach, the submission advised:
It is the “Unimproved Value” of land that is used as the base for rates assessment and
it is also used to determine the applicable multiplier within the calculation. Owners are
not penalised for improvements that they themselves have invested in, as they would
be through the use of total property value as a base for rating purposes. 273
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5.132 However, the submission advised, as a result of recent changes:
We now see in the rating process a distortion which effectively includes, for some, a
randomising variable. That is the number of units in the overall complex. This comes
about as the gross value of the land occupied has become the determinant of the
rating multiplier, regardless of the average land value taken up by each unit - as was
the case. 274
5.133 The submission advised that as a result of this aspect of the changes in the rates system:
A number of complexes with modest individual unit values will have a premium rating
factor applied in total rates determinations. Owners of units of completely similar
value will be levied different rates. 275
5.134 Mr Quinlan made comments consistent with these views when he appeared before the
Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018.
5.135 He told the Committee that:
Simply put, what has happened is that rather than an average process that existed
before per unit and valuation—the unimproved value being per unit and therefore
setting a value on a given unit, and that value being the determinant of the multiplier
in the variable portion of the formula—the system has changed so that the gross value
of a set of units becomes a determinant of the multiplier. 276
5.136 Mr Quinlan went on to say:
In fact, depending on the size of the complex—you could have two complexes cheek by
jowl. One has very few units in it and one has many units in it. They are otherwise
equal in every respect. Those two units will pay different rates by virtue of the way the
formula will operate, given that the larger complex will have a gross value much higher.
That will lift the indicator, the multiplier, in the variable portion of the rates. 277
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M R J ACK E VANS
5.137 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Jack Evans expressed concern regarding such
anomalies.
5.138 The submission advised the Committee that a table included in the submission showed that
‘for the same AUV, the amount of rates levied on a strata unit will be greater merely
because a unit is part of a larger complex’. 278
5.139 The submission also advised that:
A one bed, one bath, one car park unit in Landmark is liable to pay rates of $1,823 pa,
yet a two bed, two bath, two car park unit in a much smaller complex on the other side
of Blackall Street only has a rate liability of $1,536 despite being worth around 50%
more than the smaller property. 279
5.140 In light of this, the submission asked:
How can the government justify creating the circumstances where one unit is worth
50% more than the other but is required to pay less than 85% of the other unit’s rates?
How can that be fair or equitable? 280
5.141 Mr Evans made statements consistent with this when he appeared before the Committee in
hearings of 4 July 2018. 281

M S J ANE G ODTSCHALK
5.142 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Jane Godtschalk advised that the ‘impact of the
changed methodology is greatest on the smallest and lowest-valued apartments’.282
5.143 The submission, and the examples included in the submission, concerned the ‘Landmark
multi-unit complex in Barton’. In this context, it advised that:

 A small one-bedroom apartment suffered a rates increase from 2016-17 to 2017-18 of
24.8% with an increase in the valuation-based component of 118.3%;
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 A two-bedroom apartment suffered a rates increase of 31.5% with an increase in the
valuation-based component of 102.0%; and

 A large three-bedroom apartment suffered a rates increase of 28.6% with an increase in
the valuation-based component of 41.1%. 283
5.144 Regarding these examples, the submission advised that while ‘increases for households on
individual residential blocks [had] been relatively modest’, there had been ‘a massive
redistribution of the rates burden onto the owners of apartments (or townhouses) in multiunit complexes from those on individual blocks’, and within ‘that redistribution’, there had
been ‘an even more massive redistribution of the burden onto the smallest and least
valuable apartments’, as demonstrated in the submission’s examples. 284
5.145 Considering the matter in greater detail, the submission advised that:
The Landmark complex in Barton has an AUV of $51,609,965, reflecting its size and
location. However, it also has a large number of apartments: 282. The smallest of these
apartments have a share of less than a quarter of one per cent of the overall value of
the complex, and of its AUV for rating purposes. That is, they are entitled to less than
one four-hundredth of the total value. Thus, their share of the total AUV is less than
$130,000. 285
5.146 The submission stated that:
Until this year, they paid rates based on that AUV of less than $150,000.
Now, by contrast, they pay rates based on the consolidated AUV for the complex
which, under the new calculation methodology, means that every apartment pays the
Valuation Based Charge at a rate of 0.6% (0.5995%). 286

R ECENT CHANGES TO HIGHEST AND LOWEST MARGINAL RATES
5.147 Changes to the highest and lowest marginal rates in the progressive scale for residential
rates came into effect on 25 June 2018 with the notification of the Taxation Administration
(Amounts Payable—Rates) Determination 2018 (No 1). 287
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5.148 These changes reduced the top marginal rate in the progressive scale, and increased the
lowest marginal rate.
5.149 The previous top marginal rate for residential properties with a value of more than
$ 600,000 was ‘$2 667.15 plus 0.6013% of the part of the base value that is more than
$600 000’. 288
5.150 The current top marginal rate for such properties is ‘$2 692.65 plus 0.5700% of the part of
the base value that is more than $600 000’. 289
5.151 The previous lowest marginal rate, for properties ‘less than or equal to $150 000’ in value
was ‘0.2960% of the base value’. 290
5.152 The current lowest marginal rate for such properties is ‘0.3130% of the base value’. 291

M R R OD M ANNS
5.153 When he appeared in hearings of 4 July 2018, Mr Rod Manns told the Committee that:
The government has, quite bizarrely, fiddled around with the marginal rates. It has
increased the lowest marginal rate and decreased the highest marginal rate. The
decrease in the highest marginal rate is obviously of benefit to unit owners because 95
per cent of them are now being hit by that rate. 292
5.154 However, he told the Committee:
the unfortunate consequence is that the owners of the least value house blocks now
have a higher increase in their rates than the owners of the highest value house
blocks. 293
5.155 As a result of these changes, he told the Committee:
I do not know whether you saw the Canberra Times publication of rate increases by
suburb. The lowest increase in rates for houses is in Forrest, at 0.7 per cent. In fact,
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some of those properties will actually have a decrease in their rates for the coming
year as a result of this change. Ordinary suburbs like Giralang, for example, are having
an increase of around eight or nine per cent. It is a completely nonsensical approach. 294
5.156 Mr Manns told the Committee that while this did ‘give some benefit to unit owners,
because now 95 per cent of them are being hit by that rate’, it also meant that for standalone dwellings ‘the biggest, most expensive blocks of land, which have the majority of
their rates calculated also at that higher rate, are actually seeing a reduction’. 295

M R J ACK E VANS
5.157 When he appeared in hearings of 4 July 2018, Mr Jack Evans told the Committee that this
year’s budget was ‘as close as you will get to an admission out of the government that they
got it wrong 12 months ago’. 296
5.158 He told the Committee that the ‘reduction from 0.6013 in the top rate down to 0.57 [did]
have a major impact on the large complex issue, but [did] not remove the problem’, and
that the only way to ‘remove the problem’ was to ‘eliminate the tiered levels of AUV
values’ or ‘just have a single rate’. 297
5.159 Mr Evans told the Committee that the ‘methodology under which the valuation-based
charge is determined for strata properties’ had ‘a fundamental flaw’, and while these
changes to marginal rates ‘go somewhat towards reducing … most of the problems’ they
did not ‘eliminate them’. He told the Committee that he did not see how they could be
eliminated ‘short of the ACT adopting a single valuation-based charge’. 298

C APACITY TO PAY
5.160 Contributors to the inquiry expressed concern at whether people subject to increases in
rates liabilities, and their flow-on effects, had the capacity to meet these additional
charges.
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M R G ARY P ETHERBRIDGE
5.161 When he appeared in hearings of 11 July 2018, Mr Gary Petherbridge spoke about the
capacity to meet additional charges.
5.162 He told the Committee that while ‘the government [had] accepted that there was a
problem with these rates by reducing that scale’, the:
problem is still there for people in one-bedroom apartments—often the poorer people,
if I could put it that way—and smaller two-bedroom apartments where there might be
families. 299
5.163 He told the Committee that:
Those apartments are often rented—one-bedroom and two-bedroom apartments
probably have the greatest number of renters, so they are the ones most affected.
They tend to be at the lower end of the economic scale, if you like. 300
5.164 He told the Committee:
The people who cannot afford it are the people I just spoke about it. They cannot
afford a 109 per cent increase in [the variable component of] their rates in one year.
That is pretty obvious, I think. 301
5.165 Mr Petherbridge noted concerns voiced about increases in health and energy costs, but told
the Committee that increases for residential rates in Canberra were ‘10 times more than
the increases in energy or health costs over the last 12 months’. 302
5.166 He also told the Committee that while ‘parts of the government have said that a very, very
small number of places have been affected’, the Owners Corporation Network considered
that it was ‘something like 29,000’, and that this was ‘not a small number’. 303

A

SUBMITTER

5.167 In a submission to the inquiry, a submitter who asked not to be named advised the
Committee that the changes in methodology had:
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created massive inequality and financial disadvantage for all strata unit owners, the
majority of whom are average working people who are struggling to meet increased
costs of all necessities (gas, electricity, water, health care, child care, food and other
services) at a time when wages growth is at its lowest in Australia’s history. 304
5.168 When the submitter appeared in hearings of 8 August 2018 the submitter was asked as to
the impact of the increases in rates for herself and other unit owners. 305
5.169 In responding to the questions, the submitter told the Committee that:
After here, I am going to my health benefit fund and I am going to have to downgrade
my health cover. I have top cover; I have always had top cover. It costs me the
equivalent of my rates and my body corporate fees a year. That is $8,000 before I even
start looking at any other costs. I will be downgrading my health care and so will my
husband. All these increases get passed on in terms of rent increases. 306
5.170 In light of this, the submitter told the Committee the changes were:
not just affecting the home owners; you are affecting tenants, a whole pile of tenants.
In my particular block, we have teachers, nurses and all of the people the Labor
government say they will protect. It is just not happening for us. 307

M R R O’C ONNELL
5.171 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr R O’Connell advised the Committee that:
We contend that the new rates calculation principles and methodology are seriously
flawed. The impact of the increases is to seriously disadvantage strata unit owners,
many of whom are retired, have reduced and limited incomes and accordingly have
downsized from larger properties in order to decrease their cost of living and continue
to rely on their own resources. They paid full stamp duty to do this. 308
5.172 The submission also advised the Committee that:
The Owners Corporation notes that the significant increases to rates add to the costs of
living of owners of townhouses. This in turn has a negative impact in the context of the
economic and social, and therefore political, issue of housing affordability. Housing
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affordability is not just an issue for younger citizens and first home buyers; it is also an
issue for older citizens who manage on reduced incomes. 309

M R P HILLIP B ARON
5.173 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Phillip Baron advised the Committee that:
It should be recognised that increases in the cost living by a 30% increase in total rates
assessment is unacceptable, particularly for those who can’t afford to pay, such as
pensioners. 310
5.174 When he appeared in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Baron told the Committee that while
the impact of the changes was ‘not huge’ for him personally because he was ‘a reasonably
well-off self-funded retiree’, there were ‘quite a few pensioners in our complex’ for whom a
‘30 per cent increase’ had ‘a frightening impact’ because they subsisted on ‘minimal
money’. 311

M S E MMA J ACKMAN
5.175 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Emma Jackman advised the Committee:
The cost of living in Canberra is already high, we have a Government that allows for
unscrupulous developers to rule the property market, creating poor quality
developments which buyers end up paying for in rectifications. My body corporate
levies have risen around 30% in just 3 years in order to cover significant building
defects (that we will never be successful in pursuing from the builder as there is no real
means to hold them to account as many builders deny responsibility and will never
come to the party). On top of this, electricity, gas and water have all had increases, and
my unit value has also drop since I purchased off the plan in 2012 and I simply cannot
recoup the money I’ve lost through my property. 312
5.176 The submission advised the Committee that:
As a single person on a reasonable income, I’m am stunned to find I’m only just
covering all my costs and lucky enough to not be going into debt, however these rate
increases will now mean I’ll have to make provisions to cover my basic living costs. 313
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5.177 This, the submission advised, would be done:
by reducing insurances, placing more burden on public health services. Cutting back on
simple pleasures, impacting local business. And ultimately reconsidering my future in
Canberra as the rates for a single person in a tiny apartment is as much as a house in
other locations. 314
5.178 The submission advised that:
With little movement in salaries, I believe there will be a real impact across the
Territory in personal expenditure that will have an overall impact on the economy. 315
5.179 In light of these concerns, the submission advised the Committee:
I strongly believe the new methodology for calculating rates is extremely unfair. It
impacts the vulnerable significantly. I would love a house, as many would, but the only
way to own my own home was to buy a unit, as it was more affordable for me. Now I
feel that the Government is placing the least likely to afford rates increases in a
frightening position, and as a small unit owner in a large complex, I’m now subsidising
free-standing home owners for their municipal infrastructure. I don’t even benefit from
transport improvements, meaning I will continue to use my car daily costing me money
and polluting the environment. 316

M R P ETER

AND

M RS T HELMA T OKESI

5.180 Mr Peter and Mrs Thelma Tokesi, in their submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee
that:
We chose to live in a unit in Kingston because the rates and body corp fees were within
our budget. We live on a self funded pension. The over $600 rate rise in one year was
firstly a surprise, secondly a shock, and thirdly exceptionally unreasonable... a
methodology that would be hard to comprehend as reasonable. 317
5.181 The submission advised the Committee that:
This rate rise is a huge financial burden, and we know of many other residents in the
same building who were astounded and anxious, many of whom have downsized from
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houses to keep cost down in senior years. Coupled with the ever increasing electricity
costs one wonders how seniors and young families cope. 318

M R J OHN F LETCHER
5.182 Mr John Fletcher, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
We (my wife and I) are self-funded retirees on a modest income (less [than] $55,000
pa) and such a change will further reduce our available cash and standard of living, on
top of the proposed axing of our tax refund arising from dividend imputation. We had a
small part-pension which we ‘lost’ last year due to the income test changes but more
importantly we lost the benefits and specifically the medical benefits. To get these
benefits back we are forced to be profligate and spend our savings on non-essentials to
get back medical benefits, rates and other reductions. 319
5.183 The submission advised that:
We are aware that all government costs (mandate or no mandate) have to be paid for
but we believe that pensioners who are perceived to have non-taxable superannuation
and therefore a bottomless pit of funds should not be penalised at every
opportunity. 320

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

5.184 Other contributors expressed concern about the increase in rates liabilities and persons’
capacity to pay.
5.185 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Paul Harris advised the Committee that:
Our rates (1/07/2017 to 30/06/2018) were $1368.56. The previous year we paid
$841.19. (For both years we received pensioner rebate.) This is a 62.7% increase. I am
78 and my wife is 89. We live a modest lifestyle on part pension plus some basic
superannuation. Our apartment is the only property we own and we have some
modest savings (we were both school teachers before we retired). My wife is in the
early stages of dementia. The increase of 62.7% in our last rates payment is pretty
outrageous. To propose a further increase this year is unconscionable. 321
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5.186 In their submission to the inquiry Fay and Laurence Thwaites advised the Committee:
My husband and I are self funded retirees. We don’t have a large income. We neither
have a pension nor a part pension nor do we have a Seniors Health card. We are
finding living costs are causing us mental stress. We worry constantly - water,
electricity, land rates, insurances and vehicle registration, etc. 322
5.187 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Shirley Cummings advised the Committee:
The excessive increase to strata rates has impacted severely on my quality of life. I am
existing on the war widow’s pension at the advanced age of 91 and coming to Canberra
in the 1930’s I did not expect that at the end of my life, living in this city would be so
difficult. Because of the increase I am forced to cut back on other expenses such as
heating, cooling and food. 323
5.188 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Simon Greig advised the Committee that changes to the
rates system had resulted in a ‘[n]ear doubling of rates within 5 years’, and that a
combination of high body corporate fees, water and sewerage charges, higher costs for gas
and electricity had resulted in a ‘[d]ecline in livability. The submission advised that
‘[s]ignificantly increased population pressures’, ‘traffic congestion’ and ‘high living
expenses’ amounted to ‘paying more for a decline in [livability] and that other places were
‘becoming more attractive’. 324
5.189 Mr Adrian Fitzpatrick, in his submission to the inquiry, advised that the changes would
‘make living unaffordable’:
I bought my first ever home, a two bedroom apartment, not to be paying rent. With
these holes in rates, I feel like I’m a renter all over again. … The current government
had flooded the market with apartments. Apartment prices have not appreciated. In
many instances they’ve depreciated. How then can the Barr Government justify
increasing rates and land tax for strata residences? It’s a totally unfair and mistargeted
way to raise revenue!! I’m bloody angry about this. 325
5.190 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Peter Davies advised the Committee:
Waterfront Apartments (Waterfront) is a large apartment complex situated at the
Kingston Foreshore, consisting of 104 apartments. It has a significant number of owner
occupiers – more than 70% – many who are retired and on fixed incomes. Having
purchased in the complex up to 11 years ago (when the complex was completed) the
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owners have paid significant amounts in Stamp Duty, as was required by the
legislation. They are now being hit hard – the proverbial double-whammy – as the ACT
Government looks at reducing its reliance on Stamp Duty as a substantial source of
funds for it budgets. 326

H AVE LAND VALUES INCREASED ?
5.191 Contributors to the inquiry considered whether land values had increased and whether this
provided a basis for the ACT government to increase revenue collection in relation to such
land. They also considered whether an increase in land values would offset increased costs
in rates and land tax.

M R P HILLIP B ARON
5.192 When he appeared in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Phillip Baron was asked whether there
had been a 30 per cent increase in the value of the parcel of land on which his unit was
situated, commensurate with increases to the Valuation Based Charge component for
rates. 327
5.193 In responding, Mr Baron told the Committee that there had not been an increase in value
to that degree. He had purchased his unit for $315,000 and it was likely to be valued, at
time of hearings, ‘in the order of’ $500,000 to $550,000. 328
5.194 However, when asked whether there had been a change in the AUV (Average Unimproved
Value) for the complex over the previous two financial years, 2016-17 and 2017-18, for
which rates liabilities were quoted in his submission, 329 Mr Baron advised that there had
not been any significant increase in value over that period. 330
5.195 In fact, Mr Baron told the Committee, unit values were ‘about the same as what they were
in 2008 as far as the market indicators are concerned’, and had not ‘gone up significantly in
almost 10 years’. 331
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5.196 When asked to elaborate on this, Mr Baron told the Committee that:
The market suggests that the price of a unit, particularly a high-rise unit, has not
changed since 2008, they are static, and that is largely due to the huge number of high
rises that have gone up in the ACT in the last 10 years, I would imagine. That was just in
the news and various financial reports I have read. They may have gone up some, but
not significantly. 332

M R A NDREW S UTTON
5.197 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Andrew Sutton advised the Committee that:
Our residential property which we have owned since 1999, has seen our general rates
increase on average at approximately 13% (65% over 5 years) as well as seeing the Fire
and Emergency Levy increase 180% over the same period, while our Unimproved Land
Value has increased just over 4% per annum (21.1% over the last 5 years). 333

O BJECTIONS TO ‘ RETROSPECTIVITY ’
5.198 Contributors to the inquiry stated their objections to what were perceived to be a
‘retrospective’ character for changes to the rates system.
5.199 Mr R O’Connell, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that, in purchasing
strata units, ‘these home owners have made deliberate decisions to acquire smaller size
properties, expecting that the levying of rates and taxes would remain in line with the
smaller property size’, and that as a result this was ‘in effect a retrospective tax’. 334
5.200 Mr Phillip Baron, when he appeared in hearings of 13 June 2018, told the Committee that
he objected to ‘this sudden, complete change of formula’, which was ‘basically a
retrospective change’. It was similar to making ‘retrospective changes to superannuation
and so on’, in the sense that people planned ‘their lives around a certain set of formulae’
and then ‘the goalposts are shifted’. 335
5.201 Ms Melita Dahl, in her submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that in purchasing
her property she had ‘paid full stamp duty’; had ‘bought a strata residence on the basis of a
long-established system where general rates were impartially calculated according to the
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unimproved value of a unit entitlement’; and asked the government to reverse the change
in methodology. 336
5.202 A number of other contributors expressed concern at what they perceived as the
retrospective character of changes to the methodology; result questioned whether the
changes constituted retrospective legislation; and as a result questioned whether they were
legally permissible. 337

C OMMITTEE COMMENT
5.203 Contributors considered in this chapter put the view that:

 the former methodology for determining rates and land tax for unit titled properties
provided fairer outcomes than the methodology introduced on 1 July 2017;

 access to the progressive scale of marginal rates for rates and land tax for unit titled
properties had been reduced by the change in methodology;

 the new methodology, introduced 1 July 2017, had resulted in significant anomalies —
between houses and units, and between units and other units — in rates and land tax;

 a recent changes in the highest and lowest marginal rates in the progressive scale for
general rates reduced the degree to which the current rates and land tax system could be
considered fair, and was an admission that the system was not working effectively;

 a number of people — in particular retired owner-occupiers and residential investors —
did not have the financial capacity to pay the increases rates and land tax brought about
by the 2017 change in methodology;

 there were strong concerns as to what was perceived as the ‘retrospectivity’ of the 2017
change in methodology, which was the term contributors used to convey their concern
that they had arranged their finances on the basis of one rates and land tax system but
found themselves dealing with another, with different financial implications; and that

 increases in rates and land tax as a result of the change in methodology could not be
recovered through capital gain as many unit titled properties had not experience increases
in value over the past two years, which was attributed to an expansion in the supply of
unit title properties fostered by the ACT government.
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5.204 In consideration of the consistency of the views expressed by contributors, the
overwhelming majority of whom were ratepayers and persons liable for land tax, the
Committee considers it important that be taken seriously.
5.205 It is evident from any reading of these contributions that there is considerable distress in
the ACT community regarding the effect of the 2017 change in methodology for
determining rates and land tax.
5.206 In general, the overwhelming view of contributors to the inquiry is that the changed
methodology is not fair, and that it has brought considerable financial uncertainty and
hardship to the rate-paying community.
5.207 In specific terms, the contributions considered in this chapter do not agree with the
statements made by the ACT government that the new methodology serves the imperative
of increasing equity and fairness.
5.208 The element of the current methodology which attracts the greatest concern from
contributors is the 2017 which saw the value of all units on a parcel of land expressed in
aggregate before a unit entitlement was determined for each unit, thus placing all units at
the top marginal rate of the progressive scale.
5.209 This, in the view of the Committee, appears to be an inelegant response to a perceived
disparity in revenue from units and free-standing houses.
5.210 In light of this, the Committee makes the following recommendation. 338

Recommendation 2
The Committee recommends that the ACT government devise a new method for determining
rates and land tax for unit title properties.

Mr Coe and Mrs Dunne voted for the following recommendation to be included in the report: The Committee
recommends that the ACT government reverse its decision to change rates and land tax calculations for units and then
develop and publish an options paper for possible future changes.

338
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6 INCREASES

TO R AT E S A N D L A N D TA X

I NTRODUCTION
6.1

This chapter considers contributions to the inquiry regarding increases to rates and land tax
which have resulted from the change in methodology.

6.2

It considers:

 the degree to which rates have increased and the effect of these increases;
 the degree to which land tax has increased and the effect of these increases;
 the effect of these increases on rents, including their effect on residential investors and
renters;

 perceptions of legal restrictions on landlords increasing rents; and
 effects on investment in residential property.
6.3

These are considered below.

I NCREASES IN RATES
6.4

A number of contributors to the inquiry detailed their experience of increases in rates as a
result of the change in methodology.

M S M ELITA D AHL
6.5

In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Melita Dahl advised the Committee:
I purchased my first home in May 2015. As a sole parent, I was fortunate to secure an
affordable house in my preferred suburb of Cook. In order to secure an affordable
option in Cook, I had to purchase a strata-titled residence. 339

6.6

In her submission, Ms Dahl advised that her ‘final decision to buy into a strata title was
based on offsetting the high ongoing strata levies with slightly more affordable general
rates’. 340
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6.7

The submission advised that as ‘the residence was built in 1977’, she ‘was not eligible for a
first-home buyer’s grant’, and she had also ‘paid full stamp duty’. 341

6.8

However, the submission advised:
In July 2017, I was shocked to see that my rates had increased by 32 per cent from the
previous year—$494 in dollar terms—and later learned that the rates for this property
had doubled in a five-year period. 342

6.9

Under the present rates system, the submission advised ‘81.8 per cent of my rates are
calculated at the highest marginal rate’, which amounted to ‘a 32 per cent increase in one
year alone’. 343

6.10 The submission advised that:
Although it was noted in the budget that increased rates for strata residences would be
phased in in July 2017, with an estimated average increase of $1504 per unit, this
differs greatly to the actual $494 increase I now pay. 344
6.11 ‘In addition’, the submission advised, ‘a jump in 32 per cent … does not constitute a phasing
in’. 345
6.12 The submission advised that she was:
now nervous to see what my next year’s rates increase will be, as I have not been
provided with a clear answer, even though I have been advised that the rise “will only
add a further amount of around $115 for units only due to the removal of the last
year’s one-off rebate.” 346

M R G ARY J OBSON
6.13 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Gary Jobson advised the Committee:
I live in a unit plan townhouse development (UP 768) which has 46 units in the
Tuggeranong suburb of Monash. The residents and I have noted from our 2017 rates
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notice there has been a dramatic increase in our land rates for 2017/18 and into the
future. 347
6.14 The submission advised that:
Within my complex, the negative effect of this recent impost has been noted and
commented on by the majority of residents, many of whom are self-funded retirees
and or/pension recipients. 348
6.15 The submission advised that:
By far the largest contributor to the increased Rates Assessment for 2017/18 is the
change in the formula for calculating the ‘Valuation Based Charge’ (VBC). The
valuation-based charge is now calculated on the Average Unimproved Value (AUV) of
the residential portion of my total unit complex (valued at $5,351,000.00). The
valuation-based charge is then divided using the residential unit entitlement. This
change to the formula has pushed the residential AUV for this modest complex almost
entirely into the highest marginal rate factor of 0.6013%. 349
6.16 The submission advised that the ‘net effect’ of this was ‘to increase the VBC for my unit, as
an example, by 113% and the total Rates Assessment by 30% when compared to the last
assessment 2016/17’. 350
6.17 The submission advised that this ‘increase in total Rates Assessment [was] variable and
[depended] on the value of the land under the total unit complex compared to the number
of units in the plan’, but for ‘some complexes the total Rates Assessment may increase by
50% or more’. 351

M R P HILLIP B ARON
6.18 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Phillip Baron advised the Committee that he lived in ‘a
modest unit plan ‘Federation Park’ UP 768, which has 46 units in the southern ACT suburb
of Monash;, and that the ‘residents and I have noted from our 2017 rates notice there has
been a dramatic increase in our land rates for 2017/18 and into the future’. 352
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6.19 The submission advised that:
By far the largest contributor to the increased Rates Assessment for 2017/18 is the
change in the formula for calculating the ‘Valuation Based Charge’ (VBC). The valuation
based charge is now calculated on the Average Unimproved Value (AUV) of the
residential portion of the total unit complex (valued at $5,351,000.00). The valuation
based charge is then divided using the residential unit entitlement. (see attached table
for current and previous VBC calculations). 353
6.20 The submission advised that:
This change to the formula has pushed the residential AUV for this modest complex
almost entirely into the highest marginal rate factor of 0.6013%. The net effect is to
increase the VBC for my unit as an example by 113% and the total Rates Assessment by
30% when compared to the last assessment 2016/17. 354
6.21 However, the submission advised, the ‘increase in total Rates Assessment is variable and
depends on the value of the land under the total unit complex compared to the number of
units in the plan’, and as a result, for ‘some complexes the total Rates Assessment may
increase by 50% or more’. ‘For a detached house’, on the other hand, ‘the total Rates
Assessment increase [was] only around 5% for 2017/18. 355

R OGER N EIL S MITH

AND

D IANA R UTH S MITH

6.22 In their submission to the inquiry, Roger Neil Smith and Diana Ruth Smith advised the
Committee that:
The change has resulted in an increase by 117% in the valuation based charge
proportion of my annual rates in 2017/18, with other charges and levies either
remaining the same or increasing at the same rate applying territory wide. This is an
outrageous and unprecedented money grab applying to all apartment owners without
any reasonable rationale or consultation. 356
6.23 The submission advised that:
As a retired person my pension increases annually by CPI which this year has been only
2.9% A local government increase in cost of living of this proportion on retirees, and
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young families and single persons, who are the main residents of apartments such as
ours is unconscionable. 357

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

6.24 Other contributors made comment on rates increases.
6.25 Ms Jane Godtschalk advised in her submission that rates had increased in 2017-18, ‘as they
generally do each year’, but that this had had ‘only a minor effect compared with the
impact of the changed methodology’. 358
6.26 Mr David King advised in his submission that, in his case, ‘the overall effect has been fairly
modest in 2017-18, about $330, an increase of about 25 per cent on the previous year’. The
submission advised that most of this amount, ‘about $300’, was ‘due to the change in the
valuation-based charge, and that the ‘valuation-based component of my rates more than
doubled’, amounting to ‘a 212 per cent increase’. It was also noted that rates charges for
the submitter would be ‘at least $100 higher next year due to the removal of the $100
rebate for units’. 359
6.27 Mr Peter Davies, in his submission, provided examples of rates for unit titled properties at
Waterfront Apartments at Kingston Foreshore, which showed that rates had increased for
‘two bed plus study’ from 2014-15 to 2017-18 of 56%, and for a penthouse of 59% over the
same period. 360
6.28 Ms Robyn Rofe advised that for five properties provided as examples in her submission,
rates had increased from 2014/2015 to 2017/2018 ‘between 42% and 60%’. In particular, it
stated that rates ‘from 16/17 to 17/18 have increased by between 15.66% to 28.59%’,
which was ‘a big increase from each of the previous 3 years’, and that this was ‘attributed
solely to the new rating system the ACT Government has introduced for the 2017/18
year’.361
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B ROADER CONSEQUENCES OF INCREASES IN LAND TAX
6.29 In the ACT, investors who rent out their properties pay both rates and land tax. To this
point, this report has considered the effect of changes on residential rates, however recent
changes have also affected the methodology for determining land tax in the ACT.
6.30 Contributors made comment on the broader consequences of the changes, and these are
considered below.

P ETER

AND

C AROL D UNNET

6.31 In their submission to the inquiry, Mr Peter and Mrs Carol Dunnet advised the Committee
that:
My wife and myself are self funded retirees. We were a bit late for the super-club and
invested in property for our retirement. It has taken many years to pay these
properties off. It didn’t just happen. It took planning, some sacrifice and with three
boys growing up we had to live within our budget. 362
6.32 The submission advised that:
We are the owners of two serviced apartments at Manuka and one town house at
Phillip. There have been large increases since 2012 in rates and a huge 60% increase in
land tax on these dwellings, particularly in the past year. As we have already paid
stamp duty on these purchases it is grossly unfair to expect us to incur such big
increases in these taxes. 363
6.33 The submission advised that:
We cannot recover these huge increases from tenants. It is [ridiculous] to even suggest
it. Therefore retiree owners have to find the extra money for these increases. It can
only come from two sources: a) other savings or b) from the monthly property income
meant to be used for retirement. People like us who have lived in the ACT all of their
adult life, worked here, brought up children here and retired here, providing for their
retirement by investing in property which as we know also helps the government
provide much needed accommodation, thinking they would be comfortable, now have
to scrimp and cut out small luxuries to make ends meet. 364
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6.34 The submission advised that:
The increases in electricity and gas as well as rates and land tax are making it very
difficult for people on fixed incomes, who get no Government handouts because they
have lived within their means and invested wisely. We are the ones who are just above
the pension line. If this continues in the ACT, the government will be needing to
support more pensioners! 365
6.35 The submission also advised that:
We have to find an extra $1800 per unit per annum or $90 a week extra (over what we
already [paid] in 2015-2016 tax year) for these increases, not including of course, rises
in electricity and gas. We are not affluent investors, but Mum and Dad investors who
are no burden on the Government … 366
6.36 Mr and Mrs Dunnet also appeared in hearings on 18 June 2018.
6.37 In response to questions regarding the effect of the changes in rates and land tax on their
financial circumstances, Mr Dunnet told the Committee that:
We fall into a net taxable income bracket of about $50,000. It used to be about
$60,000. We’re now getting down to $50,000. If you split that both ways, we are in a
position individually where we are basically below the threshold and any further
charges we incur simply come off our net income. We drift from $60,000 to $50,000. 367
6.38 As a result of this, Mr Dunnet agreed, he and his wife were paying a low rate of income tax,
with the consequence that any income tax deduction with respect to rates and land tax had
only a minor effect. 368
6.39 Mr Dunnet told the Committee that:
Five years ago we were in a higher bracket. We might have been at $70,000 or $80,000
as a net combined income. We do not know whether it is because there are more
properties available for rent. I have my Excel spreadsheet, which I do not think you
have. Just on the one property at Manuka Park—these are from our tax return results;
they are extracted figures—in the 2013-14 tax year our net income on this onebedroom unit was $16,346. 369
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6.40 He told the Committee that:
in the 2017-18 tax year it will be $13,335, a decrease of $3,011. Our rates and land tax,
between 2013-14 and 2017-18, will have gone up $2,765. That is a break-up of $863 in
rates and $1,902 in land tax. 370
6.41 He told the Committee:
I know that we are responsible for whatever property we buy. We have to wear the
fact if people do not come and rent in Manuka, which is about the best place to have a
unit. Lots of parliamentarians stay there. This simply shows that we have suffered a
loss of $3,000 in rent and paid $2,765 in rates and land tax. So there is a net differential
of $5,700 to $5,800 just on the one property. That is why we have drifted downhill. 371

M R J ACK E VANS
6.42 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Jack Evans advised that what he considered
‘disproportionate, unjustified increase in charges on those owning modest units in middle
to large strata complexes’ 372 would have three significant impacts:
1. Depress the value of these units relative to equivalent units in smaller complexes
and to freestanding houses
2. Increase the financial pressure on many owner/occupiers who are least able to meet
these higher charges, particularly those who are new home owners
3. Add to the costs of investors who are faced with the alternatives of:
a) seeking to pass on these costs to their tenants as higher rents,
b) absorbing these costs thereby reduced their return, or
c) exiting the investment. 373
6.43 In light of this, the submission noted that ‘Canberra already [had] the second highest strata
rents in Australia’, and asked whether the changes to the methodology could be ‘the
catalyst to push ACT unit rental levels past Sydney to be the highest in the country’. 374
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M S P ENNY G IBSON
6.44 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Penny Gibson advised the Committee that she owned
‘a unit in Hackett’ which was ‘a small old 1 bedroom unit ideal for lower income tenants’. 375
6.45 The submission stated that:
In the last five years the annual expenditure on rates and land tax has gone from $1820
per year to $4228 per year or from $35 per week to $81 per week. I need to recoup this
from the tenants but the ability to lift rents at this lower end of the market is limited so
I have made a loss on this unit for several years despite not being heavily over
mortgaged. 376
6.46 The submission advised that land tax ‘in particular’ had ‘skyrocketed from $197 a quarter to
$626 per quarter’. This was ‘more than for a modern unit in Lyneham (Axis apartments)
which are $420 per quarter for a one bedroom unit’. While the land tax was ‘substantially
less’ for a unit in Axis apartments, this kind of ‘modern apartment’ could ‘command a much
higher rent to cover this’, thus generating a further discrepancy. 377
6.47 In her submission, Ms Gibson stated that people who had ‘bought apartments in the few
years before these enormous increase’ had been ‘caught both ways’ in that they had ‘paid
full stamp duty before any reductions and now are paying high land taxes as well’. 378
6.48 In light of this she asked for a ‘rethink on how these fees are calculated with consideration
for the type of unit and the ability of the units to recoup these cost in extra rent’. 379

M R T IM D UNNET
6.49 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Tim Dunnet advised the Committee that:
It puzzles me that my one bedroom unit in Phillip can pay the same amount of rates
and land tax as a three bedroom apartment or for that matter can be compared to a
house and land package in Wanniassa. 380
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6.50 The submission advised that:
In 2007 my unit was valued at $330000 and is now valued at $280000 a capital loss of
$50000. Yet rates and land tax have increased exponentially. In 2013-2014 Rates were
$1182 and Land Tax was $491. The government then introduced a fixed charge to land
tax the following year 2014-2015 which increased land tax to $1242 which while I did
not like it I felt it was fair.
6.51 However, the submission advised, in this financial year 2017-2018 the rates liability for the
property was $1488 and land tax was $2029. It stated that the ‘decision by the government
to place my small unit into the top land tax bracket’ was ‘just unreasonable’. Land tax had
‘increased over 400%’, and he could not see this as ‘justifiable [or] fair’. 381
6.52 The submission advised that:
What this has meant for my young family consisting of two full time working parents
and three children aged 9, 7 and 6 is that we have not been to the south coast for a
holiday for two years as we can no longer afford it with the loss of income and extra
government charges levied against us. We have not been out to dinner as a couple for
over six months as we can’t afford to due to these charges and other cost of living
pressures. 382

M S C ATHERINE W ALLACE
6.53 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Catherine Wallace advised the Committee that:
In just two years, the Land Tax on my one-bedroom strata unit has increased from
$1092 pa, through $1462 pa to $1602 pa, while General Rates have increased from
$939 pa through $1251 pa to $1372 pa, constituting a 46% pa increase in EACH of
these charges. 383
6.54 ‘In addition’, the submission advised:
my Unit Levies (which reflect increases costs resulting from inflation, itself brought
about by higher charges, taxes and expenses for materials and living expenses) from
$3566 to $4015 an almost 12% increase. 384
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6.55 ‘Overall’, the submission advised, ‘these expenses associated with my rental property have
risen at a rate far above the ACT CPI for either of the last two financial years (20152017)’. 385
6.56 However, the submission stated, while ‘government charges on my strata unit have risen by
almost 50%, I am unable to recoup any of this extra cost incurred through increasing the
rent on my unit’, due to ‘the increasingly number of units being built’. In fact, in terms of
recovery of costs, it was ‘almost the opposite’ as ‘rental income for my strata unit in the
most recent financial year actually decreased from $22,950 to $21,154, a drop of 8.5%’. 386

M S T ERRIE L ENDON
6.57 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Terrie Lendon advised the Committee that:
We are property investors and believe we have been unfairly impacted by these
excessive rates and land tax increases, based on our decision to invest in property
relying on the rent from this apartment to help fund our retirement. 387
6.58 The submission advised that:
Our Land Tax increases are 46% per quarter based on $380 per quarter to $554 per
quarter. How can we as investors recover the very high extra government costs from
our tenants? Increasing the rent for our tenants is not the answer as this would more
than likely make my tenants move out of our property. 388
6.59 As a result, the submission stated:
Our income is being diminished more and more by everyday cost increases and these
heavy increases in land tax and rates mean we now need to review our investment
plans for the future. 389
6.60 The submission also stated that it was difficult to see:
how the government can use the total body corporate unimproved land value as the
basis for calculating land tax when individual landlords do not receive income from the
total unimproved land value, only their portion. 390
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M R A RTHUR L AGOS
6.61 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Arthur Lagos stated that he was a unit owner writing as
a representative of the Owners Corporation (UP 2036) of a small commercial property
complex ‘The Phillip Market Place’ in Phillip ACT. 391
6.62 The submission acknowledged that the inquiry was concerned with the residential sector,
however wished ‘to highlight to the committee that the commercial property sector has
also been adversely affected by the substantial increase in land rates/land tax. 392
6.63 The submission advised that the complex had experienced increases in land rates of: 28% in
2016 and 62% in 2017. A 36% increase was forecasted for 2018; and a 26% increase was
forecasted for 2019. 393
6.64 The submission advised the Committee that such increases were ‘simply not affordable or
sustainable’ because ‘commercial rents typically move up in line with CPI which is around
2%’. In addition, retail trading was ‘slow’ because ‘consumer spending [was] falling due to
cost of living pressures’, and as a result, ‘rates increases often cannot be passed onto the
tenants’. 394
6.65 The submission advised that recent increases in rates were ‘forcing small [business]
property owners to borrow funds just to pay statutory charges’. 395
6.66 In addition, rates increases had ‘an adverse impact on property values’ because valuations
were ‘based on net property rents which are reducing as a result of these substantial
increases’. 396 This reduction in commercial property value, in turn, had ‘further negative
implications on bank lending requirements which places further pressure on owners’. 397
6.67 The submission advised that this ‘commercial complex’ was ‘not alone on this matter’, and
that there were ‘many other commercial property owners [who were] experiencing similar
challenges’. 398
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6.68 In light of this, the submission asked the Committee to expand the terms of reference of
the inquiry to include the circumstances of owners of commercial rental property within
the scope of the inquiry.

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

6.69 Other contributors also made comment on the consequences of increases in land tax.
6.70 Ms Pamela Nash, in her submission to the inquiry, advised:
I am recently retired. I am on a small but manageable pension just on the limit of a
centrelink payment so my pension is significantly eroded by the increase in rates. My
pension is supplemented by self managed super fund which relies on income derived
from property rental income. This too is significantly eroded by the substantial increase
in land tax and rates. 399
6.71 Mr Graeme Norris, in his submission, advised that:
The new Labor assessment methodology on rates and land tax appears to be just a
sneaky grab for money. Small investors are having their savings stolen by this
methodology which immorally inflates the value of a modest ACT unit to twice its
market value to cheat people into paying obscene increases in rates and land tax. How
is the ACT government allowed to continue to collect land tax on units given that that
same government’s new assessment methodology has wrecked all capital gain and
income profits on units, and has devalued the entire ACT unit market? 400
6.72 In another submission a submitter who asked not to be named advised in response to
increases in rates and land tax, strata owners , ‘particularly investors and retirees’, would
be ‘selling up and leaving Canberra for regional centres’ where they could ‘live more
financially comfortably and potentially have better health services (eg Wagga, Albury,
Wodonga). This, the submission also advised would also be consistent with ‘the Federal
Liberal Government’s intention to decentralize the Federal public service’.401
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E FFECT ON RENTS
I NTRODUCTION
6.73 Contributors to the inquiry considered the effect of increases in rates land tax on rents, and
on the financial circumstances of land-lords, in the ACT.

L EGAL

RESTRICTIONS ON RENT INCREASES

6.74 Legal restrictions on rent increases in the ACT are imposed by Section 68, ‘Guideline for
orders’, of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 (ACT). 402
6.75 Sub-sections (1) and (2) of Section 68 provide that:
(1) The ACAT must allow a rental rate increase that is in accordance with the standard
residential tenancy terms unless the increase is excessive.
(2) For subsection (1)—
(a) unless the tenant satisfies the ACAT otherwise, a rental rate increase is
not excessive if it is less than 20% greater than any increase in the index
number over the period since the last rental rate increase or since the
beginning of the lease (whichever is later); and
(b) unless the lessor satisfies the ACAT otherwise, a rental rate increase is
excessive if it is more than 20% greater than any increase in the index
number over the period since the last rental rate increase or since the
beginning of the lease (whichever is later). 403
6.76 In effect, this places a burden of proof on a lessor (that is, a landlord or landlord’s agent) to
justify an increase in rent greater than 20% of CPI (Consumer Price Index) for Canberra, 404
‘over the period since the last rental rate increase or since the beginning of the lease
(whichever is later)’. 405

Section 68, Residential Tenancies Act 1997 (ACT), viewed 21 August 2018, available at:
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/1997-84/current/PDF/1997-84.PDF
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M R A LEX P OPOV
S UBMIS SION
6.77 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Alex Popov advised the Committee that he owned
‘several residential investment units in the ACT all of which are rented out’; that his tenants
were ‘young families, young and middle-aged individuals’, and that he was also a member
of an Executive Committee for a residential unit complex in the ACT. 406
6.78 Regarding increases in costs for investors in residential property, the submission advised
that:
Since July 2017 there has been a substantial raise in Land Tax (in excess of 50% in some
cases) and Rates (approx 16%) applied to my residential investment properties. The
increase in these local taxes/costs were coincidental with credit tightening by APRA in
2017 … which in its turn has resulted in an interest raise for investors. 407
6.79 The submission advised that while ‘both factors added significant pressure on rents in the
ACT’, changes in methodology for determining rates and land tax which had been ‘a major
contributing factor’. 408
6.80 The submission advised that over the past 18 months, ‘rent increases in my properties were
in the range of $40-$50 per week’, which was ‘in excess of 10% of rent’ and was ‘very
consistent with the market trend in the ACT for similar properties’. However, the
submission advised, these increases were ‘still insufficient to cover property ownerships
costs’ and, as a result, ‘more rent increases are likely in coming months’. 409
6.81 The submission advised that these increases contributed to ‘ongoing financial pressure’ on
tenants. As a result, the submission advised:
I saw more delays in rent payments in 2017-18FY comparing to 2016-17FY. A young
family with children have delayed their rent on one occasion in 2016-17FY. In the first
six months of 2017-18FY this family have delayed rent payments on 4 occasions. This
family is considering moving out. Another tenant did not delay rent payments in 201617FY and there was a delay in the first half of 2017-18FY. 410
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6.82 The submission advised that the change in the methodology was ‘a significant contributing
factor in the financial stress tenants have been experiencing’ in recent times. 411
6.83 In his submission, Mr Popov advised that he had approached the Office of the ACT Chief
Minister in 2017 with his concerns regarding the flow-on effect of the change in
methodology on rents. 412
6.84 The submission stated that by way of reply Mr Popov received advice from the Office that:
These changes have now been in place for some time, and to date there has been little
evidence of a significant increase in rents either across the market, or within specific
segments. 413
6.85 In his submission, Mr Popov stated that he had asked the Office of the Chief Minister ‘to
consider urgent measures to reimburse increased rental costs to tenants’, to which he
receive a reply stating that:
In terms of measures to mitigate the impact of rate increases, I would submit that the
most effective approach would be for such increases not to be passed onto tenants. 414
6.86 Having received this advice, Mr Popov advised that he was ‘left with a dilemma’: either to
‘start running a charity by providing residential accommodation below market value’ or
‘pass on the costs of the change to the tenants’. 415
6.87 Reflecting on this, in his submission Mr Popov advised that that an ‘ACT taxation reform
website’ stated that tax reform involved ‘a change to the “tax mix” without an overall
increase in the “tax take”‘. 416
6.88 In response, Mr Popov in his submission advised that:
It may be true that this reform makes the tax system more efficient. However I see it
increasingly unfair. It inflicts financial stress to those vulnerable with no overall
financial benefit whosoever. 417
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6.89 Mr Popov’s submission also considered the effect of increased rents on the capacity of
people to enter the home ownership market. Regarding this, advised the Committee that:
Most people who buy their first home have to save a deposit of at least 5-10% of the
house price to have a mortgage approved. The reality is that majority of people will
rent for years while saving a home deposit. The change adversely impacts saving a
home deposit in the ACT. In 2017-18FY a young family in one of my residential property
have been paying $2,329.76 Land Tax applicable to their rental property via rent. I do
not see the ACT Taxation reform helping them with saving a deposit to buy their own
home by taking $2,329.76 off their budget this year. As the Land Tax keeps raising it
will be even harder for them to save later. 418
6.90 In addition, while taxation reform would reduce stamp duty in the ACT, the submission
advised, this reduction was ‘likely to be consumed by the rapidly increasing residential
property prices in the ACT’. 419
6.91 In light of this, Mr Popov advised in his submission, he regarded land tax in the ACT ‘in its
current form of applying to residential rental properties’ as a ‘most unfair’ way of
‘discriminating those who cannot afford their home ownership’. 420

H EARIN GS
6.92 Mr Popov appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018. 421
6.93 The Committee asked Mr Popov whether, if he increased rent at the same rate as increases
in rates and land tax, he was financially disadvantaged by the changes in methodology. 422
6.94 In responding, Mr Popov told the Committee:
Obviously, it is bad for tenants. It is bad for me, because they are reactive. I cannot
increase the rent at the same moment in time when the tax increases, so I have to
wear the loss before I actually come along and increase rent. And the increase in the
rent cannot cover all the costs within the financial year. For example, I am increasing
rents on some of the properties around Christmas time, which basically is in the middle
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of the financial year. So for the first six months effectively I am running a loss for the
business. 423
6.95 When asked whether he was able to increase rents in the current market, Mr Popov told
the Committee:
I am. I think my properties are still at or slightly below the average rental figures across
similar properties in the ACT. I think I am running a prudent business in terms of how I
select properties and how I manage them. 424
6.96 However, he told the Committee, ‘at the end of the day I am not running a charity’:
If I am having these losses, whether that is mine or some other investors’, it would be
short term. At the end of the day people cannot really keep claiming the business
losses indefinitely. That is not a sustainable model, which means we either have to quit
the business or start running a charity pretty much and doing the loss all the time. That
is not a sustainable model. 425
6.97 The Committee noted that the ACT rental market had the second lowest vacancy rate in
Australia, and asked Mr Popov whether rents were increasing in the ACT simply as a
function of supply and demand. 426
6.98 In responding to the question, Mr Popov told the Committee that:
I trust that there should be a balance between all the stakeholders. I do not really like
taking advantage of the market over the people. At the end of the day, you deal with
tenants, and they are real people with real lives. 427
6.99 He told the Committee that in light of this ‘if I did not have to, I would never increase the
rent by as much as I have simply because I responded to this taxation reform’. Tenants
were ‘not happy’ with increases and were ‘not people who can actually go and buy a
property or house outright’, and were renting because they had ‘limited choice’. 428
6.100 At this point, a member of the Committee stated that a family member was renting at that
time. 429
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6.101 In response, Mr Popov told the Committee:
That is a very good example. You said that your son is renting. If your son rents, that
means somebody has to provide this rental property to your son. That means
somebody has to pay this land tax, whether that is an investor or whether that is your
son. An investor can run the business at a loss for a limited period of time, but then
they either quit the business or put up the rent. There is nothing else in between. 430

M R M ICHAEL P ARSONS
6.102 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Michael Parsons advised that:
To say that landlords can recover these increased charges is ludicrous. To recover the
increase in costs bought about by this increase in charges I would have to raise rent by
$60 per week. This would be both unacceptable and unaffordable my tenants, and
indeed to most if not all tenants who are invariably wage earners. 431
6.103 The submission advised that:
All landlords are limited in what they can charge their tenants by the market itself.
Given the long term malaise in wages growth throughout Australia the rental increase
of 10% required to cover my increased costs is out of the question. 432
6.104 In his submission, Mr Parsons advised that the ‘increase in outgoings against my properties
reduces my return on investment to some 3.3%pa’, despite the fact:

 that ‘the initial undertaking of the agent handling the sale of one of the investments that
returns would exceed 7% net pa’;

 that ‘[b]ig capital when seeking to invest in various projects inevitably seeks and receives
returns of 10% and more for their participation’; and

 that small investors ‘do not have the ability to move their investments around in reaction
to fundamental changes in the market place’ because they ‘are constrained by what is the
high relative costs of agent’s and legal fees, capital gains tax and the like’. 433
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6.105 In his submission, Mr Parsons stated that the ACT government’s actions regarding the
methodology were ‘a disincentive to small investors who are endeavouring to provide for
their own retirement income’. 434
6.106 Speaking for himself, Mr Parsons advised that:
My net income is now some $500 per week, down from over $560 per week. The adult
pension is now in the order of $455 per week. Had I known this is where my retirement
income would finish at I may well have chosen to enjoy the small windfall that I
received some 30 years ago rather than put it towards my retirement income. 435
6.107 At a broader level, Mr Parsons advised in his submission:
At a time when we are all being urged to act responsibly and provide for our own
retirement the actions of the ACT Government are totally irresponsible as they
discourage us to do what most politicians are encouraging us to do. 436

M R P ETER

AND

M RS C AROL D UNNET

6.108 When Mr Peter and Mrs Carol Dunnet appeared in hearings of 13 June 2018, they were
asked to what extent rises in costs from increased rates and land tax would be recoverable
from tenants. 437
6.109 In response, Mr Dunnet told the Committee that:
Since we wrote this, we have noticed that landlords are attempting to increase the
rents on their properties. We have done this successfully. We have been able to
increase it—$10 on a $400 property. Whatever percentage that is, that is the amount.
It will not be a net return. That is the amount we feel that the market at the moment is
able to cope with, otherwise you lose your tenant. 438
6.110 When asked whether they had increased rents across all of their residential investment
properties, Mrs Dunnet told the Committee that this had only been possible for one of their
properties, a ‘stand-alone’ property at Phillip. However the other two investment
properties were serviced apartments at Manuka, for which rents can only be increased by
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way of the management of the serviced apartment complex, and then only ‘in
consideration of what other similar serviced apartments in the area are charging’. 439

M R S TEVE T RITTON
6.111 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Steve Tritton advised that:
Due to the increase rates and land taxes as a result of the new calculations applied to
units in the ACT, I am now paying more than 20% more in rates this financial year
compared to the previous financial year and more than 50% land tax this financial year
compared to the previous financial year. My property is negatively geared even with
the tenants paying $310 per week in rent. These rent costs are only going to increase
as rates and land taxes rise. 440
6.112 The submission advised that:
Overall, this has a very pronounced effect on housing affordability as landlords, like the
mum and dad investors that I would probably belong to, struggle ourselves to keep up
with the rising costs of living. 441
6.113 In addition, Mr Tritton advised in his submission:
Housing affordability is quite the heated topic on the national agenda and I understand
it is likewise here in the ACT and surrounds. I’m perplexed at how demanding more and
more money from property owners, who make available to tenants suitable and
comfortable private dwellings to live, can ease the housing affordability problem. 442
6.114 The submission advised:
With such steep increases to rates and land taxes in the ACT, I have little choice but to
pass on at least some of these costs to my tenants, who themselves begin to feel more
burdened by rising costs of rent. 443
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6.115 However, Mr Tritton advised in his submission, he:
wondered how much of an outcry there would be if landlords impacted and affected
by these increased costs were themselves to increase rental costs of similar
measure. 444

M R D ENTON B OCKING
6.116 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Denton Bocking advised the Committee that he owned
‘five strata-titled units in inner-city Canberra, four in Turner and one in Reid’, and that:
Nearly all my tenants are/have been students at ANU and those that are/have not
been students have been junior lecturers at ANU or city workers. Many have also been
from overseas. All have been on limited income; the students in particular rely mainly
on scholarships and parental support. 445
6.117 The submission advised that:
The rent I charge, which reflects market rates, is about $340 per week. The combined
rates and land tax on these units has typically increased by about 44% from 2016-17 to
2017-18, a huge annual increase. For example, the rates for one of my units on
Northbourne Ave was $1480.56 in September 2016 and $1886.71 in September 2017,
an increase of 27%. The land tax was $446.04 for the September quarter 2016
($1784.16 for the 2016-17 year) and $705.25 for the September quarter 2017 ($2821
for the 2017-18 year), an increase of 58%. The combined increase was 44%, or
$1443. 446
6.118 The submission advised that:
For me to recover this increase in my costs over 52 weeks I would have to increase the
rent by $27.75 per week. An increase of this amount would represent an increase of
8% and would impose significant financial stress on my tenants. 447
6.119 So far, Mr Bocking advised in his submission, he had not done this, but ‘in the long term
rents will have to increase to cover this cost’. It was ‘unfair to impose such a cost on those
with limited means to pay’ as international students already found Canberra ‘an expensive
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place to rent’, and cost increases on rates and land tax would ‘only add to the cost of
renting’. 448
6.120 At a broader level, the submission advised that:
Canberra attracts many international students. Not only does this help to build the
city’s and Australia’s reputation internationally and foster long-term international
understanding and relationships, but tertiary education is also a very valuable export.
This should be taken into consideration when setting policies affecting rents, such as
the proposed changes to the way rates and land taxes are determined and the
consequent increases. 449

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

6.121 A number of other contributors also expressed concern at the effect of increases in rates
and land tax on residential rents; on the capacity of residential investors to make a
reasonable return on their investment; and on the supply of affordable housing. 450

P ERCEPTIONS OF LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON RENT INCREASES
6.122 As noted above there are legal restrictions on rent increases in the ACT, set out in Section
68 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997. 451
6.123 A number of contributors to the inquiry made comment on the effect of these restrictions
on residential investor in view of increases in rates and land tax costs.
6.124 Mr Gary Petherbridge, when he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 11 July
2018, told the Committee that:
If the people providing those services by having investment properties need to recover
their costs by increasing rents by as much as $35 to $50 a week and they cannot do it
because ACAT or somebody refuses to allow them to do it, then they are going to move
out of that market and you are going to lose that accommodation capability. 452
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6.125 He told the Committee that there was ‘a ruling in ACAT that you cannot increase rents
beyond CPI’ and that, as a result ‘every time there is a case like that, you have to go back to
ACAT to address it’. 453
6.126 Mr Michael Marsalek, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
As a landlord I couldn’t possibly increase the rent I charge by 46.8%. If I attempted that,
my [tenant] would either leave (and no land tax would be payable as it would no longer
be a rental property) or they would have every right to complain to ACAT under the
Residential Tenancies ACT. In turn, ACAT would apply a CPI based formula for the rent
increase. To my knowledge, the CPI has NEVER been 46.8% from one year to the
next. 454
6.127 Mr Andrew Sutton, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that his
investment property had ‘seen our general rates increase from $1,619 in 2016/17 to $2,132
equating to an annual increase of 31.6%’, and also ‘our Land Tax increasing from $2,035 in
2016/17 to $3,265 in 2017/18’, amounting to ‘an annual increase of 60%’. Moreover, the
submission advised, he was not able to ‘recoup these increases through rent increases’ as
he was, he advised, ‘only allowed to increase my rent in accordance with CPI’ which,
‘according to my very recent rent increase’ was 3.4%. 455
6.128 Ms Robyn Rofe, in her submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that as
‘investors/landlords, we are restricted to increasing rents by the CPI, so we are unable to
recoup’ additional costs from increased rates and land tax. 456

E FFECTS ON INVESTMENT IN RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
6.129 Contributors to the inquiry made comment on the likely effect of the change in
methodology on levels of investment in residential property in the ACT.
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M S S USAN F OWLER
6.130 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Susan Fowler advised the Committee that several years
ago she had ‘invested all my meagre superannuation into a small ACT unit’, and that this
‘was, and is, my sole source of income’. 457
6.131 In her submission, she advised that:
I do not live in Canberra, so I was unaware that the Barr Labor government was
changing the assessment rules for Rates and Land Tax, and so I was unable to get out of
the ACT unit market like lots of others who knew the destructive results of these
changes. Consequently, my Rates and Land Tax went from about $300 every 3 months
over $900 every 3 months. 458
6.132 As a result, Ms Fowler advised in her submission:
I now have a useless ACT investment and have to borrow to pay these unfair increase.
My investment is destroyed and I have to sell. I cannot pay such huge increases. Real
estate agents tell me that the changes the Barr government has made has ruined the
Canberra unit market and I will have to take a huge loss. My unit is worth $20,000 less
than it was before the new Barr government Tax calculation started to take [effect]. 459
6.133 The submission advised that:
Mr Barr’s office tells me that to changes were made to make people like me pay my fair
share for ACT services and, that the increases are only $400 per year. This is a lie. Prior
to the Barr government new assessment method I was paying between $600 and
$1200 more per year for ACT services than 95% of all people who live in the ACT and
who use ACT services. That was bad enough in its unfair nature. But, now under the
new Barr government methodology I am paying between $2100 and $3700 more per
year for ACT services than 95% of all people who live in the ACT and use ACT services.
And, I do not even live in the ACT or use its services. 460
6.134 In her submission, Ms Fowler advised that if it were situated in NSW ‘my $300,000 unit
would attract no Land Tax at all’. In contrast, the new methodology ‘inflates my unit’s value
to $700,000, resulting in her paying ‘massive amounts of Land Tax’. In light of this, she
asked why ‘would anybody buy a unit in Canberra’? 461
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M S R OBYN R OFE
6.135 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Robyn Rofe advised the Committee that a ‘dramatic
increase in Land Tax’ was a ‘major issue we face, as investors. She advised that increases for
five investment properties, as shown in her submission, had amounted to ‘39% to 58% for
2017/18 only’, on top of ‘the increases we have been facing for the previous 3 years’. 462
6.136 Ms Rofe advised in her submission that she had spoken to ‘a number of investors in regard
to these increases’, and among these there were ‘few who have stated they are currently in
the process of selling their ACT properties and others who are seriously considering the
same’. 463
6.137 The submission advised that the ‘general consensus’ was ‘that they can put their money
into other investments where they can get better returns and will not have their incomes
eroded by unrealistic rates and land taxes’. As a result, the submission advised, the ACT was
‘at risk of [losing] hundreds of millions of dollars which is currently invested in the ACT
economy’. 464

M R J OEL S MITH
6.138 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Joel Smith advised the Committee regarding the effect
of the change in methodology on investment in serviced apartments.
6.139 In his submission, he advised the Committee:
I manage and operate a complex of apartments as a serviced apartment hotel. Our
business and sole source of income is derived from generating income on behalf of the
individual owners of each apartment and charging them a management fee. 465
6.140 He advised that he was writing to ‘submit my frustrations and opinions in relation to the
recent changes in both rates and land tax calculation methodology which has led to massive
increases charged to unit owners and investors’. 466
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6.141 The submission advised that:
With these recent increased costs (some owners have reported increases as high as
120% on valuation based land tax), units in the ACT have become a much less desirable
investment and as such investors are beginning to divest in our complex and focus on
assets in other states and territories. 467
6.142 In his submission, Mr Smith advised that:
As our business model relies on the ability to pool investor’s units together and sell
them as a hotel style product, even a small decrease in available apartments due to
divestment can have a dire flow on [effect] on all investor’s ability to generate income many of who are self funded retirees who use this business as their sole source of
income and to support themselves. 468
6.143 Reflecting on the effects of the change in methodology, Mr Smith advised in his submission
that:
the hotel and hospitality industry experiences peaks and troughs as ACT’s tourism
market fluctuates. This affects the returns that each of our owners receives each
month, on lower months, some owners may not even be able to cover their costs,
[especially] those who need to cover mortgage repayments. The increased burden of
these taxes only exacerbates this and I believe it will force investors out of the ACT. 469

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

6.144 Other contributors also made comment on the effect of the change in methodology on
residential investment in the ACT.
6.145 Ms Annie Gregg, in her submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee:
I am a self-funded retiree and I live in an apartment and own 3 unit titled properties
that are rented in Canberra and such a strategy will force me to consider selling my
investments and moving my money interstate where a more equitable situation
occurs. This strategy simply makes it too difficult to rely on Canberran property to be
economically viable. 470
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6.146 The submission also advised that this approach to raising revenue reflected ‘the
government’s inability to diversify the economic revenue base of the town and makes the
economy highly vulnerable’. 471
6.147 Mr Peter Dunnet, when he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018,
was asked whether it made sense to invest in units in Canberra under the current rates and
land tax system. In responding, he told the Committee that:
Having been property investors for nearly 20 years, we have learnt what to look at to
determine whether a property is a viable investment property. I would not be buying
any more property in the ACT. 472
6.148 Mr Alex Popov, when he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018,
when asked whether investors were moving to NSW, told the Committee:
That is a very good question. If I am to buy an extra investment property, probably I
will be looking beyond the border, in New South Wales, at this point. But once again, I
cannot talk for other people. As far as I am concerned, ACT is less attractive to me at
the moment. 473
6.149 A number of other contributors also made similar comment about the effect of the current
system for rates and land tax on their view of residential investment, arguing that the
current methodology made the ACT less attractive for investors. 474

C OMMITTEE COMMENT
6.150 As in the previous chapter, representations by contributors considered in this chapter were
consistent in their view.
6.151 In general, they considered that:

 increases in rates for unit title properties were onerous, resulting in financial distress in
some cases, and a general perception that both the rates of increase, and the resulting
rates liabilities, were unsustainable and unfair;
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 increases in land tax were onerous and unfair; had resulted in residential investments no
longer producing a positive return on investment; and would discourage further
residential investment in the ACT.
6.152 In relation to land tax, contributors advised that residential investors were limited by law as
to the degree to which they could recover costs of increases in rates and land tax by
increasing rents, and that as a result the only option open to landlords was either to absorb
the costs or — in some cases — to sell ACT residential investments.
6.153 They were consistent in putting the view that residential investment in unit title properties
in the ACT was, as a result of the 2017 change in methodology, very unlikely to produce a
return on investment. Residential investors who contributed to the inquiry advised that
they anticipated seeking investment opportunities in other jurisdictions as a response to
the current ACT rates and land tax system.
6.154 In relation to these matters, the Committee refers to the recommendation made in the
previous chapter to devise a new method of determining the system on rates and land tax
for unit title properties.
6.155 The other important feature which emerged from contributions was confusion regarding
the legal constraints on landlord’s ability to increase rents. Some contributors were under
the impression that this was the result of a landmark case in the ACT Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (ACAT), but in fact — as noted above — legal restrictions currently
in force are an effect of Section 68 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 (ACT). 475
6.156 This is an area — as for of ‘unit entitlement’ — about which the general public are less than
fully informed, and should be. It is the view of the Committee that the responsibility for
ensuring that the public are properly informed lies with the ACT government, and that any
failure to inform reduces democratic rights in the ACT.
6.157 In light of this, the Committee makes the following recommendation.

Section 68, Residential Tenancies Act 1997 (ACT), viewed 21 August 2018, available at:
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/1997-84/current/PDF/1997-84.PDF
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Recommendation 3
6.158 The Committee recommends that the ACT government ensures that the ACT general
public is aware of the effect of Section 68 of the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 (ACT) in
regulating increases of residential rents by including accurate and relevant information
on the website of the ACT Revenue Office.
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7 DOWNSIZING

AND ‘EFFICIENCIES’

I NTRODUCTION
7.1

Contributors to the inquiry expressed concerns that changes to the methodology:

 disadvantaged downsizers and discouraged people from downsizing in the future; and
 ignored savings and efficiencies to government — in providing municipal services — which
result from the higher density of unit-titled dwellings and the financial contributions of
owners of unit-titled properties, through legislatively mandated strata fees, to support
maintenance, services and amenity.
7.2

These concerns are considered below.

D ISADVANTAGES FOR DOWNSIZERS
7.3

Contributors to the inquiry put the view that the change in methodology for rates and land
tax disadvantaged and discouraged downsizers: that is, older people who had moved from
larger stand-alone houses to more compact accommodation, or wished to do so in the
future.
MR ROSS GREENWOOD

7.4

In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Ross Greenwood advised the Committee that:
In 2017, in preparation for our retirement, my wife and I moved from a house in the
suburbs into an apartment. 476

7.5

The submission advised that:
The move has meant we have downsized our property, reduced our consumption of
electricity and water, our use of the road network and of other public infrastructure,
therefore reducing our environmental footprint. 477

7.6

The submission advised that ‘[p]rospectively we are independent retirees’, however the
‘changes to the methodology has significantly increased our cost of living’, and also
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provided ‘a disincentive for others in our situation to make similar downsizing decisions in
future’. 478
7.7

The submission advised that ‘[i]nexplicably the changes would seem to run counter to the
core concerns for the environment espoused by the parties in Government that
implemented them’ and that, in light of this the ‘policy should be wound back’ in the
‘interests of environmentally sustainable equitable treatment between households’. 479
MR JEREMY REDGROVE

7.8

In his submission, Mr Jeremy Redgrove advised the Committee that:
We are close to retirement age and downsized to an apartment to lessen our living
costs. The strata fees have been a burden but the rates for an apartment were less
than our family home. However, this monstrous change to the policy has seen a hike in
rates that seriously threatens our ability to stay. 480

7.9

The submission advised:
Worse, the ACT Government are planning another huge rates hike for apartment
owners next year. We can’t afford to stay but we will lose too much money if we sell as
this policy change along with the deliberate flooding of the apartment market has
caused apartment values to drop and drop. 481

7.10 ‘Meanwhile, the submission advised, ‘the Canberra house we sold has continued to
increase in value’. 482
7.11 In light of this, the submission stated that:
We should have never have bought an apartment in Canberra we will be financially
ruined by this Government’s policy. 483
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A

SUBMITTER

7.12 A submission, a submitter who did not wish to be named advised the Committee that the
change in methodology was a ‘disincentive for anyone in large houses with high rates to
downsize into a strata title unit’. 484
7.13 When the submitter appeared before the Committee in hearings of 8 August 2018, the
Committee asked whether the current methodology was at odds with government policy to
encourage people to downsize. 485
7.14 In responding, the submitter told the Committee:
I think they are shooting themselves in the foot, frankly. It is not attractive for people
to downsize. Why would you want to downsize and then have the aggravation of living
in a body corporate property? Believe me; there is quite a lot. You are always dealing
with parking issues; you are always dealing with other sorts of issues. 486
7.15 The submitter told the Committee:
There is not really an incentive. Why would you want to do that? Why would you want
to downsize from where you have total autonomy over your whole property and quiet
enjoyment over the whole property? Why would you want to downsize and have it end
up costing you more in rates? It is just not sensible. It is nonsensical. 487

M R S IMON H EARDER
7.16 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Simon Hearder advised the Committee that:
I and my wife purchased this townhouse Unit XXXX Greenway ACT 2900 three years
ago. The Average Unimproved Value (AUV) of our strata unit was $ 133,609. The
valuation base charge was calculated at $ 366.69. The methodology used to calculate
the base charge was the AUV of the strata unit. 488
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7.17 At the time, the submission advised:
There was a considerable inducement to purchase this townhouse by downsizing from
our larger house in Rivett as the rates were far less, as you would expect, in the
valuation base charge. 489
7.18 However, Mr Hearder advised in his submission:
You can imagine our astonishment, and subsequent anger, when the Rates Assessment
Notice for 2017 /2018 arrived in the mail to announce, with no warning, that the
methodology in assessing the average base charge had changed. It was not based on
the individual strata unit AUV but on the complex as a whole. From AUV of $ 133,609
to a complex AUV of $3,844,000. 490
7.19 The submission advised the Committee that:
This value placed our rates in the $ 600,000 - and above Residential AUV which is the
same grouping as properties in the very expensive suburbs of Canberra. Consequently
our valuation base charge has more than doubled from $ 366.69 to $ 771.04. 491
7.20 This, the submission advised, was ‘unsustainable for pensioners like us’. 492 The submission
stated that the ‘whole point of downsizing’ was ‘to make a larger house and block available
for young families to purchase’. However, it stated, this ‘110 % increase penalises people
downsizing’ and detracted from ‘the financial rationale’ for ‘moving from a large property
on a large plot of land to a smaller strata unit on a smaller plot of land’. 493

M R F REDERICK R UBLY
7.21 In his submission, Mr Frederick Rubly advised the Committee that:
We had been reading where the Government was encouraging Seniors to downsize in
order to free up housing for younger families. The logic being that this would reduce
waste removal and utility expenses, maximise infrastructure usage around town
centres and reduce land usage and availability pressure. 494
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7.22 As a result, the submission advised:
As “senior” pensioners, we rationalised our future lifestyle and health services
requirements, took the above advice ‘on-board’, and made the decision to be closer to
our children and grandchildren. 495
7.23 The submission advised that, consistent with this, ‘[w]e subsequently moved from the
South Coast last year, and downsized to a Unit in Canberra’. 496
7.24 However, the submission advised:
Had we known the ACT Government was intending to rape unit owners with its revised
Strata rate calculations, we would either have not moved to Canberra or purchased a
home rather than a unit! 497
7.25 The submission advised the Committee that:
Life is hard enough on a fixed pension, with eroding benefits, body corporate fees,
electricity prices and private health cover going through the roof, and now an
imminent and immoral rate increase that will exceed 50%! 498

M R P HILLIP B ARON
7.26 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Phillip Baron advised the Committee that:
The ACT Government has encouraged our senior citizens to downsize to increase living
density, reducing land usage pressure, maximising use of infrastructure around town
centres, reducing waste removal and utility costs, and vacating larger houses and
blocks for young families, but then be penalised with higher rates. 499
7.27 When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Baron was asked
whether he thought the ACT government had actively encouraged people to move into
units. 500
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7.28 In responding, Mr Baron told the Committee that he thought this was the case; that there
were schemes in the Territory and Federal jurisdictions which provided incentives for
this. 501
7.29 When asked whether this had contributed to his own decision to downsize, he told the
Committee that it had, and that financial considerations had also played a part. 502

M S J ENNY S MITH
7.30 In her submission, Ms Jenny Smith advised the Committee of a further aspect of downsizing
— the consequences of divorce or the death of a spouse — which was not widely
considered in other contributions.
7.31 Her submission advised that:
Many retirees have been encouraged to down-size but, unfortunately, in many cases, it
is women who have had changed life circumstances thrust upon them who are buying
into strata plans. Divorce or death of a spouse has meant often that they have to “start
again” which is no mean feat in later years, taking on mortgages as well as the steeply
rising rates, insurance etc. 503
7.32 Regarding her personal circumstances, Ms Smith advised the Committee that:
In coming years, I suspect I will have to sell and move to a rural town as I will simply
not be able to afford to live here. I do not understand how almost all strata unit owners
will have their rates and land tax calculated on the highest rating tier factor. 504

M S D IANE

AND

M R A NDREW O VERALL

7.33 In their submission, Ms Diane and Mr Andrew Overall advised the Committee that:
In 2017 we sold our house and moved into an apartment in the same suburb. Our
decision to move was partly motivated by our desire to reduce our environmental
footprint. We would have expected there to have been a considerable saving in rates
as well as in utility use, especially as apartment owners use fewer services. Waste
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collection, for example, is paid by the Owners’ Corporation and therefore by the
owners. 505
7.34 The submission advised the Committee that:

 the current method for calculating rates for multi-unit dwellings was unfair;
 while it was not an undue financial burden on them, it would be for ‘many people’; and
that

 the ‘decision to unfairly change the methodology used to determine rates and land taxes
for apartments’ was ‘blatant revenue raising’ and would ‘have a negative impact on many
Canberrans’. 506

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

7.35 Other contributors also made comment on the effect of the change of methodology on
downsizers.
7.36 Mr Gary Barnes, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
The Government encouraged our more senior citizens to downsize to increase density
of living, reducing land usage pressure, maximising use of infrastructure around town
centres, reducing waste removal and utility costs, and vacating larger houses and
blocks for young families but then they are penalised with higher rates and taxes. 507
7.37 A number of other contributors expressed their view in similar terms. 508

S AVINGS AND EFFICIENCIES
7.38 Contributors to the inquiry put the view that in making the most recent changes to the
methodology the ACT government had ignored savings and efficiencies to government — in
providing municipal services — which result from the higher density of unit-titled dwellings
and the financial contributions of owners of unit-titled properties toward services and upkeep of infrastructure.
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7.39 The ACT government’s view on these matters was put to the Committee in hearings of 8
August 2018, where the Treasurer told the Committee that costs for providing services to
higher density dwellings varied, depending on circumstance. 509

M R T ED Q UINLAN
7.40 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Ted Quinlan advised the Committee that:
It ought [to] be remembered that unit owners generally incur a second level of costs
relating to their residences in the form of corporate fees, some including expensive
items such as elevator maintenance contracts and mandatory contributions to sinking
funds. 510
7.41 In light of this, the submission advised, some further ‘evaluation of the reduced demand
that unit owners make on municipal services should also be factored into rating
assessments’. 511
7.42 When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Quinlan told the
Committee that ‘unit developments in fact offer economies of scale to the government’. 512
7.43 ‘At the same time’, he told the Committee, ‘living in a unit complex does impose on the unit
owners additional costs of just being in that unit’, 513 and hence:
For the privilege of reducing the cost of city services, they also have to pay corporate
fees and all the other things—for example, the legal requirement for sinking fund
contributions over the first few years. 514
7.44 He told the Committee is was ‘quite an expensive exercise to buy and live in a unit
complex’, and that ‘over the long run’, there was ‘a problem to be redressed’. 515
7.45 Regarding this, he told the Committee, ‘you have to take into account the additional costs
of living in a unit complex versus living in a detached house’, and ‘the contribution you
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make by not demanding as many city services in an apartment block as you do in a
detached house’. 516

M S F RANCES D AVIES
7.46 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Frances Davies advised the Committee that:
The changed methodology to rates calculations for residential unit owners does not
‘provide greater equity between free-standing home owners and apartment owners’ as
stated by the government. This is simply not correct. There are many items where
apartment owners are subsidising free-standing home owners, particularly with
relation to municipal infrastructure. Apartment owners use less infrastructure servicing
their homes and their use of all other services are equal or less that those living in free
standing homes. 517
7.47 In her submission she advised that, in her case:
The Axis complex helps reduce municipal infrastructure costs. We are close to Dickson
and Lyneham commercial operations. This results in reduced wear to municipal
infrastructure such as roads and paths and reduced environmental damage via
transport methods. This is particularly the case for Axis because it is adjacent to a
number of bus routes, the forthcoming light rail and the proposed redevelopment of
Dickson. 518
7.48 In relation to municipal services, the submission advised that:
As with other large apartment complexes, Axis has a single collection point for garbage
trucks and does not require trucks to lift hundreds of individual bins, resulting in
reduced labour requirements for government contracted waste management. Further,
there is reduced curb-side dumping in apartment complexes as these items are more
commonly dumped in waste rooms and are disposed of at cost to all apartment owners
in the complex. 519
7.49 The submission advised, regarding other services and costs:
Axis Fire & Emergency Services levies are charged at the same rate to owners as they
are to free-standing home owners. However, our owners contribute a significant
amount of resources to the maintenance of fire safety items within our buildings and in
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the education of our residents about reducing their fire risk. This results in reduced
attendance rates for fire services in comparison to regular free-standing homes. 520
7.50 A similar principle applied for other services:
SES attendance rates are significantly reduced in apartment complexes such as Axis.
SES requests for attendance to Axis apartment are uncommon, with most damage
being attended to by tradespeople at a cost to the owner’s corporation. Police
attendance for domestic disturbances is also reduced as noise complaints are usually
referred to and dealt by the Strata Manager. We have also invested heavily in security
infrastructure which helps to ensure that reduced police presence is required. 521
7.51 In addition, the submission advised:
Axis accounts for significantly less infrastructure development cost than surrounding
free-standing homes. This begins at build and continues throughout its lifetime.
Expansion of the city for free-standing homes means tax dollars need to be spread
across a wider area. It is inequitable to charge apartment owners at a higher rate than
free standing home owners when they have costed and will continue to cost the
government significantly less over their [properties’] lifetime. 522
7.52 Moreover, high-rise apartment complexes preserved ‘natural green space, resulting in less
investment required in government implemented and maintained green space throughout
the territory’. Axis apartments, ‘like many high rise complexes’, maintained ‘its verges to a
higher standard due to the framework around management of our buildings’, resulting in:
decreased government costs for removal and replacement of verge trees, trimming of
verge trees, watering of verge trees and general maintenance costs of poorly
maintained verge areas and nature strips. 523

M R P HILLIP B ARON
7.53 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Phillip Baron asked:
Why should unit owners pay higher rates when the Government enjoys economies of
scale for service provision through unit plan developments? 524
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7.54 The submission advised the Committee that:
For comparable taxation on a separate house and land, the strata owner receives much
less in the way of road maintenance, street lighting, waste recycling services, green
waste collection and facilities. Our internal roadways, drainage and lighting
infrastructure and maintenance are paid for by the body corporate fees. This is, in
effect, saving the government money in the provision of these services and
infrastructure. 525
7.55 However, the submission advised:
Now unit plans are expected to pay proportionally more, when compared to detached
houses, in rates and taxes, despite the government enjoying cost savings and the
economies of scale provided by unit developments. 526
7.56 When Mr Baron appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018, he told the
Committee that:
In respect of the other thing, the economy of scale, as I have pointed out in my
document, as a unit plan we actually pay for our internal streets. That is part of the
sinking fund. We pay for our lighting. In fact, we had to have the lighting installed
because there was no lighting in our apartment complex originally. 527
7.57 He told the Committee that there was a difference in ‘the ratio of recycling to landfill in our
units’, and that ‘[o]ur recycling is something in the order of one-quarter of the detached
housing recycling rate’. 528
7.58 Mr Baron told the Committee that ‘we in unit plans actually provide the government with
some cost savings’, because ‘the government only has to maintain the outer part of the
street’: the unit owners, collectively, maintained ‘all the internal streets’, and generated
smaller quantities of recycling material for removal than detached houses. 529

M R G ARY P ETHERBRIDGE
7.59 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Gary Petherbridge advised the Committee that for unit
titled properties the impact of the change in methodology had been ‘particularly great’ and
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that this was ‘disproportional to the land and municipal resources used versus usage by
single houses and blocks’. 530
7.60 In addition, the submission advised:
In multi-unit complexes every unit pays the “fixed charge” component of the Rates and
Taxes. This is a major [windfall] for the Government as the cost for many of the
municipal services it is meant to cover – waste removal, kerbing, guttering, roads,
verge maintenance and even public transport … are significantly lower to support a
greater density of population. 531
7.61 In addition, the submission advised:
Some of these services are paid for directly by Owners Corporations and these costs
are passed to owners by their body corporate levies – hence in some instances the
owners are paying twice. The multiple collection for these fixed charges is particularly
effective in creating a larger Revenue Take. 532

R OGER N EIL S MITH

AND

D IANA R UTH S MITH

7.62 In their submission to the inquiry, Mr Roger Neil Smith and Mrs Diana Ruth Smith advised
the Committee that:
The apartment block in which my apartment is located has 190 apartments. This sort of
increase applied to all apartment owners in this building alone is enormous. We have
had no change in services over the last 8 years since inception. It seems to comprise
one truck collection of compacted garbage in two hoppers three times a week and a
weekly recycling collection also in large hoppers collected from within the building. We
maintain our own gardens and surrounds including street and footpath cleaning as part
of the precinct maintenance at our own cost. 533
7.63 The submission advised:
I should add that we have never seen a street sweeper around this New Acton precinct
and we have a precinct contractor picking up waste papers and other throw-away
rubbish. This compares with considerably higher costs to the territory for servicing 190
individual suburban residences. 534
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7.64 In addition, the submission advised:
We have our own fully maintained underground parking with no Government costs for
on or off-street parking. All of our building and services costs are covered within the
body corporate fees paid by owners. 535

A

SUBMITTER

7.65 In a submission, a submitter who did not wish to be named advised the Committee that:
All strata unit owners must pay body corporate fees. They must also pay sinking fund
fees to ensure that common property is appropriately maintained. These fees are
significant. 536
7.66 The submission advised that:
This common land, which is not owned by individual unit owners now forms part of the
valuation based rates charge, yet the ACT Labor Government provides no maintenance
or services for that land. This is paid for entirely by the owners’ corporation. Yet, the
ACT Government is calculating and collecting revenue on land for which it does not
maintain or provide services. 537
7.67 The submission advised that this was ‘unconscionable multiple-dipping’, which created
‘even greater inequity between single title homeowners and strata unit owners’, 538 as:
Not only can homeowners realise the entire value of the property on which they pay
rates when they sell their property, they do not have the added very significant burden
of paying both body corporate and sinking fund fees every year. 539
7.68 When the submitter appeared before the Committee in hearings of 8 August 2018, the
submitter told the Committee that there were no municipal services provided to maintain
the open spaces on the parcel of land to which her unit belonged. Unit owners, collectively,
were ‘just about to spend $70,000’ to replace an internal roadway, and this was paid for by
way of body corporate fees and contributions to a sinking fund. 540
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7.69 Regarding this, the submitter told the Committee that:
We have no option on those things. Single-title property owners do. They can let their
place go to rack and ruin. We are not permitted to do that by law. 541
7.70 The submitter told the Committee that the recent change in methodology for rates did not
take into account ‘the fact that we have quite significant body corporate fees’, and that her
body corporate fees were $2,000 a year. 542
7.71 Regarding these fees, the submitter noted that such payments were compulsory:
the sinking fund is legislated to go up at a certain amount, we are supposed to have a
certain amount in the sinking fund relative to value. It is supposed to go up 10 per cent
a year. Nobody is getting those kinds of pay increases. We have been trying to keep it
consistent, but we still have an obligation. 543
7.72 The submitter told the Committee that costs for the upkeep of common areas was
considerable:
If we have to paint the entire property, that is close to $100,000. We are just about to
replace the road; it will be $70,000. We pay for gardening for our land borders. We
make sure that the hedges do not go over onto public footpaths, because that is our
liability. 544
7.73 However in contrast, the submitter told the Committee, ACT government services were
‘very sporadic’:
We get a bit of garden trimming, grass trimming, behind the property on their land
maybe once or twice a year. 545
7.74 The only municipal service to the unit complex was the provision of municipal rubbish bins,
but otherwise the owners maintained ‘everything else’, including the internal roads and
gardens. This, the submitter told the Committee, did not ‘substantiate an increase of 93.4
per cent’ in her rates liability. 546
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O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

7.75 Other contributors to the inquiry expressed concerns regarding efficiencies to government
provided by unit-titled dwellings; the costs assumed by owners of unit-titled properties
which would otherwise be funded by government; and a perceived disparity between these
elements and a higher rates liability placed on unit-titled dwellings as a result of the change
in methodology. 547

C OMMITTEE COMMENT
7.76 As in previous chapters, contributors to the inquiry were consistent in the views they put
forward regarding the effect of the current methodology on people who had downsized
from a larger free-standing dwelling to a unit title property.
7.77 These people considered that:

 they had been encouraged to move from larger to smaller accommodation by policies
enunciated by the ACT government;

 they had made the decision to downsize in good faith, with regard to environmental
implications and financial planning considerations for their retirement; and that

 they had subsequently been disadvantaged as a result of the implications of 2017 changes
to the rates and land tax system.
7.78 In relation to this, these contributors considered that the ACT government had not acted
consistently with its policy of encouraging downsizing, or higher density living in general,
and they took the view that in this respect they had received a ‘false signal’ from the ACT
government.
7.79 Regarding the question of whether the current rates and land tax system took into account
savings to government of unit title plans providing their own municipal-type services, and
the reduced cost of providing municipal services to higher density dwellings, contributors
were consistent in arguing that:

 unit plans provided considerable savings to government as a result of their statutory
obligations to maintain common areas and facilities such as driveways and garden areas,
and to pay for services such as waste removal which are provided by government for freestanding dwellings; and that

See: Mr Rod Manns, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 4 July 2018, p.29; Submission No. 59, R O’Connell; Submission No. 52,
Ms Emma Jackman; Submission No. 29, Mr Mohan Mathews; Submission No. 24, Mr Gary Jobson, p.1; Submission No. 30,
Mr Frederick Rubly; and Submission No. 78, Mr Peter Fricker (via Haveyoursay).
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 government provision of other municipal services to unit plans was less expensive because
unit title dwellings were concentrated in a smaller area.
7.80 Some members of the Committee took the view that the ACT government has not taken
these factors into account in designing the present methodology for determining rates and
land tax for strata residences in the ACT, and that they should be taken into consideration.
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8 M A N D AT E

FOR REVISED METHODOLOGY

I NTRODUCTION
8.1

Contributors to the inquiry expressed concerns as to:

 whether the ACT government had obtained a ‘mandate’ for the changes in methodology
for rates and land tax;

 the degree to which the ACT government had provided a reasonable and logically sound
rationale for the changes;

 the degree to which revenue generated by rates and land tax were considered to fund
municipal or ‘state-type services’;

 whether the changes were consistent with the findings of the Quinlan review of taxation
in the ACT;

 the degree to which the basis for calculating rates and land tax was, or should be, based
on unimproved (AUV) or improved (AIV) values of properties;

 the degree to which there had been prior consultation or advice regarding the changes,
and the quality of interaction with the ACT government, regarding the changes, after the
changes came into force;

 the degree to which the changes were consistent with expectations regarding value for
money; and

 whether changes to stamp duty in the ACT provided an adequate off-set or rationale for
the change in methodology.
8.2

This chapter considers these concerns, on the presumption that there is a significant level
of commonality between them in the sense that they are all to do with the degree to which
government has asked — and citizens have provided — consent to the changes in
methodology.

M ANDATE
8.3

A number of contributors to the inquiry put the view that the ACT government had not
sought, or received, a ‘mandate’ for the changes to the methodology for rates and land tax.

8.4

The most relevant entry in the Oxford English Dictionary provides this definition of
‘mandate’:
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The commission to rule or to pursue stated policies conferred by electors on their
elected representatives; support for a policy or measure of an elected party regarded
as deriving from the preferences expressed by the votes of the electorate. 548
8.5

In common currency, having a mandate is most often taken to mean that a government has
taken a policy to an election and, as a result of winning the election while putting forward
the policy, has been seen to have attracted the agreement of the electorate for that policy.

M R A LEXANDER P OPOV
8.6

In his submission to the Committee, Mr Alexander Popov advised that the ‘change does not
have a mandate’, and that:
The ACT taxation reform website … has nothing to say about ACT taxation reform
impact to tenants and rents. I suggest public was not properly informed and the
mandate to the change could not be received. 549

8.7

When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Popov was asked
to expand on the assertion in his submission, that the government did not have a mandate
for the change in methodology. 550

8.8

In responding, Mr Popov told the Committee that:
In the information that I have read on the website, I have not seen any indication that
the impacts on tenants and renters have been assessed. I could not find this
information. Maybe it does exist but certainly I could not find it, and I read what there
is available on the website. So from my point of view this information was not
available. Obviously, there is more information which is available on the website but
only the positive impact of this tax reform is discussed, which is fine, but in my view it
was not comprehensive in that some other aspects have not been communicated
properly to the public. 551

“mandate, n.” OED Online, Oxford University Press, June 2018, www.oed.com/view/Entry/113299. Accessed 22 August
2018.
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M R M ICHAEL P ARSONS
8.9

In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Michael Parsons advised the Committee that:
These increases are significant and have been implemented through stealth and
deception. Prior to the 2016 election the ACT opposition claimed that re-election of the
then Labor Government would lead to significant increases in rates and other charges
to cover the costs of various policies and programmes that were being pursued by the
government. 552

8.10 The submission advised that:
This was strongly denied at the time by the Government. We now see that these
denials were a lie. The rates that I pay on my investment properties has increased by
54% and my land tax by 64%. Such increases bear no resemblance to any form of
realty. The realities of our current world are increasing CPI figures and stagnant wage
growth. 553
8.11 The submission advised that, in view of this:
Such a plan should have been placed before the electorate before the 2016 election,
not denied as it was. 554
8.12 The submission also put the view that it was:
through such deceitful implementation of an action that has no basis in either logic or
fairness that today’s politicians are held with ever increasing levels of contempt. They
should have had the decency to place their plans for what is a substantive change to
their revenue raising structure before the electorate in 2016. 555

M S F RANCES D AVIES
8.13 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Frances Davies advised the Committee that while there
was ‘forewarning of an increase in rates for 2017-18’, there was ‘no indication that the
formula would be changed so that owners of apartments and town-houses would be
impacted both significantly and disproportionately’, and there had been ‘no indication at
all’ as to how this was ‘consistent with changes to Land Tax’. 556
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R ATIONALE
8.14 A number of contributors to the inquiry raised concerns as to the degree to which the
rationale for the change in methodology, put forward by the ACT government, could be
considered logically coherent and defensible.

M R J ACK E VANS
8.15 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Jack Evans advised the Committee that:
This attack on strata properties has been variously attempted to be justified as better
aligning rates on units with those on freestanding homes (Treasury spokeswoman as
reported by the Canberra Times 5 September 2017). The spokeswoman goes on to
claim there is a significant under payment of rates by units because they represent 29%
of properties but paid 17% of rates under the previous charging regime. 557
8.16 However, the submission advised:
When the fixed charge per property is $1,089, what was not acknowledged was that
stratas represent considerably less than 17% of the ACT’s total residential AUV. 558
8.17 In light of this, the submission advised that:
even before these changes were introduced, if measured by their relative proportion of
the ACT’s total of AUV, strata properties were being more heavily taxed than
houses. 559
8.18 Regarding these arguments, the submission put the view that:
If Treasury want to determine rates so that if stratas are 29% of properties then they
pay 29% of rates, then call it for what it is: a Poll Tax on properties! 560
8.19 However, the submission advised:
A different set of reasons to justify these changes were advanced by [the] Director of
Budget and Economic Policy, Chief Minister’s Office. Her email of 16 February 2018 is
at Attachment 1 where the fundamental justification is explained as:
‘Under the previous methodology, someone with a $500,000 unit in the City
paid about $400 a year less in rates than someone with a freestanding home
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worth the same amount in Charnwood. We do not believe that was fair or
equitable.
Even after the methodology change average rates on units are significantly
lower at $1,352 per year, compared with $2,295 a year on average for
freestanding homes.’ 561
8.20 Regarding this argument, the submission advised that the Director:
conveniently omits to acknowledge the extent to which the improved value of the
average house exceeds that of the average apartment. If, as I suspect it is, strata units’
average improved value (AIV) is less than half that of the average AIV of houses then,
by [the Director’s] measure of fairness and equity, strata units are being overtaxed. 562
8.21 It also stated that the Quinlan Review ‘went no further than proposing that a “site value”
be adopted for rates, land tax and lease variation charges’; that in this way it ‘specifically
excluded the concept of taxing based on “improved value”‘; and that this was nevertheless
‘the very justification advanced’ by the Director. 563
8.22 In addition, the submission advised the Committee:
If, as advised by Treasury, strata units paid 17% of residential rate revenue in 2016/17
then, given the significant fixed charge component, strata unit’s share of AUV must be
substantially less than 17%. 564
8.23 The submission advised that:
Without data to assess the circumstances, one’s suspicions would be that strata units
would also account for substantially less than that this 17% threshold if measured on
an equivalent AIV basis. 565
8.24 Regarding this, the submission stated that if ‘overall’ strata units were ‘paying a greater
amount than their share of AIV’ it made ‘a mockery of isolated examples’, provided by the
government, ‘of one type of strata unit paying less than one type of freestanding house’.566
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8.25 The submission noted that ‘representative quoted in the Canberra Times (5 September
2017) claimed “some 32,783 units or 72% of all Canberra apartments remain in the lowest
marginal rating category, below the $150,000 threshold”. 567
8.26 Regarding this, the submission stated that ‘for that claim to hold water the aggregate value
of each separate complex in which those units are housed has to be below the $150,000
threshold’, and that this ‘defies credibility’. 568
8.27 Reflecting on this line of argument, the submission advised that this:
leads one to ponder whether Treasury fully comprehends the enormity of the
consequences unless such calculations have been “massaged” by strategic utilisation of
the “generous” once only $100 rebate for strata units provided in the 2017/18
budget. 569
8.28 However, what the Treasury data did highlight, the submission advised, was that the
‘overwhelming numbers of strata units in the ACT are relatively modest dwellings’ and that
‘the so called “foreshore penthouses” comprise a relatively minor component of the strata
population’. 570

M R R OD M ANNS
8.29 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Rod Manns advised the Committee that in his view the
new methodology did not have ‘a clear, robust policy rationale’:
The Government’s policy rationale is not entirely clear but appears to be that unit
owners should pay rates based on a comparison of unit and house improved
values/rental returns, and that unit owners were not paying their ‘fair share’ under the
previous system. The Government has not provided cogent evidence for either
assertion. The former is particularly spurious because the rates system is legislatively
based on unimproved land values. 571
8.30 These views were expanded upon further into the submission, where it stated that:
The first aspect of the Government’s apparent rationale is spurious. The Rates Act 2004
is clear that rates are based solely on unimproved land values. Improved values, or
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rental returns which have also been mentioned in some Government statements, have
no place in the legislation. 572
8.31 In support, the submission advised:
The Government has provided isolated, and perhaps merely hypothetical, examples to
support this rationale. Statements supporting it have variously made an unqualified
generalisation about house and unit values, or have qualified it with ‘often’ or
‘typically’. 573
8.32

The submission also advised that the ‘second aspect of the Government’s apparent
rationale’ did not ‘make sense’:
Total rates revenue from units would not be expected to be similar to that from houses
under any reasonable system based on taxing land wealth. The total land value of units
in the ACT is self-evidently a fraction of the total value of house blocks. 574

8.33 The submission also put the view that the methodology was ‘illogical’:
The marginal rate applied to units is now based on the value of land owned by all
owners in a block. This treats all unit owners as if they were more land-rich than they
are. Without any apparent logic, it takes account of assets owned by someone other
than the individual unit ratepayer. In addition, there is no logical connection between
the new methodology for units and the ongoing one for houses. 575
8.34 Rather, it advised the Committee:
Unit owners already paid, and continue to pay, the same fixed rates charges and levies
as house owners. Unit owners were, and are, generally paying more than their fair
share towards government services through this element of rates. 576
8.35 Regarding valuing in-aggregate for unit-titled properties, the submission advised that the
Rates Act 2004 had ‘always required that a unit block of land be valued as if it were a single
parcel’, although this was not the case for ‘house blocks that were part of a larger block
before subdivision’. 577
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8.36 ‘In reality’, the submission advised, ‘once divided into unit titles, a block would have to be
acquired from multiple title owners if a purchaser wanted to buy the whole block’, and
because ‘a purchaser would have to negotiate and bear the cost of dealing with multiple
unit title holders’, this would mean that under such circumstances ‘a unit titled block would
be less valuable than it was as a single parcel’. 578
8.37 In light of this, the submission advised, it was ‘arguable that unit owners therefore suffer
from over-valuation of their land’ and consequently paid ‘more than their fair share
through higher land valuation rates than house owners’, whether that was calculated under
‘either the old or new methodology’. 579
8.38 When it came to expanding on the argument that the methodology was ‘illogical’, the
submission advised that land rates were ‘essentially a tax on wealth in the form of land
ownership’. 580
8.39 In light of this, the submission advised that the new methodology was illogical for three
reasons.
8.40 First, the submission advised, the methodology:
treats owners of a fraction of a block the same as a single owner of the entire block
(perhaps the developer before subdivision). For example, a unit block with a land value
of $10 million could be owned individually only by a very wealthy ‘land-rich’ person.
Divided into 100 unit titles, each unit owner would have only a modest $100,000 worth
of land. Under the new methodology these owners with little land wealth pay rates at
the same marginal rate as would a wealthy single owner of the entire block. 581
8.41 Second, the submission advised:
rates on a unit are now based on the value of the land owned by a unit owner and all
the other owners in the block combined. If this approach applied to income tax, a unit
resident’s income would be subject to the marginal tax rate applicable to the aggregate
income of all residents in a unit block. A low-income resident would pay the same
marginal tax rate as a high-income resident. This would be absurd. 582
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8.42 Third, the submission advised, ‘the new methodology applies only to units’: 583
If a large block of land is subdivided into single title townhouses or houses, the owners
pay rates at the marginal rate for their individual land wealth, not the value of the
original block. Owners of houses in a street or single title townhouses in an estate do
not have their rates calculated on the basis of the aggregate value of their neighbours’
blocks. 584

M S J ANE G ODTSCHALK
8.43 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Jane Godtschalk advised the Committee that:
Because of the vagaries of the combination of a valuation-based charge with various
fixed charges, the increases in the total rates bill vary across apartments in a counterintuitive fashion. 585
8.44 The submission advised that:
As shown in the examples at the beginning [of the submission] the greatest percentage
increases in total rates occur for those apartments in the middle of the range of
apartment values. The peak increase in the Valuation Based Charge is about 106% (a
more than doubling) for the lowest-valued apartments. The peak increase in total rates
bill is around 35% for an apartment with a unit entitlement of around 0.58%. 586
8.45 Regarding these outcomes of the revised methodology, Ms Godtschalk advised the
Committee that it was ‘impossible to see any logic in this pattern’. 587

M R T ED Q UINLAN
8.46 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Ted Quinlan advised the Committee that ‘Budget
papers justify the change by comparing rates paid for houses and for units’ on the grounds
that ‘premises of a similar total value are charged different amounts’.
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8.47 In the submission, Mr Quinlan advised that this ‘new treatment of units’ (that is, having
regard to market value) was ‘an expedient departure from the principle of using
unimproved value’. 588
8.48 However, when Mr Quinlan appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018,
he put another view. 589
8.49 He told the Committee that in the 2016 budget the ACT government, had identified ‘a
legitimate problem’, which was ‘the fact that the unit value of land prescribed to units is
much lower than to residences’. As a result, he told the Committee, ‘on a straight one-toone basis, unit owners in a very plush unit could be paying a lot less rates than someone
just down the road in a pretty standard detached home’. 590
8.50 When asked in what circumstances this would occur, Mr Quinlan told the Committee:
The circumstances already existed. I think, in fact, that when you look at the average
unimproved value of land under a given unit, it is a whole lot less than a comparable
detached house. That is in the 2016 budget. That issue of the government identifying
that maybe we are not getting enough rates from unit owners is what I think
precipitated the change … 591
8.51 He told the Committee that:
If you go back and look at the rates that apply to units—in fact, if you look at the
unimproved value of units spread over the whole complex versus an individual house—
there is a tremendous difference. That might explain, to a large degree, why there are
so many unit complexes being built and so few detached houses being built. 592
8.52 He told the Committee that:
It is because, in fact, the raw cost—the basic cost of land for housing—is quite
substantially different in those two sectors, units as opposed to detached housing. Of
course, because we are still using unimproved value, that actually then gives rise to a
lower calculation of rates for a unit, as opposed to a detached house. 593
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O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

8.53 Other contributors also expressed concerns about the extent to which the ACT
government’s revised methodology on rates and land tax was logically coherent and
defensible. 594

S OURCES OF FUNDING FOR STATE - TYPE SERVICES
8.54 Contributors to the inquiry considered sources of funding for state-type services. In
particular, some contributors considered whether municipal services — in effect — were
provided by government in exchange for the levying of municipal rates and land tax.
8.55 This view had been resisted by government representatives when they appeared before the
Committee, who put the view that revenue municipal rates and land tax funded state-type
services, such as health and education, and that the ACT government did not ‘hypothecate’
municipal rates to fund municipal services. 595
8.56 Other contributors considered the relationship between municipal rates and municipal
services relevant to the question of whether increased rates and land tax, under the revised
methodology, could be considered reasonable.

M R P HILIP B ARON
8.57 Mr Philip Baron, when he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018,
questioned ACT government assertions that municipal rates and land tax funded health,
education and similar services because, he said ‘that is actually funded largely by way of
commonwealth grants—that is, by part of your [income] tax’. 596

M S J ANE G ODTSCHALK
8.58 Ms Jane Godtschalk, in her submission to the inquiry, put a similar view. She advised the
Committee that:
By far the largest component of ACT Government revenue is grants from the
Commonwealth, comprising the ACT’s share of GST revenue plus various other forms
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of general and specific purpose assistance. Together these account for just over 40% of
revenue. This is the main source of funding for the ACT’s State-like services. 597
8.59 This being the case, the submission advised:
It could therefore be argued that the ACT Government’s State-like expenditure
responsibilities are irrelevant to an examination of how it levies residential general
rates. 598
8.60 ‘In any case’, the submission advised:
the claimed rationale quoted above provides no basis for the suggestion that equity
between ratepayers in the rates they pay should depend in some unstated manner on
how the ACT Government spends its revenues. 599
8.61 Rather, there was ‘a respectable argument that the Commonwealth government is
responsible for, and best placed to deal with, financial equity between citizens through its
taxation and income transfer systems’. 600
8.62 While the submission did not ‘advocate the conclusion that could be drawn from such a
view’ — that is ‘that municipal services ought to be funded by a poll tax’ — the submission
questioned ‘the simplistic view’ that the ACT Government ‘ought to change its rates
structure with the objective of giving it a greater redistributional role’. 601

M R T ED Q UINLAN
8.63 When Mr Ted Quinlan appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018 the
Committee a whether the ACT was different from other jurisdictions in that it was
necessary for revenue from municipal rates and land tax to be put toward meeting the cost
of state-type services. 602
8.64 In responding to the question, Mr Quinlan told the Committee:
I have heard that assertion made. That is, if you like, an arbitrary decision that
governments can make as to whether the government should in fact confine rates
collection to providing the services that are provided in all other jurisdictions by rates
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or whether Canberra is so unique that we actually need to derive income out of the
rating base for virtually state-level revenue generation, as opposed to municipal-level
generation. 603
8.65 Mr Quinlan told the Committee:
We have an overlap, and it has grown over time. Past treasurers can be blamed for that
in part, I suppose. Nevertheless it might have been wise back then, in hindsight, to try
and isolate rates to city and municipal services and then other revenues to state-level
services. 604
8.66 However, he told the Committee, the particular circumstances of states and territories in
Australia were provided for by allocations of funding by the Commonwealth Grants
Commission. This included the ACT receiving ‘compensation through GST allocations for our
inability to tax at the same rate as other states’, calculated on the basis of Horizontal Fiscal
Equalisation. 605
8.67 Mr Quinlan told the Committee that:
The Commonwealth Grants Commission does that for everybody. On average half the
states have a less than average capacity to generate revenue, and the bigger states
have a more than average capacity to generate revenue. So the Grants Commission’s
whole raison d’etre is to create equity among citizens in a given jurisdiction as opposed
to others. 606

T AXATION REVIEW
8.68 Contributors to the inquiry considered whether the revised methodology for rates and land
tax was consistent with the recommendations of the ACT Taxation Review of 2012. This is
commonly known as the ‘Quinlan review’, and was conducted by a contributor to the
present inquiry, Mr Ted Quinlan. 607
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8.69 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Mike Buckley advised that the Quinlan review had
found that the ‘general rates system provides the ACT with a broad, transparent and
efficient tax base on which to raise the taxation revenue required to provide services’. 608
8.70 The submission stated that after the completion of the review the ACT government:
commenced a program of tax reforms which encompassed the phased removal of
harmful taxes such as stamp duty on insurance products and residential conveyances.
Revenue foregone from these taxes was to be replaced by an increase in general rates
and more transparent charges e.g. emergency fire service levy.609
8.71 The submission advised that the Quinlan review had found that:
Under the ACT’s current rating system, smaller blocks pay a larger amount of general
rates on a dollar per square metre basis than larger blocks. This imposes a
disproportionate burden on households that consume and use land more efficiently. It
reduces the overall progressivity of general rates. 610
8.72 The submission advised that the review had noted that ‘the fixed component of the general
rate was the same irrespective of the size of the property’ and that it recommended ‘that
the tax system be made more equitable by increasing the progressive nature of the tax’. 611
8.73 To this end, the submission advised, ‘an additional tax fifth tax bracket was added to the
rating scale for determining the valuation component of the general rate’. Previously, top
tax bracket was $450,000: the new bracket ‘added a higher rate of tax for residences with
an AUV greater than $600,000’. 612
8.74 When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Ted Quinlan,
who conducted the 2012 ACT tax review, was asked whether the current methodology for
determining rates and land tax for strata residences had been part of the review. 613
8.75 In responding, Mr Quinlan told the Committee that this was ‘not mentioned’ in the context
of the review. The ‘only issue that was discussed and debated, and probably not completely
resolved’, was whether someone should ‘pay greater rates automatically if they had a
greater area of land that they were occupying’. He considered that they should not. 614
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A SSESSMENT BASED ON UNIMPROVED OR MARKET VALUE
8.76 A number of contributors to the inquiry considered the ACT government’s arguments in
favour of the revised methodology in terms of assessment based on unimproved or market
value.

M S J ANE G ODTSCHALK
8.77 In her submission to the inquiry, Ms Jane Godtschalk advised the Committee that:
several forms of “realignment” are at work in the new methodology. One is between
rates on freestanding homes and apartments with equivalent market values. Another is
within multi-unit complexes, with the least valuable apartments suffering the greatest
increase in the Valuation Based Charge and the most valuable experiencing the lowest
increase. A third is between larger and more valuable complexes and smaller, less
valuable complexes. 615
8.78 Regarding this, the submission advised that:
It is obvious that if, as is demonstrably the case, apartments within a multi-unit
complex are experiencing increases in the Valuation Based Charge in inverse relation to
their value, then there can be no general “better alignment” with rates on freestanding
homes. 616
8.79 The submission advised what was more ‘fundamental’ was the question of ‘what
“alignment” ought to consist of’:
The clear assumption is that rates ought to be more reflective of the market value of
residences, not the unimproved value of the land on which they stand. Those with
high-valued apartments ought to pay as much as those with equivalently valued
houses. 617
8.80 However, Ms Godtschalk advised in her submission, this represented ‘a huge change in the
historical basis for levying rates in Australia’. 618
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8.81 Under the new methodology, ‘the actual structure of rates flies in the face of the claimed
norm based on market values’, and ‘the rationale appeals to some notions of equity that
are not spelt out and can be seen to be incoherent’. 619
8.82 If, the submission suggested, was to ‘equate rates payable for homes of equal market
value’, then ‘why not simply use market value in place of unimproved value of land’? While
this was not the preferred approach, ‘it would follow as night follows day from the
objective that is presented as the basis for the methodology change’. The revised
methodology was not merely ‘an imperfect way of achieving a market-based rate
structure’; it could not ‘begin to achieve it’ and instead had ‘perverse results’. 620
8.83 The submission then went on to consider the significance of the fixed component of rates.
8.84 The submission stated that:
the current rates structure contains a significant fixed component of $1,089 for 201718 (setting aside the one-off rebate on the basis that it is not intended to be a
permanent feature of the rates structure). Indeed, the fixed component accounts for
far more than half of total rates payable by smaller apartments even under the new
methodology, where the Valuation Based Charge has more than doubled. It is a
correspondingly high proportion of the rates for stand-alone dwellings on land with
relatively low unimproved value. 621
8.85 The submission then asked as to the rationale for the fixed component, and suggested that
there were two possibilities. 622
8.86 One was that the ‘The cost of providing services to households’ was ‘obviously unrelated –
at least in any reasonably direct way – to the value of either the land or the homes of those
households’, and that although the cost was ‘far from uniform across households’, there
was ‘some attraction in simply apportioning the cost equally across households’. 623
8.87 An alternative rationale for the fixed component, the submission suggested, was ‘to
produce a more politically acceptable outcome by deliberately reducing the progressivity of
the rates structure’. 624
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8.88 Without the fixed component, the submission advised, ‘a lower proportion of rates would
be collected from households with higher valued assets, whether those assets took the
form of ‘unimproved land values or market values’. 625
8.89 The submission advised that these arguments were put not to advocate ‘removal of the
fixed components’, but rather to ‘point out that their existence is at odds with any
conception of “alignment” of rates based on market values’. 626
8.90 At a later point, the submission returned to consider arguments regarding market value
‘versus unimproved land value’ as the basis of assessment for rates and land tax. 627
8.91 The submission advised that it appeared ‘integral’ to the ACT government’s rationale for
the revised methodology to assert that ‘[e]ven after the methodology change average rates
on units are significantly lower at $1,352 per year, compared with $2,295 a year on average
for freestanding homes’. 628
8.92 However, the submission advised, this comparison was ‘utterly meaningless without further
context’ that is, without more specific information being provided on land values, market
values and ‘costs of service provision between multi-unit complexes and freestanding
homes’. 629
8.93 With regard to this, the submission stated that

 it was ‘staggering’ that ‘anyone should be surprised that rates on units are on average
lower than rates on freestanding homes’;

 that it was ‘disturbing’ that ‘anyone should consider that the difference should be
corrected, without the slightest analysis’; and that

 claims that ‘basing rates more on market value than on unimproved capital value is
automatically fairer’ should be ‘subjected to scrutiny’. 630
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8.94 In conclusion, the submission advised the Committee that:

 rates assessments ‘based on unimproved values’ had ‘served the country well’, and that
for these purposes the ACT ‘not significantly different in relevant ways from other parts of
Australia’, ‘in particular given the variety of sources of its revenue’; 631

 the ‘claimed rationale for changing the methodology does not stand up to scrutiny’; 632
 the ‘changed methodology as implemented’ was ‘a shemozzle’ as it was ‘ill thoughtthrough’ and gave rise to ‘massive inequities’; 633

 the ‘changes impact disproportionately on those least able to afford them’, including
tenants who, because they were ‘more highly represented in units compared to
freestanding homes’, would be ‘particularly hard hit as rate increases are passed through
into rents’; 634 and that

 at ‘the very least, such a major change in the way the ACT government raises revenue
from its residents ought to be properly analysed, explained, subjected to consultation with
Territory residents, and approved by a majority’. 635

M R M IKE B UCKLEY
8.95 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Mike Buckley advised the Committee that the ACT
government’s ‘observation’ that:
the increase in the general rate for residences with relatively low AUVs has been less
than that of properties with higher AUVs implies that this was an unintended outcome
and at odds with the rationale for the first stage of the tax reform measure. 636
8.96 However, the submission advised, the ACT Taxation Review had noted that ‘properties with
a relatively low AUV paid more in general rates when measured on the basis of tax paid per
square metre of land’ and ‘recommended that this “inequity” be addressed’. 637
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8.97 Commenting on this, the submission stated that it appeared that the ACT government had
taken this ‘policy objective’ out of context and ‘recharacterized’ it ‘as a justification for
changing the rating methodology for multi-unit dwellings’. 638
8.98 Commenting on an example provided by the ACT government, 639 the submission put the
view that comparisons of ‘the market value of a city unit and a dwelling in Charnwood and
their respective AUVs is deceptive and irrelevant’ 640 as:
The fixed component of the general rate is the same for all residential dwellings
irrespective of location or the size of the block. The valuation-based component of the
general rate is calculated according to the unimproved land value of the residential
block. The reference to the market value of the property which comprises both the
land value and the capital structure is not relevant to any assessment of the equity of
the tax. 641
8.99 Regarding this example, the submission advised that the ‘principal reason why the dwelling
in Charnwood has a higher AUV (and a higher general rate) than a city apartment is
explained by the amount of land it occupies’, and stated that the ‘fact that multi-unit
dwellings pay less in general rates than single dwellings with similar market values’ was ‘not
an equity issue as understood by the ACT Taxation Review 2012’. 642
8.100 A further section of Mr Buckley’s submission asked why references to the market value of
residences was ‘wrong’. 643
8.101 The submission advised that unimproved land value was ‘the traditional basis for
calculating general rates’. Basing taxation on unimproved land value was ‘seen to have the
advantage of not discouraging new development’. If properties were assessed on the basis
of market value then ‘at the margin households will invest less in their houses than they
otherwise would have’. 644
8.102 The submission advised that by ‘referring to the market value of a residence to assess the
equity of the general rate the government has introduced an apples and oranges
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comparison’ in that, in adopting ‘a market value benchmark’, it had ‘failed to take account
of some fundamental differences between multi-units and single dwellings’. 645
8.103 Regarding this, the submission advised the Committee:
In the case of single dwellings, a significant proportion of the market value consists of
what is underneath the building. By way of example from Barton, the most recent
single dwelling sale on Macquarie Street was for $1.3 million in July 2016. At that time
the unimproved land value was $933 000. 646
8.104 In contrast, the submission advised:
In 2016 the insured value of the common property of the Barton Units Plan was $55
million, more than 5 times the value of its land. 647
8.105 This, the submission advised, underscored the fact that the ‘principal asset of the unit
owner is the building structure’. It was for this reason that the Unit Titles Act required
Owners Corporations ‘to protect the value of the building’. This was evidenced in the fact
that:

 ‘insurance policies were intended to cover the building to the maximum extent possible’;
 owners corporations were ‘required to prepare a sinking fund to cover the replacement of
aged assets’; and

 ‘fire and emergency obligations are greater for multi-unit complexes than single
dwellings’. 648
8.106 Regarding these, the submission advised that these obligations required expenditures not
required for owners of single dwellings. 649
8.107 The submission advised that the point of indicating these costs was ‘not to criticise these
obligations’, but was rather to ‘identify why the market value of units may appear high
relative to a single dwelling’. 650
8.108 The submission stated that it was possible for the owner of a single dwelling to ‘ignore
modernising their property and even some maintenance and the impact on the market
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value of the property would be small’, however if a multi-unit complex were to adopt a
similar approach ‘market values could be affected significantly’. 651
8.109 Taking these factors into account, the submission advised that for the ACT government to
assert:
that residential unit holders should pay a general rate established on a different basis
to that of single residences because of a one-off comparison of the relative market
values city units and suburban dwellings represents a failure by Treasury to properly
inform the decision-making process. 652

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

8.110 Other contributors also made comment on unimproved and improved value of properties
as considerations in the context of the revised methodology. 653

A DVICE AND CONSULTATION
8.111 A number of contributors to the inquiry raised concerns regarding the degree to which they
were advised of changes to the methodology — before implementation — or how their
questions were answered after the revised methodology was put in place.
8.112 Mr Peter Davies, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that in his view:
The introduction of this changed methodology has been poorly conceived and poorly
implemented. Discussion with representatives of apartment owners has been
negligible and had those discussions taken place, then the government may well not
have been returned. 654
8.113 When Mr Rod Manns appeared before the Committee in hearings of 4 July 2018, he was
asked whether had received any information from the ACT government seeking to justify
the change. In responding to the question, he told the Committee:
No, not directly. I am aware that the government published various statements, and I
have given a bit of a summary of those in my submission—mostly after the event, I
have to say. I have had considerable correspondence with the Chief Minister and
Treasurer and his directorate, in which I have been given a bit of a moving feast of
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justifications. But as an ordinary ratepayer, in advance of the change coming into
effect, I did not receive any detailed information about the implications of the
change. 655
8.114 A submitter who did not wish to be named advised the Committee that:
Many people I have spoken to are not aware of the way in which this calculation has
been made. They have been too busy trying to survive the onslaught of price increases
across multiple services, finding and staying in employment, keeping a roof over their
heads and putting food on the table. 656
8.115 When the submitter appeared before the Committee in hearings of 8 August 2018,
questions were asked as to how the submitter became aware of the change in
methodology. In responding, the submitter told the Committee that the first awareness of
the changes came when the rates bill for the previous year was received. 657
8.116 When asked to read out the bill, the submitter told the Committee the bill read as follows:
“Charges for your unit title property in 2017-18 have been calculated on the average
unimproved value of the residential portion of the total unit complex, $3,435,000, and
your residential unit entitlement, based on the total residential portion of the unit
complex, is 5.4000 per cent. See overleaf for further information.” 658
8.117 The submitter told the Committee that then there was ‘a whole bunch of things that to me
are unintelligible unless you have a maths degree’, 659 and that the bill then went on to
state that unit title developments were ‘treated as single property for valuation
purposes’. 660
8.118 Mr Alexander Popov, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee — regarding
communication about the revised methodology after it was introduced — that:
I do not feel the letters I received in 2017 from the ACT Chief Minister office addressed
my concerns in a constructive way. I am not a politician and I do not think the ACT
Chief Minister office representative needed to argue with me a) whether or not the
change causes the rent increase or b) giving a bad advice to run my business in loss by
not increasing the rents in response to the change … As an ACT resident and a taxpayer
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I expected the ACT Chief Minister office to listen to my concerns and discuss the issue
in a productive way. 661

V ALUE FOR MONEY AND TRANSPARENCY
8.119 A number of contributors to the inquiry made a connection between additional costs in
rates and land tax and the degree to which municipal services were adequate and methods
for dealing with revenue were transparent.
8.120 A number of contributors also stated that they were not against paying tax in principal but
that the recent changes to methodology had resulted in taxes that were not considered
reasonable.

M S A NNIE G REGG
8.121 Ms Annie Gregg, in her submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that she believed
‘in fair taxes’ and was ‘happy to pay them to benefit the wider community’, but the revised
methodology ‘shifts a burden on people who own or live in unit titled property’. 662

M S F RANCES D AVIES
8.122 Ms Frances Davies, in her submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that the
Executive Committee of her complex commended the ACT government ‘for being the only
jurisdiction undertaking these reforms’ and agreed that ‘they introduce a broad and
efficient revenue base’, and supported ‘the policy objectives, especially supporting the
economy, housing affordability and improving the progressivity of taxes’. 663
8.123 However, the submission advised, the Executive Committee believed that the government
had ‘severely undermined these objectives by introducing the changed methodology to the
calculation of rates for units within a strata arrangement’. 664
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M R P ETER D AVIES
8.124 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Peter Davies advised the Committee that:
Whilst our residents live in the Kingston Foreshore area, many feel that they are being
treated as second class citizens. The lack of municipal services – street-sweeping,
minimal number of garbage bins to cater for the commercial food businesses in the
area (and especially the clearance of those bins) has left this part of the precinct
looking decidedly less appealing than the eastern end of Eastlake Parade. 665
8.125 The submission advised that:
The failure of TAMS to monitor and maintain infrastructure – other than on a reactive
basis when reported by residents on “Fix my street”, is surely a failure by the
government to provide the services required on a timely basis. 666
8.126 In light of these matters, the submission went on to advise the Committee that:
If the increases in rates that have been borne by the residents of Waterfront
Apartments were accompanied by a similar increase in the level of services received,
then there might not be such an outcry from them. 667

M R E D H IGHLEY
8.127 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Ed Highley advised the Committee that:
Now in our seventies, we have lived in our modest ‘townhouse’ at [address withheld]
Kambah, for more than thirty years. Our income is the age pension plus a very modest
superannuation supplement. In recent years, as utility costs rise – electricity, gas, water
– it has become increasingly hard for us to keep our budget in the black. It was thus an
extra shock to us when, last year, our annual rates rose from $797.89 to $1,282.38, an
increase of 61 per cent. 668
8.128 The submission advised that:
I suppose that the financial shock would be somewhat ameliorated if we could see
some benefit from it. There is none, however. The increase in rates is a ‘technical’ one
that benefits nobody but the government. Our street gutters are still blocked with
dead leaves, and the spine walk to the local shop is now just too depressing to
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traverse; a vista of cracked paths, dead trees and shrubs, and piles of dead tree limbs.
Local maintenance crews, if such indeed exist in Kambah, avoid it like the plague. 669
8.129 In light of this, the submission advised, ‘[w]e believe that the rate increase is grossly
unfair’. 670

M R G ARY P ETHERBRIDGE
8.130 When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 11 July 2018, Mr Gary
Petherbridge, in answer to questions, told the Committee that:
On value for money, I can give you examples of individual one-bedroom apartments
that may have had an unimproved valuation of about $100,000-odd in 2016-17 and the
same in 2017-18 but their rates went up by the numbers I just mentioned. So no extra
benefits. There was no extra garbage collection; there were no extra roads in the areas;
nothing extra was added. Health did not improve for them as a particular group.
Whatever the services are, education did not improve for them. I do not think there
has been any significant extra benefit for the costs they have had to pay. 671

M R A LEXANDER P OPOV
8.131 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Alexander Popov advised the Committee that:
As a member of Executive Committee in one of residential unit complexes I have seen
no additional value added by the ACT Government since the change has been
introduced to maintain internal or adjoining footpaths or roads in exchange for
increased Rates and Land Tax or other services. 672
8.132 Mr Popov was asked about this when he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13
June. In responding he told the Committee that:
In my experience of having four properties and serving on executive committees—now
on the second executive committee—I have not seen any substantial changes,
basically, any extra services so far. 673
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O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

8.133 Other contributors made comment on value for money and transparency in relation to
rates and land tax.
8.134 Mr Gary Barnes, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
We want an open transparent explanation of the revenue collected in terms of the
fixed amount per living dwelling and the rates and taxes on Unimproved value of the
Land (not market value) and how this money is used (the services provided): and
recognising that almost 50% of ACT revenue comes from Federal GST/Grants
distribution and this is largely for State type functions like education and health. 674
8.135 Other contributors made comment in similar terms. 675

C HANGES TO STAMP DUTY
8.136 Contributors to the inquiry made comment statements by the ACT government stating that
increases in rates and land tax would be offset by decreases in stamp duty. 676

M R G ARY P ETHERBRIDGE
8.137 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Gary Petherbridge advised the Committee that:
In general I did not hear from the community that they objected to the Government’s
plan to reduce (and eventually remove) Stamp Duty on Conveyancing and replace it
with higher rates over a 20 year period. 677
8.138 ‘However’, he advised the Committee, he did:
hear concerns from the community including past executives of a past Labour
Government that the Stamp Duty has hardly been reduced while the Rates and Land
Tax have increased significantly and very quickly … 678
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8.139 When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 11 July 2018, Mr Petherbridge was
asked questions regarding these statements. In responding, he told the Committee that:
In terms of the published amount of money that has come from stamp duty between
one year and the next, it actually has gone up. I do understand that some of that
increase relates to the number of properties that might have increased. I understand
that. But the bottom line is that if people buy a property today versus buying it 13
years ago, they do not pay a lot less in stamp duty than they did before. Certainly, the
rapidity of rates increases has been far greater than the reduction in stamp duty. 679

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

8.140 Ms Frances Davies, in her submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
In 2012/13, the Government said Rates/Taxes would go up slowly and Stamp Duty
would come down slowly. However, rates for strata units have escalated exponentially
and stamp duty has hardly moved. For many “downsizers” they paid both high stamp
duty and now much higher rates. 680
8.141 Other contributors made statements in similar terms. 681

S TAMP DUTY ALREADY PAID
8.142 A further argument put by contributors was that they had already paid significant sums in
stamp duty over their lifetime, and expressed concern that they were now facing higher
costs for rates and land tax.

M R P ETER D AVIES
8.143 Mr Peter Davies, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
Waterfront Apartments (Waterfront) is a large apartment complex situated at the
Kingston Foreshore, consisting of 104 apartments. It has a significant number of owner
occupiers – more than 70% – many who are retired and on fixed incomes. Having
purchased in the complex up to 11 years ago (when the complex was completed) the
owners have paid significant amounts in Stamp Duty, as was required by the
legislation. They are now being hit hard – the proverbial double-whammy – as the ACT
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Government looks at reducing its reliance on Stamp Duty as a substantial source of
funds for it budgets. 682

M R R O’C ONNELL
8.144 As noted elsewhere in this report, Mr R O’Connell, in his submission to the inquiry, advised
the Committee that the effect of the change in methodology was to ‘seriously disadvantage
strata unit owners’, many of whom were ‘retired, have reduced and limited incomes and
accordingly have downsized from larger properties in order to decrease their cost of living
and continue to rely on their own resources’, and had ‘paid full stamp duty to do this’. 683

M R P ETER

AND

M RS C AROL D UNNET

8.145 Mr Peter and Mrs Carol Dunnet in their submission to the inquiry advised the Committee
that:
We are the owners of two serviced apartments at Manuka and one town house at
Phillip. There have been large increases since 2012 in rates and a huge 60% increase in
land tax on these dwellings, particularly in the past year. As we have already paid
stamp duty on these purchases it is grossly unfair to expect us to incur such big
increases in these taxes. 684

O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

8.146 Other contributors made similar comment about stamp duty.
8.147 Mr Alexander Popov, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that the ‘ACT
Taxation reform reduces the stamp duty in the ACT’, but that ‘such reduction is likely to be
consumed by the rapidly increasing residential property prices in the ACT’. 685
8.148 Ms Penny Gibson, in her submission to the inquiry, as noted elsewhere in this report,
advised the Committee that people ‘who have bought apartments in the few years before
these enormous increase have been caught both ways’ because they had ‘paid full stamp
duty before any reductions and now are paying high land taxes as well’. 686
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8.149 Mr Gary Petherbridge, in his submission to the inquiry, as noted elsewhere in this report,
advised the Committee that ‘many older citizens may have made their last housing choice
in ‘downsizing’ and had paid ‘the Higher Stamp Duty’, but were now facing ‘very high Rates
as well’. 687

C OMMITTEE COMMENT
8.150 As in previous chapters, contributors to the inquiry were consistent in their views on degree
to which the ACT government could be considered to have a ‘mandate’ for its 2017 changes
to the methodology for rates and land tax for strata residences.
8.151 In general, these contributors took the view that:

 the ACT government had not provided a clear account of the changes-to-come during the
2016 ACT election campaign;

 the ACT government’s rationale for the 2017 changes to the methodology was not
reasonable or logically consistent;

 the 2017 changes were not consistent with the findings of the Quinlan review, contrary to
characterisations by the ACT government;

 persons liable for rates and land tax were not adequately informed by government prior
to the 2017 changes, as to their implications;

 the quality of responses queries to government regarding the 2017 changes after they was
introduced was poor, and that this aspect of the policy was poorly managed;

 services provided by government were not of an amount or quality that would make
increased rates and land tax appear reasonable, that is: that there were perceptions of a
lack of value for money;

 reductions in stamp duty were not sufficient to offset increases in rates and land tax; and
that

 the proposed trade-off between higher rates and land tax and lower stamp duty was
nullified because: people had paid higher rates of stamp duty in order to acquire their
properties; and because ‘bracket-creep’ had resulted in higher stamp duty revenue to the
Territory.
8.152 Different views were expressed as to whether a future methodology to determine rates and
land tax should be based on unimproved (AUV) or improved value for a property. On
balance, the majority of contributors noted that the Quinlan review had affirmed
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unimproved value as the gold-standard for determining rates and land tax, and asked that
the ACT system cleave to this principle.
8.153 Some contributors argued that there was a disparity between the proportion of value
imputed to land for each unit title and that for free-standing dwellings, particularly in
relation to apartments, and that this should be addressed in the design of a future
methodology.
8.154 The Committee considers that this is an issue which should be addressed.
8.155 In light of this, the Committee makes the following recommendation.

Recommendation 4
8.156 The Committee recommends that the ACT government, in a future review of the ACT
methodology for determining rates and land tax, address and respond to perceived
disparities between land values attributed to unit title and free-standing dwellings and
used as the basis for the valuation based charge component of rates and land tax.
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9 PROPOSALS

FOR RESOLUTION

I NTRODUCTION
9.1

Contributors to the inquiry made proposals for ways to resolve what they saw as problems
with current arrangements for rates and land tax.

9.2

This chapter considers:

 requests by contributors for the restoration of access to the progressive scale for rates
and land tax for unit titled properties; and

 alternative approaches to determining rates and land tax proposed by contributors.
9.3

These are considered below.

R EQUEST FOR ACCESS TO THE PROGRESSIVE SCALE
9.4

Contributors to the inquiry made requests for access to the progressive scale for rates and
land tax be restored for owners of unit title properties.

9.5

Mr Frederick Rubly, in his submission to the inquiry, asked the Legislative Assembly:
to prevail upon the Government to return to the 2016/2017 methodology used for
determining Rates and Land Tax that applied for strata residences, whereby every
individual residential property was entitled to receive the full entitlement to the sliding
scale of Rate and Land Tax calculations in determining their individual charges. 688

9.6

688

Similar concerns and perceptions were offered in other contributions, 689 and for some
contributions this took the form of a request that the change in methodology be
reversed. 690
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A LTERNATIVE APPROACHES
9.7

Some contributors to the inquiry proposed alternative approaches to determining rates and
land tax for strata residences.

M R J ACK E VANS
9.8

In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Jack Evans advised the Committee that:
If the government’s objective is to better align rates and land tax with the improved
values of homes and strata units then, surely, the logical and transparent approach
would be to terminate the use of AUV [Average Unimproved Value] to calculate the
VBC [Valuation Based Charge] component of rates and land tax, instead replacing it
with AIV [Average Improved Value] utilising the pre 2017 methodology. 691

9.9

The submission advised the Committee that there was:
logic in transitioning to AIV as such a policy would reflect an element of the prime
Quinlan Review recommendation of reducing the reliance on Stamp Duty, a tax based
on the improved value of properties. Through the adoption of such a policy the basis
on which the variable element of rates and land tax would be broaden to more
accurately reflect the actual value of residential properties whilst avoiding the
shortcoming of stamp duty which only generates tax revenue when a property is
sold. 692

9.10 Later in the submission, Mr Evans put the view that:
If the government is determined that equity is best measured based on a property’s
improved value then it must move to replace the AUV with the AIV of each property
whilst abandoning the grossly flawed, utterly unfair methodology introduced in the
2017/18 budget. 693
9.11 Regarding this proposal, the submission stated that:
Such a charge would create the opportunity to respond to the Quinlan Review
recommendation to recognise past payments of stamp duty by introducing a rebate on
rates for owners who purchased before a specified date (1 July 2015 perhaps). Such a
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scheme could be set at, say, a 10% rebate for 2018/19 reducing by 0.5% per year but
lapsing when the property was sold. 694
9.12 Further elements of Mr Evans’ proposal were discussed in greater detail in hearings of 4
July 2018. 695

M R K ERRY N A TKINS
9.13 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Kerry N Atkins advised the Committee regarding an
alternative proposal for determining rates and land tax.
9.14 Under this proposal, single dwellings would ‘pay rates based on the unimproved value of
the land … irrespective of the zoning if not given a dispensation’. 696
9.15 Other elements of the proposal were that:

 strata complexes would ‘pay rates based on the unimproved land value plus 5% for each
zoned floor space ratio for the property’;

 rate scales would be ‘the same for single and strata’ properties;
 for strata properties, the equivalent unimproved value would be ‘new ulv multiplied by
the unit built area (excluding balcony area), divided by the total occupied area (excluding
balcony area) = unit equivalent ulv’; and

 the ‘fixed charge’, fire and emergency services’ and ‘safer families levy’ would be ‘the
same for both single and multiple occupancies’. 697
9.16 As a result of this, the submission advised:

 ‘a 1 bedroom unit in a high density complex may be on the lowest rate scale while a
penthouse in the same complex will probably be on the highest rate scale’; and

 ‘the ACT Government earns more revenue which will increase exponentially as the
proportion of strata increases’, but ‘all residents are treated equitably whether single
occupancy or strata, there are no anomalies and it is simple’. 698
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9.17 ‘The only possible objection’, the submission advised, ‘would be for a strata resident in a
high rise on, say, the 2nd floor complaining about paying the same rates as an identical unit
on the 20th floor( with a higher market value)’. 699
9.18 The ‘answer’ to this objection, the submission advised, ‘is that rates are charged on
[unimproved value] and a unit’s equivalent footprint on it and not on any improved value’.
The result, it suggested, would be ‘the same for neighbours in single on the same sized
land, one in a mansion and the other in a modest dwelling’, as they would ‘both have the
same rate cost’. 700
9.19 Further elements of Mr Atkins’ proposal were discussed when he appeared before the
Committee in hearings of 4 July 2018. 701

M R M IKE B UCKLEY
9.20 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr Mike Buckley advised the Committee that in the
‘absence of sensitivity analysis supporting the development of the measure’ it was ‘very
difficult to see how the equity concerns – to the extent that there are any – can be
addressed’. 702
9.21 However, the submission advised, the ‘structural problem with the tax can be readily
addressed’:
It is possible to overcome the problem of taxing unit owners on the basis of an asset
they don’t own by separately rating the Owners Corporation. This approach would
mean that the Owners Corporation would have to make a payment to the Revenue
Office and to raise the funds for the payment through the levies it imposes on
owners. 703
9.22 The submission advised that there were ‘a couple of practical problems’ for this option:
First, an Owners Corporations might not have the funds to pay the obligation until a
new administrative fund budget is approved. This is only a timing issue which would
mean a one-year lag in the receipt of the higher tax obligation. More significantly, the
Owners Corporation would be responsible where owners don’t meet their levy
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Mr Kerry Atkins, Proof Transcript of Evidence, 4 July 2018, pp.34-39.
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obligations. This could affect the solvency of an Owners Corporation which is not well
managed. 704
9.23 However, the submission advised:
While these problems would need to be addressed, raising a separate general rate on
the Owners Corporation could provide an opportunity to better target the measure by
excluding Owners Corporations with an AUV below a threshold level. Before you could
set the threshold, sensitivity analysis would be needed to better understand the equity
concerns in relation to multi-unit dwellings. 705

M R D AVID K ING
9.24 In his submission to the inquiry, Mr David King advised the Committee of other ‘alternatives
to the current methods’:
The fixed charge could be increased and the rates scale made less progressive (which
the ACT Government has also done, to some extent). A rebate could be given for low
income earners. More radically, a flat rate scale could be applied to the unimproved
value of all properties or a flat charge to all properties, with rebates for lower income
earners. 706
9.25 If this were put in place, the submission advised:
Compared to the current system, some people may be made worse off than they were
by the ACT Government’s 2017-18 changes and some people better off. However, the
system would be fairer – more akin to a rate increase than a rate distortion. 707

M R T ED Q UINLAN
9.26 When he appeared before the Committee in hearings of 13 June 2018, Mr Ted Quinlan was
asked whether he thought that the current methodology for determining rates and land tax
for unit title properties, which placed most properties in the highest level of the progressive
scale was unfair. 708
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9.27 In responding, Mr Quinlan told the Committee:
Well, the way it is done now is not fair. It has an element of unfairness in it and there
is a practical issue to be addressed. I personally still believe in unimproved value as
the base for rating, although it is probably better to use a term like “site value”
because pretty well every unit and land is serviced for roads, kerbing, sewage
etcetera. So the site value of a block of land, I think, should be the base for rating.
That can create an equity. 709
9.28 When he was asked as to how the ACT government could improve upon the current
system, Mr Quinlan told the Committee:
I think it is going to take a bit of work. We talk about rating systems and I think
everybody likes to use in the same sentence “fairness” and “simplicity”. Unfortunately,
those two things can be at odds with each other. So I am going to suggest we come
down more on the side of fairness as opposed to simplicity. 710
9.29 He told the Committee that:
In the rates inquiry that I chaired, I met a number of young people from the ACT
treasury, very bright young people, and I think there is a capacity at least at the middle
level in treasury to work through all this stuff. And I would be very surprised and
somewhat disappointed if some of this work has not already been done in treasury. 711
9.30 Mr Quinlan told the Committee that:
However, I would be looking—off the top of my head and without assistance—first of
all to check the principle and the effectiveness of fixed and variable divisions within the
rate. That needs to be examined. 712
9.31 ‘Secondly’, he told the Committee:
it should not be beyond the wit of mankind to create a nexus between the site value—
moving away from the dirt value to the site value—of a detached block and the site
value of the apartment in which my wife and I live on the third floor. In fact, even
though it is not touching the ground, you should be able to say, “You have that much
space in Deakin,” where we live, “albeit not actually on the earth’s crust and it should
be about the same in terms of value for rating purposes as a block of land.” 713
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O THER

CONTRIBUTORS

9.32 Other contributors also made comment about alternative approaches to determining rates
and land tax.
9.33 Mr Tim Dunnet, in his submission to the inquiry, advised the Committee that:
What [I] want is fairer way to work out taxes for units. I suggest that a system be
developed that the taxes are worked on the value of the unit not the land component
as it is a small share of a bigger parcel. Just as house and land rates and land tax is
levied on the value of the land going up and down. There are systems like this in
Canada. 714
9.34 Mr Rod Manns, when he appeared in hearings of 4 July 2018, told the Committee that he
thought the ‘old system was fair’. ‘However’, he told the Committee:
if the government has a revenue challenge that it needs to meet, and it is not getting
enough in total from rates to meet that revenue challenge, it needs to have a proper
look at the whole rating system and come up with a methodology that will raise the
revenue needed but distribute it fairly across all properties. It should not just target
unit owners for massive increases without any logic or justification. 715
9.35 He told the Committee that, as he had suggested in his submission:
because that is such a major thing, that it would be wise to have an independent
inquiry or review, and not just have it done in the backroom of treasury and
announced after the event. 716
9.36 Mr Manns went on to say that such an inquiry:
needs to be transparent. People need to be able to put in their views. If there were
going to be a big change from, for example, marginal rates to fixed rates, people would
need to see what the implications of that were. Something as major as that would have
to be taken to an election, I would suggest, and the government would need a
mandate for it. 717
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C OMMITTEE COMMENT
9.37 In their proposals for a resolution to present concerns regarding the ACT rates and land tax
system, contributors to the inquiry were consistent in asking that full access to the
progressive scales for rates and land tax be restored.
9.38 It is clear from the representations made to the Committee by these contributors that they
regard full access to the progressive scale as a litmus-test of fairness in the rates and land
tax system.
9.39 Such access would be achieved, in the view of the Committee, if the Committee’s earlier
recommendation — to do away with deriving individual unit entitlement from an aggregate
value for each unit plan.
9.40 However, for the sake of clarity, the Committee makes the following recommendation.

Recommendation 5
9.41 The Committee recommends that the ACT government propose to the Legislative
Assembly changes to the regime for rates and land taxes which, if passed, would grant full
access to progressive scales for rates and land tax to the owners of unit title properties.
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10 C O M M I T T E E

CONCLUSION

10.1 The Committee considers that this inquiry has been a valuable opportunity: both to hear
from concerned persons, and to review the current system for rates and land tax in the
ACT.
10.2 The present system has generated considerable anomalies in outcomes in dollar terms. The
Committee considers that it is difficult not to be concerned at being advised of difficulties
experienced in meeting increased rates and land tax, for both residents and investors.
10.3 Viewed in aggregate, the Committee considers as a result of amendments in 2017
particularly that the current system for rates and land tax presents too many anomalies.
10.4 In the Committee’s view it is important that something so significant in the lives of ACT
residents should be readily explicable and administered.
10.5 The Committee heard considerable evidence for the need for a revision of the rating system,
however there was no real appetite, including from the Treasurer, 718 to depart from an
assessment based on unimproved value. At this stage, the Committee also considers that
unimproved value should be the basis on which rates are determined.
10.6 In light of this, the Committee makes the following recommendations.

Recommendation 6
10.7 The Committee recommends that the ACT government conduct a public review of the
ACT system for rates and land tax, including and especially rates and land tax for unit title
properties, to ensure fairness and consistency, and legislate accordingly.

Vicki Dunne MLA
Chair
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Appendix A

TERMS OF OUT-OF-ORDER PETITIONS

The terms of first out-or-order petition, presented 15 February 2018, 719 were:
PETITION
To the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly for the Australian Capital Territory
This petition of certain residents of the Australian Capital Territory draws to the attention of
the Assembly that: in 2017 /18, the Government unfairly restructured the methodology
applied to determine Rates and Land Tax for strata residences generating an additional
increase in each residence’s rates of up to $940 pa above the overall rate increase while the
AUV portion of Land Taxes have increased by as much as 170%. Such action was taken by this
Government:
1. without a mandate to make this change to the method of determining strata residences’
Rates and Land Taxes
2. without recognition of the savings in garbage collection and roads, footpaths and nature
strips infrastructure which the government enjoys because of the higher density and
therefore more efficient use of such infrastructure generated by strata residents
3. without appreciation of the conflict this policy causes with the critical ACT Planning
Strategies of creating “a more compact, efficient city by focusing urban intensification in
town centres, around group centres and along major public transport routes” and to
“provide more cost effective and sustainable living options”
4. without analysis of the negative impact on those wanting to become homeowners and
those existing homeowners contemplating downsizing especially from houses to strata
residences
5. and, without a full appreciation of the flow on upward pressure this policy will have on all
residential rents in the ACT.
Your petitioners therefore request the Assembly to: require the Government to return to the
methodology for determining Rates and Land Tax which applied for strata residences until
2016/17 whereby every individual residential property is entitled to receive the full
entitlement to the sliding scale of Rate and Land Tax calculations in determining their
individual charges.

719

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 15 February 2018, p.673.
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The terms of the second out-of-order petition, presented 15 February 2018, 720 were:
We request the Assembly to require the Government to return to the methodology for
determining Rates and Land Tax which applied for strata residences until 2016/17 whereby
every individual residential property is entitled to receive the full entitlement to the sliding
scale of Rate and Land Tax calculations in determining their individual charges. 721

720

Legislative Assembly for the ACT, Minutes of Proceedings, 15 February 2018, p.673.

As noted elsewhere, the first petition, of 76 signatures, was considered out of order because the terms of the petition
were not displayed on the pages on which signatures were applied. The second petition, of 5464 signatures, was
considered out of order because: it was an electronic petition, but did not employ the Assembly’s form for electronic
petitions, and no original signatures were provided; and some signatures were from outside of the ACT. See Legislative
Assembly for the ACT, ‘Paper petitions’, viewed 27 August 2018, available at:
https://epetitions.act.gov.au/PaperPetitions.aspx and ‘Welcome to the ACT Legislative Assembly e-Petitions website’,
viewed 27 August 2018, available at: https://epetitions.act.gov.au/

721
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Appendix B

Witnesses

Hearings of 13 June 2018

 Mr Phillip Baron
 Mr Peter Dunnet
 Mrs Carol Dunnet
 Mr Alexander Popov
 Mr Ted Quinlan
Hearings of 4 July 2018

 Mr Kerry Atkins
 Mr Jack Evans
 Mr Rod Manns
Hearings of 11 July 2018

 Mr Gary Petherbridge
Hearings of 8 August 2018

 Mr Andrew Barr, Chief Minister, Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development and
Minister for Tourism and Major Events

 Ms Kathy Goth, Director, Economic and Financial Analysis, Economic and Financial Group,
Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development Directorate

 Mr David Nicol, Under Treasurer, Chief Minister, Treasury and Economic Development
Directorate

 Mr Kim Salisbury, Executive Director, Revenue Management, Chief Minister, Treasury and
Economic Development Directorate

 A submitter who wished not to be named
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Appendix C

Submissions

 Submission No. 01 - Ms Penny Gibson
 Submission No. 02 - Mr Alex Popov and attachments
 Submission No. 03 - Mr Gary Barnes
 Submission No. 04 - Mr Michael Marsalek
 Submission No. 05 - Mr Tim Dunnet
 Submission No. 06 - Mr Peter and Mrs Carol Dunnet
 Submission No. 07 - Mr Rod Manns and attachments
 Submission No. 08 - Mr John Drum
 Submission No. 11 - Mr Phillip Baron
 Submission No. 12 - Mr Philip Robertson and attachments
 Submission No. 13 - Mr Dominic Alecci
 Submission No. 13A - Mr Dominic Alecci
 Submission No. 13B - Mr Dominic Alecci
 Submission No. 14 - Ms Rahmi Gusnetti
 Submission No. 15 - Mr Steve Tritton
 Submission No. 16 - Ms Jenny Smith
 Submission No. 17 - Mr Ed Highley
 Submission No. 18 - Mr Peter and Mrs Thelma Tokesi
 Submission No. 20 - Ms Jane Godtschalk
 Submission No. 21 - Mr Andrew Sutton
 Submission No. 22 - Ms Terrie Lendon
 Submission No. 23 - Mr Paul Harris
 Submission No. 24 - Mr Gary Jobson
 Submission No. 25 - Mr Mike Buckley
 Submission No. 25A - Mr Mike Buckley
 Submission No. 26 - Mr Neil Ferguson
 Submission No. 27 - Fay and Laurence Thwaites
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 Submission No. 28 - Mr Justin Wunsch
 Submission No. 29 - Mr Mohan Mathews
 Submission No. 30 - Mr Frederick Rubly
 Submission No. 31 - Mr Joel Smith
 Submission No. 32 - Ms Robyn Rofe
 Submission No. 33 - Mr Ted Quinlan
 Submission No. 34 - Ms Pamela Nash
 Submission No. 36 - Mr Ray Peters
 Submission No. 37 - Mr Shannon Cuthbertson
 Submission No. 38 - Mrs TM Bewley
 Submission No. 39 - Mr Alec Mackie
 Submission No. 40 - Ms Maureen Nolan
 Submission No. 41 - Ms Shirley Cummings
 Submission No. 42 - Gil Miller
 Submission No. 43 - Ms Annie Gregg
 Submission No. 44 - Ms Donna Woodward
 Submission No. 45 - Ms Beverly Bayldon
 Submission No. 46 - Ms Catherine Wallace
 Submission No. 47 - Mr Ross Greenwood
 Submission No. 48 - Ms Susan Fowler
 Submission No. 48A - Ms Susan Fowler
 Submission No. 49 - Mr Denton Bocking
 Submission No. 50 - Diane and Andrew Overall
 Submission No. 51 - Albert & Johanna Owens
 Submission No. 52 - Ms Emma Jackman
 Submission No. 53 - Mr Gary Petherbridge and attachments
 Submission No. 54 - Relja Cveticanin
 Submission No. 55 - Ms Frances Davies
 Submission No. 56 - Ms Melita Dahl
 Submission No. 57 - Roger Neil Smith and Diana Ruth Smith
 Submission No. 58 - Mr Graeme Norris
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 Submission No. 59 - R O’Connell
 Submission No. 60 - Mr Arthur Lagos
 Submission No. 61 - Mr Michael Parsons
 Submission No. 62 - Mr Peter Davies
 Submission No. 63 - Mr David King
 Submission No. 64 - Mr Simon Hearder
 Submission No. 65 - Mr Jeremy Redgrove
 Submission No. 66 - Ms Schola Nyambura
 Submission No. 68 - Mr David MacDougall
 Submission No. 69 - Mr Simon Greig
 Submission No. 70 - Mr Martin Hess
 Submission No. 71 - Makarand Kale
 Submission No. 72 - Mr Kerry N Atkins
 Submission No. 72A – Mr Kerry N Atkins
 Submission No. 73 - Santanu Chaudhary
 Submission No. 74 - Mr Julian Rzechowicz
 Submission No. 75 - Negin Moghaddam
 Submission No. 76 - Wanting Xu
 Submission No. 77 - Mr Phil Malcolm
 Submission No. 78 - Mr Peter Fricker
 Submission No. 79 - Mr John Fletcher
 Submission No. 80 - Mr Peter Chua-Lao
 Submission No. 81 - Ms Vicki M Black
 Submission No. 82 - Ms Hope Steele
 Submission No. 84 - Ms Anita Nemarich
 Submission No. 85 - Mr John Mitchell
 Submission No. 86 - Mr James Yan
 Submission No. 87 - Mr Scott Burkhart
 Submission No. 88 - Mr Michael Courtenay
 Submission No. 89 - Thet Naing
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 Submission No. 90 - Mr Philip Major
 Submission No. 91 - Mr Craig Hazelton
 Submission No. 92 - Mr Adrian Fitzpatrick
 Submission No. 93 - Mr Alexander Elliott
 Submission No. 94 - Ms Michelle Dawson
 Submission No. 95 - Ms Lenette Hammett
 Submission No. 96 – [Name withheld]
 Submission No. 96A – [Name withheld]
 Submission No. 96B – [Name withheld]
 Submission No. 97 - Mr Jack Evans
 Submission No. 98 – Ms Robin Trinca
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Appendix D

Resolution creating Privileges Committee

Resolution creating Select Committee on Privileges 2018
On 12 April 2018 the Legislative Assembly for the ACT resolved:
That:
(1) this Assembly notes:
(a) the letter distributed to Canberra residents in the names of Miss C. Burch and Ms
Lee titled Inquiry into the methodology for determining rates and land tax for
apartments;
(b) the letter calls upon residents of the Australian Capital Territory to make
submissions to an inquiry of an Assembly committee via the haveyoursay.net.au
website;
(c) the ‘haveyoursay’ website is not operated by the committee secretariat, but by
the Liberal Party of Australia ACT Division, with a registrant contact name of Alistair
Coe;
(d) the letter and the ‘haveyoursay’ website may combine to create a false
impression that they are proceedings of the Assembly or its committees;
(e) as political parties are not subject to the Privacy Act 1988 (section 6C), there is no
law governing how any information collected by the website will be used, or that all
submissions made were accurately forwarded to the committee;
(f) there is a possibility that submissions to the ‘haveyoursay’ website were not all
submitted to the Standing Committee on Public Accounts, and hence the course of the
inquiry has been corrupted; and
(g) a number of other non-Legislative Assembly websites have been established to
generate submissions to Assembly committee inquiries, including Unions ACT for the
insecure work inquiry and Australian Christian Lobby for the Select Committee on End
of Life Choices in the ACT;
(2) pursuant to standing order 277, a Select Committee on Privileges be established to
examine whether there has been a breach of the standing orders by contempt of the
committee by Ms Lee, Miss C. Burch or Mr Coe, in relation to matters noted and any
other relevant matters, including whether the conduct constitutes:
(a) interference with the Assembly;
(b) obstruction of orders;
(c) interference with witnesses;
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(d) refusal or failure to produce documents, or to allow the inspection of documents;
or
(e) destruction, damage, forging or falsification of any documents;
(3) the Committee should also examine whether the third-party websites raised in
(1)(g) have raised any issues of breaches of privilege or standing orders, and whether
guidelines should be developed for promotion of, and generation of, submissions to
committee inquiries;
(4) the Committee shall report back to the Assembly on the first sitting day of July
2018;
(5) notes that the Standing Committee on Public Accounts can continue its business
relating to the rates inquiry by meeting and holding public hearings on this matter, but
should not report to the Assembly prior to the Select Committee on Privileges
reporting to the Assembly; and
(6) the membership of the Committee is to be Ms Cheyne (Government),
Mr Rattenbury (Crossbench), Mr Wall (Opposition).”—
be agreed to. 722
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